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Abstract:
We review the effective field theory (EFT) approach to gravitational dynamics. We focus on extended
objects in long-wavelength backgrounds and gravitational wave emission from spinning binary systems.
We conclude with an introduction to EFT methods for the study of cosmological large scale structures.
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Notation & Conventions
• Throughout this review we work in ~ = c = 1 units, unless otherwise noted.
• We use a reduced Planck mass: M−2Pl ≡ 32piGN , with GN Newton’s constant.
• We use Einstein’s summation over repeated indices. Greek and Latin indices ranges are as usual,
i.e. µ, ν, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3, and i, j . . . = 1, 2, 3.
• Sometimes we use x0 = t to simplify notation, and dots to denote time derivatives, e.g. E˙ = dEdt .
• We denote 3-vectors in boldface, e.g. x,y, · · · , and put hats on unit vectors, e.g. xˆ. To avoid clut-
tering expressions, sometimes we omit the greek indices when evaluating spacetime (scalar, vector,
tensor,· · · ) functions, e.g. fαβ···(x, y, · · · ) ≡ fαβ···(xµ, yµ, · · · ).
• The Minkowski metric is given by ηαβ ≡ diag(+,−,−,−). The full metric tensor is denoted as usual,
gµν(x), and often use the standard notation: v
2 ≡ vµvµ ≡ gµνvµvν .
• We use (αβ · · · ) and {αβ · · · } to symmetrize and anti-symmetrize indices,
e.g. A(αβ) ≡ 12
(
Aαβ +Aβα
)
, A{αβ} ≡ 12
(
Aαβ −Aβα), etc.
• We use τ for the proper time: dτ2 = gαβdxαdxβ .
• We write spacetime velocities as uµ(σ) ≡ dxµdσ , with σ an affine parameter (sometimes the proper
time), and vµ(t) ≡ dxµdt , when the choice σ = t is made.
• The partial derivatives are denoted by ∂µ ≡ ∂∂xµ , and sometimes we simplify notation by repeating
indices, e.g. ∂ij ≡ ∂i∂j . At times we also use the standard notation gαβ,µ ≡ ∂µgαβ .
• For the covariant derivative we use ∇µ, and DDτ ≡ uγ∇γ for the covariant time-derivative.
• We follow the convention Rµν(x) = ∂αΓαµν(x)− ∂νΓααµ(x) + · · · , for the Ricci tensor.
• A locally-flat frame is described by a vierbein, eµa(x), such that eµa(x)eνb (x)gµν(x) = ηab, eµa(x)eνb (x)ηab =
gµν(x), with a = 0, 1, 2, 3. A co-moving locally-flat frame is denoted as eµA, with e
µ
0 = u
µ.
• We use the shortened notation ∫
p,··· ,q ≡
∫
d3p
(2pi)3 · · · d
3q
(2pi)3 and
∫
p0
≡ ∫ dp02pi .
• We denote the symmetric-trace-free electric- and magnetic-type multipole moments as IL and JL,
respectively, using the compact notation L ≡ (i1 . . . i`). To comply with previous literature some-
times we also employ QLE and Q
L
B . We use Q
L for the multipole moments including traces. We also
use the shortened notation xL ≡ xi1 · · ·xi` , xijL−2 ≡ xixjxi1 · · ·xi`−2 etc., throughout.
• As it is customary in the literature the time average of a quantity is denoted as 〈X(t)〉 ≡ 1T
∫ T
0
dtX(t),
whereas we use 〈X(t)〉S for the background expectation value on short-distance modes. (I apologize
in advance if this causes confusion.)
• We use 〈T {· · · }〉 for the ‘time-ordered product’, which in our (classical) setting is short-hand for
products of the Green’s functions.
• The n-th order in the Post-Newtonian expansion is denoted by nPN ≡ O(v2n).
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Preamble: Why Effective Field Theory?
‘A physical understanding is a completely un-mathematical, imprecise, and inexact thing, but absolutely
necessary for a physicist.’ – Richard P. Feynman.
The Feynman Lectures on Physics – Volume II section 2-1, “Understanding Physics.”
One of the main goals of physics is to be able to reduce all observed phenomena down to a set of
(mathematical) laws in a unified picture. However, even assuming such a description is ever achieved –or
is even possible– its inherently fundamental character would be of little use in order to describe phenomena
at scales other than at the deepest layers. Throughout the years the lack of a ‘theory of everything’ has
not stopped physicists from constructing models that fit observations, put bounds on the scale (of new
physics) at which the models may break down, and ultimately make predictions. Our ability to do so is
rooted in basic properties of physical laws as faithful descriptions of nature.
A physical theory which does not attempt to be valid at all scales is often called an ‘effective field theory’
(EFT) or plainly an ‘effective theory.’ A traditional example of an EFT in particle physics is Fermi’s theory
of weak interactions. However, we do not need to invoke the electroweak scale, since effective descriptions
in nature are commonplace. For instance chemistry may be thought of as an effective theory, for it does
not require the theory of quarks and leptons to describe chemical reactions, and the latter can be simply
fit into a model of electrons interacting via Coulomb forces. The reader may object that, as powerful a
framework as EFTs may be, it is nonetheless preferable to have a theoretical description which remains
applicable for the largest possible range of scales. However, even in those cases where such a model
may exist, for instance when we concentrate on a subset of interactions, it is often we find it hard –or
impossible– with our current techniques to solve for the dynamics in closed analytic form. That is the
reason very sophisticated numerical tools are in constant development, for example lattice methods for
the strong interaction (QCD) or simulations in structure formation. It is in these situations that finding
reliable EFT descriptions is extremely valuable. That is because they allow us to get a grip on the analytic
side, often providing a deeper and more systematic understanding of the dynamics. This is particularly
useful when the variables in the problem ought to be scanned over a large parameter space, which is usually
computationally expensive. The EFT can also be used to cross check with numerical results within the
realm of overlapping validity. Effective theories are thus a simplified, yet remarkably generic, bottom up
approach which provides us with a powerful instrument to describe physics at the scales of interest.
One of the key elements in an EFT framework is the decoupling of short-distance/high-frequency
physics from long-distance/low-frequency observables. The effects of the former upon the latter can be
described entirely in terms of long-distance/low-frequency degrees of freedom, and local –in space and
time– interactions. The price to pay in any effective description is thus a set of unknown coefficients which
are obtained from data, or comparison with a more comprehensive theory, when known. This procedure
goes by the name of matching. There are many instances where decoupling is manifest in nature. The
most famous1 equation in physics is an example of decoupling:
F = ma .
1 Perhaps second only to E = mc2.
1
The dynamics of a long-distance observable, namely the position of the center-of-mass of an object, xcm(t),
can be described locally, in space and time, in terms of the forces applied along its trajectory, F [xcm(t)].
The parameter in this case, m, is the (inertial) mass. The Newtonian theory does not give us any extra
information about the mass of an object. (The sum of the constituents is as far as we get about a collection
of particles.) It does, however, provide a mean to measure masses using some standardized experimental
set-up. Once the mass is known, predictions about the object’s motion under different influences can be
made, using its universal character. 2
It is also often the case that the force itself depends upon parameters that need to be obtained from
observation, or a deeper layer, such that additional information is required to solve for the motion, e.g. the
electric charge (or the ‘spring constant’). A celebrated counter-example –provided the equivalence principle
holds– is gravity. The dependence on the internal structure of the body drops out of the equations, and
objects in an external gravitational field follow geodesic motion to very good approximation. This is
often referred as the effacement theorem. This does not mean, however, that effective parameters are
not required in gravity. For example, take the gravitational field produced by the sun which varies on
a scale r much larger than the size of earth, re  r. Since re 6= 0 our planet thus experiences slightly
different pulls. This is the origin of tidal deformations. The response to tidal forces depend on the inner
structure of the objects and, because re/r  1, these can be incorporated in an EFT framework order
by order in the ratio of scales. This is ultimately related to the concept of power counting in EFTs or, in
other words, assessing the number of unknown parameters. Simply put, power-counting means identifying
terms in a multipole expansion, or generalized dimensional analysis. At the end of the day, gradients of the
gravitational field will couple to a series of multipole moments. Hence, the motion of extended bodies in
various situations can be obtained once the (background) value of these moments, and the response to an
external gravitational field, are known. This is the matching procedure we alluded to before, which relies
on comparison with known examples and later on using this information in more complicated settings.
In this review, the dynamics of gravitationally interacting extended objects –such as a binary system
or cosmological large scale structures– will be studied within an EFT framework. In our case the matching
consists on obtaining multipole moments order by order in the ratio of scales, and ultimately in terms of the
dynamics of the constituents. This will be our leitmotiv for the construction of an EFT approach to grav-
itational dynamics. The novel ingredient with respect to more traditional EFTs is the ‘method of regions’
and the distinction, especially for the binary case, between potential and radiation zones. Throughout this
review we will assume –based on a strong experimental and theoretical bias– that general relativity holds
at all relevant scales in our problem (as QCD does for the strong force). Nonetheless, the dynamics of
extended objects in gravity is challenging, mainly due to non-linearities and the different scales involved in
cases of interest. We will attempt to convince the reader that adopting an EFT framework, when possible,
greatly simplifies the computations and provides the required intuition for ‘physical understanding.’
2 It is still plausible that one day all masses in nature may be derived from first principles, in natural units. Or say
the ratio between the electron’s mass and the electroweak scale (Yukawa coupling). In any case, knowledge of the quantum
theory of gravity is not required to build bridges.
2
Introduction
An out-of-towner accidentally drives his car into a deep ditch on the side of a country road. Luckily
a farmer happened by with his horse named Zoso. The man asked for help. The farmer said Zoso could
pull his car out. So he backed Zoso up and hitched him to the man’s car bumper. Then he yelled, “Pull,
Lucy, pull.” Zoso did not move. Then he yelled, “Come on, pull Willy.” Still, Zoso did not move. Then
he yelled really loud, “Now pull, Timmy, pull hard.” Zoso just stood. Then the farmer nonchalantly said,
“Okay, Zoso, pull,” and Zoso pulled the car out of the ditch. The man was very appreciative but curious.
He asked the farmer why he called his horse by the wrong name three times. The farmer said, “Oh, Zoso
is blind, and if he thought he was the only one pulling he would not even try.” – Anonymous
After (precisely) one hundred years since Einstein’s field equations of gravitation were published [1],
Kerr’s metric describing neutral, rotating black holes –found almost fifty years later [2]– is among the few
known exact solutions in asymptotically flat spacetimes. The lack of generic solutions to the N -body prob-
lem in general relativity highlights the importance of analytic and numerical methods as invaluable tools.
Exact solutions are difficult to produce primarily due to the non-linear structure of the field equations, but
also because of the various disparate scales involved in diverse phenomena of interest. Therefore, similarly
to lattice QCD, numerical relativity has matured into a successful area of research. However, unlike the
powerful EFTs for QCD, the EFT framework had not been implemented in gravity until recently.
The EFT approach to the binary inspiral problem was originally proposed by Goldberger and Rothstein
in the context of gravitationally bound non-rotating extended objects [3, 4], and subsequently extended
to spinning bodies in [5, 6]. The EFT framework was coined non-relativistic general relativity (NRGR),
borrowing from similarities with EFTs for heavy quarks in QCD, e.g. NRQCD [7, 8] and HQET [9–
11]. While field-theoretic (and diagrammatic) techniques have been applied in gravity in the past, e.g.
[12–20], as well as within the Post-Newtonian (PN) expansion, e.g. [21–25], NRGR exploits the existence
of a separation of scales in the problem which makes it amenable to a novel EFT treatment [3–6, 26–
32]. The connection with EFTs for the strong interaction does not end with the name-tag, since bound
states of heavy quarks interacting via –non-linear– gluon exchange, and moving non-relativistically, deeply
resembles the two-body problem in the PN framework. The main difference is the classical nature of our
system whereas QCD is rooted in quantum effects. The classical setting, as we shall see, still shares many
of the same computational hurdles, especially dealing with ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) divergences.
A combined numerical and analytic approach to the binary problem is of paramount importance in
light of the program to observe gravitational waves, directly with the present and next generation of
ground- and space-based observatories [33–40], and also through pulsar timing arrays [41–45] (see also
[46]). The new era of multi-messenger astronomy has began with an outstanding direct detection (from the
merger of binary black holes) by Advanced LIGO [47].3 Following this remarkable landmark achievement,
gravitational wave science will soon turn into the study of the data to identify the properties of the sources,
opening an ear to the universe which may elucidate fundamental problems in astronomy, astrophysics and
3https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P150914/public
3
cosmology [48, 49]. Even though it does not prevent detection, the lack of sufficiently accurate templates
may hinder parameter estimation and the ability to correctly map the contents of the universe. The need
of a faithful template bank has thus driven the development of calculations to high degree of accuracy.
While describing the merger requires numerical methods, e.g. [50, 51], these do not have the power to
cover the entire number of cycles during the inspiral phase, and scanning simulations over the binary’s
parameter space proves costly [52]. Therefore, perturbative (analytic) techniques remain a vital ingredient
to tackle the two-body problem in general relativity. 4 After an heroic tour de force, the gravitational wave
radiation for non-rotating binary systems was completed to 3PN order more than ten years ago [57–59]
(see e.g. [49, 60] for an exhaustive list of references). However, until recently most of the computations
had been carried out for non-spinning constituents and using traditional methods. Albeit without the
precision we envision from future gravitational wave measurements [61], recent observations of black hole
spins indicate that binary systems may be frequently close to maximally rotating [62]. It is then timely
and necessary to develop more accurate templates which include spin effects, e.g. [63–70].
NRGR has been instrumental in describing spinning compact binary systems to 3PN order [71–79].
The leading order spin effects were computed many years ago [80–83]. However, around the time the EFT
framework was developed [3–6] only spin-orbit terms were known to 2.5PN, corresponding to the next-
to-leading order (NLO) [84–86] (see also [87]). The computations in the EFT approach then triggered a
renewed interest in the community, leading to confirmation of the results obtained in [71–75] for the spin-
spin gravitational potentials at NLO (3PN). This was achieved in [88–92] using the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner
(ADM) formalism [93], and later in [94] in harmonic gauge [60]. Moreover, the radiative multipole moments
quadratic in the spin, originally computed in [77] in the EFT approach, have been recently re-derived
in [94]. (The comparison is pending.) Subsequently, a combined effort has pushed the EFT calculations
in the conservative spin sector to higher PN orders, with the computation of the NNLO gravitational spin
potentials [95–98]. These results were also obtained with more traditional methods [99–101], except for
finite-size effects, which are incorporated in an EFT framework [5, 75], now generally adopted. The EFT
formalism was also used to compute the leading finite size effects cubic (and quartic) in the spin [102–104].
The efficiency of NRGR has been equally demonstrated in the non-spinning case, with the re-derivation of
the NNLO (2PN) and NNNLO (3PN) potentials [105, 106], and partial results to NNNNLO (4PN) [107].
The latter is in agreement with the (local part of the) complete 4PN Hamiltonian recently achieved in both
ADM and harmonic coordinates [108–113]. (Presently, a disagreement between the results in [108–111] and
[112] has not been resolved, see [113].) At 4PN order we also find time non-locality in the effective action,
due to hereditary effects [111, 112]. This was derived in [32] through the study of radiation-reaction.
Moreover, the rich renormalization group structure of NRGR was uncovered in [28, 30, 32], naturally
incorporating (and resumming) logarithmic contributions to the binding mass/energy, found in [114].
Our main goal is therefore to provide an introduction to the EFT approach to gravitational dynamics.
We will not attempt to be fully comprehensive, since excellent reviews of the standard lore in the two-
body problem exist in the literature, with a complete set of references, e.g. [49, 60, 115]. Moreover, a first
4Binary systems are also a natural laboratory to learn about gravity in the strong-field regime. The combination of
perturbation techniques with numerical methods has provided novel insight into the structure of non-linear field equations,
e.g. [53], including interesting connections with high energy physics, e.g. [54–56].
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course on NRGR can be found in [116], and in [117] with focus on radiation-reaction (see also [118–121]).
Nevertheless, we will proceed in a self-contained fashion targeting readers without much familiarity with
field-theoretic tools which are at the core of the EFT machinery. This review thus progresses in three
parts. In part I, we demonstrate how techniques from quantum field theory can be used in classical physics.
In sec. 1 we introduce the path integral and the saddle-point approximation. In sec. 2 we compute the
binding potential perturbatively in a theory of slowly moving ‘point-like’ sources. We also discuss Wick’s
theorem and Feynman rules. In sec. 3 we introduce the multipole expansion and the long-wavelength
effective action. We derive the total radiated power loss using the optical theorem. We discuss the method
of regions and the split between potential and radiation modes in sec. 4. We summarize part I in sec. 5.
In part II we describe the tower of EFTs which are needed to analyze the binary inspiral problem.
We start with an introduction to the separation of scales. In sec. 6 we study the effective point-like
description of compact non-rotating extended objects. We also discuss (dimensional) regularization and
renormalization as well as the renormalization group flow. This is required to handle the divergences that
appear in the point-particle limit. We then introduce the effective action and non-minimal couplings,
together with the matching procedure. This fixes the arbitrariness in different renormalization schemes.
We move onto NRGR in sec. 7 and study the binary dynamics of two non-rotating compact extended
objects, including the binding energy and radiated power loss. We introduce the long-wavelength effective
action and discuss the matching for the radiative multipole moments. We review the rich renormalization
structure of the theory, tail effects and the presence of logarithmic corrections. We also discuss radiation-
reaction and the interplay between potential and radiation regions. In sec. 8 we generalize the results from
previous sections to the case of spinning compact objects. We introduce the effective action, non-minimal
couplings for rotating bodies and the matching procedure. We discuss the need of spin supplementarity
conditions and the Routhian approach. We then review the computation of the gravitational potentials,
and radiative multipole moments, needed to obtain all spin effects in the gravitational wave phase and
waveform to 3PN and 2.5PN order, respectively. We summarize the basics of the EFT formalism in sec. 9.
We conclude in part III with an introduction to EFT methods in cosmology, in particular the Lagrangian-
space EFT for large scale structures. We discuss the pitfalls of standard perturbation theory in sec. 10,
the continuum limit of the EFT of extended objects in sec. 11, and the renormalization procedure and
resummation techniques in secs. 12 and 13, respectively. We summarize part III in sec. 14.
Since NRGR was developed, the EFT formalism has found a variety of applications (besides particle
physics). For example, to study the gravitational self-force in the extreme mass ratio limit, in vacuum
[122–125] and non-vacuum [126] spacetimes; the thermodynamics of caged black holes [127–129]; gravita-
tional radiation in d > 4 dimensions [130–132]; the radiation-reaction force in electrodynamics [133, 134];
constraints on modifications of general relativity [135]; the N -body problem [136]; Casimir forces [137–139];
vortex-sound interactions [140] and dissipation [141, 142] in fluid dynamics [143, 144] (see also [145, 146]);
and for the early universe [147–150]. More recently, EFT tools have been applied to the evolution of large
scale structures [151–153], which we also cover in this review. At the end of this journey we expect the
reader to appreciate how the EFT framework can be applied across length-scales and disciplines. 5
5 http://www.ictp-saifr.org/?page_id=9163
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Part I
The Quantum Field Theorist’s Approach to
Classical Dynamics
We start our review introducing some of the basic elements of the EFT construction while studying the
classical limit in quantum field theory. The appearance of ~ in intermediate steps solely demonstrates the
range of validity of the formalism, which naturally incorporates quantum effects. In our context, however,
~ plays the role of a conversion factor which drops out of the final answer at the end of the day. That is
the case because –within the saddle point approximation– it enters as an overall multiplicative constant in
front of the action. Therefore, unless otherwise noted, we work in ~ = 1 units. The reader may be puzzled
about the soon-to-appear UV divergences in purely classical computations. As we shall see in detail, these
arise from a point-like approximation for the sources. There is no need to invoke quantum mechanics to
introduce a cutoff to our ignorance on the short-distance dynamics! (In addition, IR divergences are also
present. For the case of gravity, these will be related to the radiation problem in part II.) We restrict our
analysis to scalar fields in d = 4 spacetime dimensions. We study a linear static case first and then allow
for time-dependence and non-linearities. At the end of the chapter we overview the method of regions,
and the separation between potential and radiation modes. We will return to these concepts later on when
we review the binary problem in part II. We draw (heavily) from Coleman [154], Rothstein [155] and Zee
[156], which we recommend emphatically for more details, also e.g. [157–160].
1. Path-Integral
In classical mechanics the dynamics of the system is encoded in the action principle. In quantum field
theory the action is the main actor of the path-integral, which is defined as a functional integral:
Z[J ] ≡
∫
Dφ eiS[φ,J]. (1.1)
Here S[φ, J ] represents the action for a set of fields, φ(x), coupled to external sources, J(x). For macro-
scopic/classical objects, the factor of S[φ, J ] 1 leads to rapid oscillatory behavior. The path-integral is
then dominated by the ‘saddle-point’
Z[J ] ' eiS[φ=φJ ,J], (1.2)
where φJ(x) is a solution that minimizes the action,
δS[φ, J ]
δφ(x)
∣∣∣∣
φ→φJ
= 0 . (1.3)
It is useful also to introduce
W [J ] ≡ −i logZ[J ] . (1.4)
Notice in the classical limit we have W [J ]→ S[φJ , J ].
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For simplicity, let us concentrate on a single massless scalar field. The action reads,
S[φ, J ] =
∫
d4x
(
−1
2
φ(x)∂2φ(x)− V (φ) + J(x)φ(x)
)
. (1.5)
If we furthermore turn off self-interactions, V (φ) = 0, a solution to the field equations from (1.3) can be
written as
φJ(x) = φJ=0(x) + i
∫
d4y∆F(x− y)J(y) , (1.6)
where φJ=0(x) solves the Klein-Gordon equation (with J(x) = 0). We will only keep the source term in
what follows. The ‘propagator,’ or Green’s function, is given by
∆F(x− y) ≡
∫
p
∫
p0
i
p20 − p2 + i
e−ip0(x0−y0)eip·(x−y) . (1.7)
The i is a choice of boundary condition, also known as Feynman’s prescription. Notice it only matters
when the momenta goes ‘on-shell,’ p20 = p
2. We will return to this point in sec. 3.
From (1.6) we obtain
S[φ = φJ , J ]→ i
2
∫
d4xd4yJ(x)∆F(x− y)J(y) = W [J ] . (1.8)
We will show later on how to include non-linearities. The functional W [J ] will be the most important
object in the development of a –classical– EFT approach.
Even though we are using the path integral to define Z[J ], the latter is simply obtained by inserting the
solution to the classical field equations back into the action. It is nonetheless useful to retain the functional
integral, and moments thereof, as a compact way to organize the perturbative expansion. In particular,
from (in Euclidean space, x0 → −ix4)
∫
dx1 · · · dxnexp
−1
2
∑
i,j
xiAijxj +
∑
i
Jixi
 = (2pi)n/2√
detA
exp
1
2
∑
i,j
Ji(A
−1)ijJj
 , (1.9)
it is easy to show we obtain the previous results, after identifying the matrix A with the Laplacian operator
in four dimensions. 6 The expression in (1.8) is exact for scalar fields coupled only to external sources.
That will not be the case for a self-interacting theory.
Notice we can read off the propagator from the functional derivative (with normalization Z[0] = 1)
∆F(x− y) = −i δ
2W [J ]
δJ(x)δJ(y)
∣∣∣∣
J=0
= (−i)2 δ
2Z[J ]
δJ(x)δJ(y)
∣∣∣∣
J=0
. (1.10)
This will be useful later on to set up the perturbative approach once non-linearities are included.
6 In this language the i-prescription is forced upon us to avoid poles in the complex plane after analytic continuation
from Euclidean to Minkowskian space. This leads to Feynman’s propagator. Moreover, the determinant does not play a role
in the classical limit.
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2. Binding Potential
2.1. Static Sources
Let us consider first static point-like sources, e.g.
J(x) = J1(x) + J2(x) ≡ 1
Mφ
[
m1δ
3(x− x1) +m2δ3(x− x2)
]
, (2.1)
with Mφ a mass scale related to the strength of the coupling to φ. For off-shell configurations we can
ignore the i in the propagators altogether. Therefore, the expression in (1.8) becomes
W [J ] =
(∫
dt
)
1
2
∫
d3xd3x′J(x)J(x′)
∫
p,p0
−1
p20 − p2
δ(p0)e
ip·(x−x′) . (2.2)
From W [J ] we can identify the binding potential, V [J ], via 7
W [J ]→ −
∫ tout
tin
dt V [J ] , (2.3)
for tout(in) → +∞(−∞). Hence, using ∫
p
1
p2
e−ip·r =
1
4pir
, (2.4)
we obtain
W [J ] =
(∫
dt
)
m1m2
4piM2φ
1
r
→ V [J ] = −m1m2
4piM2φ
1
r
, (2.5)
with r ≡ x1−x2. We recognize in V [J ] the –Coulomb-like– binding energy for point-like sources interacting
via a massless scalar field. Apart from this term, we also find ‘self-energy’ contributions. These occur
from products of the sources at the same point,∫
d3xd3y δ3(x− x1(t))∆F(x− y, t)δ3(y − x1(t)) = ∆F(0, t) ∝
∫
p
1
p2
. (2.6)
Introducing a UV cutoff for the divergent integral, it is easy to show that its contribution can be absorbed
into the mass coupling(s) in (2.1). This is often referred as adding a ‘counter-term.’ We may instead use
dimensional regularization (dim. reg.), which sets to zero scale-less integrals as the one above (provided
the IR singularities are properly handled [155]). In dim. reg. we can therefore completely ignore these
terms. We will discuss regularization in more detail later on in sec. 6.3 of part II .
2.2. Time-Dependent Sources
It is straightforward to generalize the previous results to the case of time-dependent sources,
J(t,x) =
∑
a=1,2
ma
Mφ
δ3(x− xa(t)) . (2.7)
7 Recall W [J ] = S[φJ , J ], which then serves as an (effective) action. Moreover, the path integral is related to the
time-evolution operator, U = exp
(−i ∫ dt V ), which we can also associate with the binding potential [155, 156].
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· · ·
v2
Figure 1: The dashed line represents the static propagator, with p0 = 0. In the subsequent diagrams each cross
represents an insertion of a factor of p20/p
2, see (2.8).
The difference is the time integrals, which no longer lead to δ(p0) as in (2.2). However, we can still use
quasi-instantaneous interactions, provided the sources move slowly : |va| ≡ |x˙a|  1. Hence, we may
expand the (off-shell) Green’s function in powers of p0/|p|,
1
p20 − p2
' − 1
p2
(
1 +
p20
p2
+ · · ·
)
. (2.8)
This expansion is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. The leading term corresponds to
W(0)[J ] =
m1m2
4piM2φ
∫
dt
|r(t)| , (2.9)
as we just computed, and the first correction reads
W(v2)[J ] =
m1m2
M2φ
∫
dtdt′
∫
p,p0
p20
p4
e−ip0(t−t
′)eip·(x1(t)−x2(t
′)) =
m1m2
M2φ
∫
dt vi1(t)v
j
2(t)
∫
p
pipj
p4
eip·r(t) ,
(2.10)
such that
V(v2)[J ] =
m1m2
8piM2φ
1
|r(t)|3
[
|r(t)|2 (v1(t) · v2(t))− (v1(t) · r(t)) (v2(t) · r(t))
]
,
where we used ∫
p
pipj
p4
e−ip·r =
1
8pir3
(
r2δij − rirj
)
. (2.11)
The higher order corrections are computed in a similar fashion. Notice that the Taylor series in (2.8) is
performed inside the integral. The validity of this expansion relies on the ‘method of regions,’ which we
review in sec. 4. 8
2.3. Non-Linearities
Once we add self-interactions the field equations become difficult to solve in closed analytic form, and
we must rely on perturbative techniques in a small coupling expansion or numerical methods. Here we
discuss the former, and for illustrative purposes we consider a cubic potential, V (φ) = λφ3.
8 Intuitively, when computing the binding energy we do not expect to hit singularities in the propagators, which –due to
unitarity– are related to on-shell modes and radiation.
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It turns out adding a cubic term into the action leads to IR divergences for a massless field, e.g. [118].
Nonetheless, we proceed to study this term and introduce regulators to tame the singular integrals. We will
assume λ is small in a sense we will later specify. The field equations are
∂2φ(x) = J(x)− 3λφ2(x) . (2.12)
The idea is to solve for φJ in powers of λ, with the ansatz
φJ(x) = φ
λ=0
J (x) + φ
λ
J(x) + · · ·+ φλ
n
J (x) + · · · . (2.13)
For simplicity, in what follows we assume static sources, as in (2.1). Then, at first order in λ we have
∂2φλJ(x) = Jλ(x) , with Jλ(x) ≡ −3λ
(
φλ=0J
)2
(x) . (2.14)
To solve for φλJ we use the Green’s function, obtaining
φλJ(x) = 3iλ
∫
d3yd3zd3w ∆F(x− y)∆F(y − z)∆F(y −w)J(z)J(w) . (2.15)
For instance, we find contributions sourced from particle 1 (in Fourier space)
φλJ(k) = −3λ
m21
M2φ
eik·x1
k2
∫
q
1
(k + q)2q2
+ · · · = −3λ m
2
1
8M2φ
eik·x1
|k|3 + · · · , (2.16)
where we used ∫
q
1
q2(k + q)2
=
1
8|k| . (2.17)
To compute W(λ)[J ] we plug φ
λ
J into the action. For example, we find
− 1
2
φλJ∂
2φλ=0J → −
1
2
JφλJ , (2.18)
which together with the source term, and using (2.3), gives
V(λ)[J ] = −1
2
∫
d3xJ(x)φλJ(x) + · · · = 3λ
m21m2
64pi2M3φ
log (µr) + 1↔ 2 · · · . (2.19)
Here µ is introduced as an IR regulator, for instance a scalar mass. The logarithmic potential produces
a long-range force scaling as 1/r [118]. The procedure continues to all orders in λ. Extending these
manipulations to the case of non-static sources proceeds as before, see Fig. 1.
Notice we will once again run into divergences. For instance, there is a contribution given by the cubic
potential evaluated on the unperturbed solution, λ
(
φλ=0J
)3
. This produces a divergent integral, which
represents the self-energy in the scalar field produced by a point-like object,
λ
m3
M3φ
∫
d3x
1
|x1 − x|3 ∝
∫
dr
r
= log Λ/µ . (2.20)
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Note in addition to the IR regulator we introduced a short-distance cutoff Λ−1. As we mentioned, the
dependence on the UV cutoff can be absorbed into the couplings of the theory, whereas the IR singularities
cancel out after all the long-distance effects are properly incorporated [118, 161]. (Alternatively, we can
use dim. reg., although in this case one needs to be careful regarding the appearance of IR poles, e.g.
[155].)
Before concluding let us add a few comments which may also help understand some features that
appear later on in the gravitational setting. The force which derives from the logarithmic potential in
(2.19) could be present in nature, as a fifth force. It can then be contrasted against the gravitational force
produced from the cubic coupling in Einstein’s theory (see sec. 7.2.2). For comparable masses, we have
Fλφ3
Fgrav
∼ λm
3/(M3Plr)
m3/(M4Plr
3)
∼ λMPlr2, (2.21)
(after identifying Mφ → MPl). This implies that in order to have a well defined perturbative expansion
in the scalar case, and also comply with precision tests in the solar system, we need λ . 1/(MPlr2). This
turns out to be a rather tiny coupling, as it was argued in [118], suggesting (universal) non-derivatively
coupled scalar long-range interactions are highly constrained in nature. The main difference with the cubic
coupling in gravity is two extra derivatives, dictated by the equivalence principle. The derivatives help
remediate the IR singularities, while introducing a more prominent UV behavior. As we shall see, at the
same time this allows us to set up a well defined derivative expansion in powers of m/(M2Plr), plus the
addition of counter-terms to absorb UV divergences. We elaborate on the regularization/renormalization
procedures in part II.
At this point it is clear that a diagrammatic approach would greatly simplify the account of all possible
terms contributing to W [J ]. This requires the use of Wick’s theorem, which we introduce next.
2.4. Wick’s Theorem
A compact way to organize our computations is to use the path-integral approach, in which case the
main obstacle comes from integrals of the sort
Z[J ] =
∫
dx1 · · · dxn exp
−∑
i,j
xiAijxj − λ
∑
ijk
Bijkxixjxk + · · ·+
∑
i
Jixi
 . (2.22)
While closed analytic expressions are not known, it is straightforward to develop a perturbative approach
to solve for Z[J ]. Let us first look at a simple example [156]. Let us consider a d = 1 model, with
z[J, λ] =
∫
dxe−
a
2 x
2−λx3+Jx , (2.23)
which resembles (2.22). In what follows we drag the λ-dependence explicitly for illustration purposes.
Let us start with just the source term. In this toy example the ‘propagator’ follows from expanding
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z[J, λ = 0] to second order in J and evaluating at J = 0 (z0 ≡ z[J = 0, λ = 0])
〈x2〉 = 1
z0
δ2z[J, λ = 0]
δJ2
∣∣∣∣
J=0
=
∫
dx x2 e−
a
2 x
2∫
dx e−
a
2 x
2 = a
−1 . (2.24)
The expressions for the higher moments can be easily obtained by further differentiating with respect to J ,
〈x2n〉 =
∫
dx x2n e−
a
2 x
2∫
dx e−
a
2 x
2 = a
−n(2n− 1)!! , (2.25)
where (2n−1)!! = (2n−1)×(2n−3)×· · ·×5×3×1. To remember this we simply imagine 2n distinct points
connected in pairs [156]. Wick’s theorem is then represented as follows, say for the four-point function,
〈x4〉 = 〈x1x2x3x4〉 = 〈x1x2〉〈x3x4〉+ 〈x1x3〉〈x2x4〉+ 〈x1x4〉〈x3x4〉 = 1
a2
(4− 1)× (4− 3), (2.26)
and each one of these terms is called a ‘Wick contraction’. In general we will have field variables evaluated at
different spacetime points, and each factor of 1/a is replaced by a propagator (with normalization Z[0] = 1)
〈T {φ(x1)φ(x2)}〉λ=0 ≡
∫
Dφφ(x1)φ(x2) e
iS[φ,λ=0] = (−i)2 δ
2Z[J, λ = 0]
δJ(x1)δJ(x2)
∣∣∣∣
J=0
= ∆F(x1 − x2) , (2.27)
where 〈T {· · · }〉 stands for ‘time-ordering.’ 9 We will use the notation 〈T {· · · }〉 throughout this review to
denote different Wick contractions. For the case of the two-point function, it is defined by the right-hand
side in (2.27), extended to all orders in the perturbation theory. The reader should keep in mind that, in
general, it is shorthand for products of Feynman propagators. These n-point functions will be our building
blocks for the perturbative expansion. For example,
〈
T
{
φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
}〉
λ=0
=
∫
Dφ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) e
iS[φ,λ=0] = (2.28)
∆F(x1 − x2)∆F(x3 − x4) + ∆F(x1 − x3)∆F(x2 − x4) + ∆F(x1 − x4)∆F(x2 − x4) .
Let us now return to the one-dimensional case and turn on the cubic interaction, λx3. The trick is to
expand z[J, λ] around the linear theory, that is
z[J, λ] =
∑
n
1
n!
∂nz[J, λ]
∂λn
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
λn , (2.29)
and using (2.23), we have (after redefining z[J, λ]→ z[J, λ]/z0)
z[J, λ] =
∑
n
1
n!
λn〈(−x)3n〉(J,λ=0) . (2.30)
9 In quantum mechanics the order matters, since operators in general do not commute if causally connected (in the
Heisenberg picture). This raises the question of which order to choose for Wick’s theorem. The time-ordered product,
defined as T {φ(x1)φ(x2)} ≡ φ(x1)φ(x2)θ(t1 − t2) + φ(x2)φ(x1)θ(t2 − t1), is the correct answer. This is ultimately related
to the choice of i-prescription and Feynman’s propagator. Let us emphasize, however, we do not need to invoke quantum
mechanics to write Wick’s theorem, since it is nothing but a consequence of computing moments of a Gaussian integral.
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We now expand in powers of the source. The final product reads:
z[J, λ] =
∑
n,l
1
n!
1
l!
∂n∂lz[J, λ]
∂λn∂J l
∣∣∣∣
λ=0,J=0
J lλn =
∑
n,l
(−1)nJ lλn〈x3n+l〉(J=0,λ=0). (2.31)
For the case of fields and in Minkowski space (that is putting the i’s back in), we have
Z[J, λ] =
∑
n,l
(−iλ)n
n!
il
l!
∫
d4x1 · · · d4xlJ(x1) · · · J(xl)× (2.32)
〈
T
{
φ(x1) · · ·φ(xl)
(∫
d4y1φ
3(y1) · · ·
∫
d4ynφ
3(yn)
)}〉
(J=0,λ=0)
.
To compute each one of these moments of a Gaussian integral we make intensive use of Wick’s theorem.
2.5. Feynman Diagrams and Rules
We are now in a position to develop a full fledged diagrammatic approach. As in Fig. 1, we use dashed
lines to represent the static propagator. We notice that propagators are either integrated against sources
or contracted with each leg of the λφ3 self-interaction. We also have an overall spacetime integral which
guarantees momentum is conserved at each vertex. The Feynman rules are summarized below in Fig. 2
− i
p2
δ(t1 − t2)
J
i
∑
a
ma
M
∫
dt eip·xa(t)
−iλ ∫ dt˜ δ3 (∑3k=1 pk)
δ(t1 − t2)→ ddt1dt2δ(t1 − t2)
v2
+ + + · · ·Z[J ] = = exp
Figure 2: Feynman rules. The solid line represents point-like external sources which do not propagate. It is
depicted in this fashion for historical reasons, e.g. [3].
• Propagator: Include a factor of −ip2 δ(t1−t2) for each dashed line connecting two points in the diagram.
• Non-instantaneity: Replace the factor of δ(t1−t2) by d2dt1dt2 δ(t1−t2) for one of the (two) propagator(s)
connected by a cross.
• Point-like sources: Include a factor of i∑a=1,2 maMφ ∫ dt eip·xa(t), or i∑a=1,2 maMφ ∫ dt δ(x−xa(t)) in
coordinate space, for each propagator ending in a source.
• Vertex: Include a factor of −iλ ∫ dt˜ δ3 (∑i=3i=1 pk) for each φ3-vertex. This guarantees conservation
of momenta, with pi incoming.
At this point one may ask: What are the diagrams needed to compute Z[J ], and which for W [J ]?
Moreover, what type of diagrams contribute in the classical limit? As we show next, these questions turn
out to be related.
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2.6. Tree-level and Connected
Let us return to the linear theory for which we know the exact result. Let us start considering the
case of static sources. Then, only one-scalar diagrams are needed and, furthermore, it is straightforward
to show the sum exponentiates,
Z[J ] = + + + · · · = exp
with
W [J ] = −i logZ[J ] = 1
2
(∫
dt
)∫
d3xd3y J(x) (i∆F(x− y)) J(y) . (2.33)
Recall the solid lines represent external sources which do not propagate. Therefore the computation of
Z[J ] is simply a combinatorial problem. In a theory without self-interactions, W [J ] is thus given solely in
terms of the one-scalar exchange. This is also what we found in sec. 2.1 in the static limit. Furthermore, it
is evident that adding non-instantaneous corrections does not modify this result. The expression for W [J ]
is given in (1.8). Then, we conclude that while a series of diagrams enter in Z[J ], only tree-level connected
diagrams contribute to W [J ]. In our context, a ‘connected’ diagram cannot be split into pieces if we cut
off the source ‘worldines’. On the other hand, ‘tree-level’ means there are no diagrams with closed ‘loops’
after the worldlines are removed. (The loops are responsible for quantum effects.)
In the linear theory these statements are easy to show, since only one-scalar exchanges contribute to
Z[J ] when λ = 0. However, this turns out to be true also after switching on self-interactions [156]. Hence,
in layman terms, to compute W [J ] all we need is the sum of tree-level connected diagrams. As an example,
let us calculate W [J ] to order O(λ) for static configurations. This results from the three-scalar vertex
coupled to three sources,
Wλ[J ] = −iλm
2
1m2
2M3φ
∫
dt1dt2dt3dtyd
3y
〈
T
{
φ(t1,x1)φ(t2,x2)φ(t3,x1)φ
3(ty,y)
}〉
, (2.34)
plus mirror image. Some of the Wick contractions produce divergences which are removed by counter-
terms, and we obtain
Vλ[J ] = 3
λm21m2
2M3φ
∫
k,q
eik·(x1−x2)
q2k2(q + k)2
= 3
λm21m2
16M3φ
∫
k
eik·(x1−x2)
|k|3 + 1↔ 2 . (2.35)
This result agrees with (2.19).
2.7. Eikonal Approximation
The relation between Z[J ] and W [J ] (inserting ~ for illustrative purposes)
Z[J ] =
∞∑
n
{
i
~W [J ]
}n
n!
, (2.36)
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entails a series of terms which build up the exponential in (1.4). In the classical limit we expect this sum
to involve a large number of terms. Indeed, from (1.2) and using Stirling’s approximation, eN ' NN+1/2N !
for N  1, we notice Z[J ] is dominated by [162, 163]
n ' N ≡ S[φJ ]/~ 1 . (2.37)
We may then interpret the series of N one-scalar exchanges as building blocks for the classical field,
φJ(t,x). While the typical momentum exchanged on each kick is of order |q| ∼ ~r , the total momentum
transferred due to the force induced by the binding potential is much (much) bigger,
∆p ' N ~
r
' mv → |q||∆p| ∼
~
L
 1 , (2.38)
with L = mvr the angular momentum. Consequently,
S[φJ ] '
∫
∆p dx ' L ~ . (2.39)
Therefore, in our effective theory macroscopical objects may be treated as ‘non-propagating’ sources [3].
This is tantamount of working in the so called eikonal approximation. In this approximation the full
propagator for a particle described by a field, e.g. a heavy fermion of mass mψ, is expanded as
i
6 p−mψ + i =
i
v · p+ i
(
1 +
6 v
2
)
+O
(
1
mψ
)
, (2.40)
where 6 p ≡ γµpµ, with γµ the Dirac matrices and
(
1 + 6v2
)
is a positive-energy projector, e.g. [156].
In coordinate space, and using
θ(x) =
i
2pi
∫
dt
e−ixt
t+ i
, (2.41)
for a representation of the step-function, the propagator in the rest frame of the particle takes the form
∆X(x− y) =
∫
p
eip·(x−y)
∫
p0
i
p0 + i
e−ip0(x
0−y0) = δ3(x− y)θ(x0 − y0) . (2.42)
The function Z[J ] then follows by computing a series of ladder (and ‘crossed ladder’) diagrams,
Z[J ] = + + + · · ·
(2.43)
were the external sources are now replaced by a ‘propagating’ field, given by (2.42). Notice that since the
field now ‘propagates’ (described by the arrow on the solid line), we have to include the required crossed
ladder diagrams, which are not present for non-propagating sources.
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It is now easy to show that the heavy fermion line(s) behave like
δ3(x− y)θ(x0 − y0) + δ3(y − x)θ(y0 − x0) = δ3(x− y)× I . (2.44)
Therefore, the particle effectively serves as a localized source which remains unaltered by the interaction
with field modes of very soft momenta. In this respect our EFT approach [3] shares common ground with
effective theories for heavy quarks in QCD, e.g. HQET [9–11]. However, while in HQET quantum effects
are important, and parameterized in powers of 1/mψ, in NRGR we never depart from the classical regime.
Let us do some numerology. For solar-mass black holes with typical velocities of a percent of the speed of
light, v ∼ 0.01, and of the order of hundreds of Km’s apart (also known as the LIGO band), we have
L = (1030Kg)× (105m)× (106m/s) ' 1041Kg m2/s→ ~
L
' 10−75  · · ·  1 . (2.45)
There is one more point worth mentioning. In various gravitational scenarios, e.g. scattering processes, it
is often the case perturbative solutions are sought for in powers of the center-of-mass energy over Planck’s
mass, E/MPl, e.g. [164, 165]. For astrophysical objects, however, we have E ∼ m  MPl. Therefore
this is not a useful parameter in the classical realm. In the PN expansion, we find that each term in the
effective action is indeed rather large, of order Lvn, but otherwise organized in powers of v.
3. Radiated Power Loss
For the computation of the binding potential the choice of boundary conditions is innocuous. That is
the case because we work with quasi-instantaneous modes, for which p0  |p|. However, once we allow
the particles to move, they will accelerate under the influence of the binding forces. Hence, they will lose
energy via (scalar) radiation. When the scalar field can be emitted on-shell, p20 = p
2, the i-prescription
becomes important. This is particularly relevant if we want to derive the value of the scalar field in the
radiation zone, for which we ought to impose –causality preserving– ‘retarded’ boundary conditions, in
contrast to the Feynman propagator we have advocated thus far. However, Feynman’s prescription –which
follows from the path integral– encodes information about the total radiated power, through the optical
theorem. We review here both the computation using retarded boundary conditions and the equivalent
procedure using Feynman’s propagator. We start with the standard approach.
3.1. Retarded Boundary Conditions
The retarded propagator is given by,
∆ret(x− y) =
∫
p
∫
p0
i
(p0 + i)
2 − p2 e
−ip0(x0−y0)eip·(x−y) . (3.1)
Notice, unlike the Feynman propagator, we only have poles in the lower-half complex-plane thus enforcing
the required causal condition. In coordinate space we find
i∆ret(x− y) = 1
2pi
θ(x0 − y0)δ ((x− y)µ(x− y)µ) . (3.2)
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It is easy to see that, for point-like sources, the solution to (1.6) with retarded boundary conditions
takes the usual form (i.e. the Lienard-Weichert potential)
φretJ (x) =
∑
a=1,2
ma
4piMφ
∫ x0
−∞
dt
1
|x− xa(t)|δ
(
x0 − t− |x− xa(t)|
)
(3.3)
=
∑
a=1,2
ma
4piMφ
[
1
|x− xa(t)| − va(t) · (x− xa(t))
]
ret
,
where ‘ret’ stands for the replacement t = x0−R(t), with R(t) ≡ x−xa(t). Using Noether’s theorem we
can then compute the momentum density, Pi(x) = ∂iφ(x)∂0φ(x). From (3.3), we have
∂iφ
ret
J (x) =
∑
a=1,2
ma
4piMφ
[
Rˆ− va
R2(1− va · Rˆ)2
+
Rˆ
(1− va · Rˆ)
(
v˙a ·R− va · Rˆ+ v2a
R2(1− va · Rˆ)2
)]
ret
, (3.4)
∂0φ
ret
J (x) =
∑
a=1,2
ma
4piMφ
[
v˙a ·R− va · Rˆ+ v2a
R2(1− va · Rˆ)3
]
ret
. (3.5)
In principle the system is simple enough we can obtain an exact result. However, for the sake of comparison,
we will assume |v|  1 and expand in small velocities. Needless to say, we are just after Larmor’s formula
for scalar radiation. At leading order in the non-relativistic limit we have (for the radiative part)
Rˆi · ∂iφretJ = ∂0φretJ =
∑
a=1,2
ma
4piMφ
[
x¨a ·R
R2
]
ret
. (3.6)
Hence, we obtain for the total radiated power loss,
dPLO
dΩ
=
1
16pi2M2φ
∑
a6=b
mamb
(
x¨a · Rˆ
)(
x¨b · Rˆ
)
, (3.7)
PLO =
1
12piM2φ
〈(∑
a=1,2
max¨a
)
·
∑
b=1,2
mbx¨b
〉 = (m1 +m2)2
12piM2φ
〈
a2cm
〉
. (3.8)
3.2. Optical Theorem
The Feynman propagator in coordinate space is given by,
i∆F(x− y) = −i 1
(2pi)2
1
(x− y)µ(x− y)µ + i . (3.9)
Notice it has support outside the light-cone. However, using
Im
{
1
x+ i
}
= −piδ(x) , (3.10)
we find
Re i∆F(x− y) = 1
4pi
δ ((x− y)µ(x− y)µ) , (3.11)
which does propagate along the light-cone, but includes (half of) both retarded and advanced contributions.
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Nevertheless, Feynman’s prescription turns out to be the correct choice, also dictated by the path
integral, as long as we concentrate on certain observables. In particular those which do not require explicit
knowledge of the radiation field, such as the total radiated power loss. This is due to the type of boundary
conditions we impose for computing W [J ], namely ‘in-out’ vacuum to vacuum amplitudes. These are time
symmetric, and therefore we do not allow for outgoing radiation! However, the power loss is encoded in
(the imaginary part of) W [J ] through the optical theorem, as we discuss in what follows.
Let us first split the effective action in terms of the real and imaginary part,
Z[J ] = eiW [J] → ei
∫ tout
tin
dt ReE[J] × e−
∫ tout
tin
dt ImE[J]
, (3.12)
with tin(out) (infinitely) long times. Then, ReE[J ] accounts for the binding energy we studied before, i.e.
ReE[J ] = K[J ]− V [J ], including in principle also a kinetic term. Whereas the imaginary part gives,
1
T
ImW [J ] = 〈ImE[J ]〉 → 1
2
∫
d2Γ
dEdΩ
dEdΩ , (3.13)
for tout − tin = T → ∞, with dΓ the differential rate of radiation or ‘decay width.’ Multiplying by the
energy of the emitted (massless) scalars, and integrating over energy and solid angle, we have
P ≡
∫
dP =
∫
EdΓ =
∫
E
d2Γ
dΩdE
dEdΩ . (3.14)
Here is where the i-prescription turns out to be crucial, since we need to take the scalar field ‘on-shell.’
It is useful to introduce a mixed Fourier space representation, where
J(t,p) ≡
∫
d3xJ(t,x)e−ip·x =
1
Mφ
∑
a
mae
−ip·xa(t) . (3.15)
Hence, from the expression in (1.8) and using (3.10), we find
ImW [J ] =
1
2
∫
dtdt′
∫
p0,p
1
2|p| (δ(p0 − |p|) + δ(p0 + |p|)) e
−ip0(t−t′)J(t,p)J(t′,−p) (3.16)
=
∫
dtdt′
∫
p
1
2|p|J(t,p)J(t
′,−p)ei|p|(t−t′) ,
such that both retarded and advanced (positive and negative energy) contributions add up. From here,
and using (3.13), we get for the total radiated power
d2P
d|p|dΩ =
1
T
|p|2
16pi3M2φ
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
a=1,2
∫
dtamae
i|p|tae−ip·xa(ta)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.17)
We can then expand in powers of p · xa ∼ v, obtaining a series of terms
P =
1
T
∫
p
1
2M2φ
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
a=1,2
∫
dtamae
i|p|ta
(
1 + p · xa(ta) + 1
2
(p · xa(ta))2 + · · ·
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
= P(0) + P(1) + · · · .
(3.18)
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The first one, P(0), vanishes. The next term reads
P(1) =
1
T
∫
p
1
2M2φ
∑
a6=b
∫
dtadtbmambe
i|p|(ta−tb)pipjxib(tb)x
j
a(ta) (3.19)
=
1
T
∫
p
1
2M2φ
pipj
∑
b=1,2
mbx˜
i
b(|p|)
(∑
a=1,2
max˜
j
a(−|p|)
)
.
Performing the angular integral we get,
P(1) =
1
12piM2φ
1
T
∫ ∞
0
d|p|
pi
|p|4
∑
b=1,2
mbx˜
i
b(|p|)
(∑
a=1,2
max˜
i
a(−|p|)
)
(3.20)
=
1
12piM2φ
〈∑
b=1,2
mbx¨b(t)
 ·(∑
a=1,2
max¨a(t)
)〉
.
in complete agreement with (3.30).
Intuitively, we may think of the optical theorem as follows. For in-out boundary conditions, we have
a system emitting radiation which is later absorbed. The process is then ‘cut’ –compute (twice) the
imaginary part– which may be represented as sending the radiation ‘backwards’ in time,
= ×2×
(The double line are the non-propagating constituents of the source, separated by a distance much shorter
than the scale of radiation.) Feynman’s prescription is thus the backbone of the optical theorem. 10 (The
procedure is more subtle if we attempt to account for the radiation-reaction effects on the dynamics due
to the emitted radiation, aka the self-force. See part II.)
Notice the expression in (3.16), and (3.17), has the form of the square of an on-shell amplitude [116]
iA(p0 = |p|,p) = i
∑
a=1,2
ma
Mφ
∫
dtae
i|p|tae−ip·xa(ta) (3.21)
P =
1
T
∫
p
1
2|p| |p||A|
2 . (3.22)
The factor of (2|p|)−1 is part of the ‘phase space’ for a massless scalar [156]. We will use this expression
later on to compute the radiated power for the binary system.
10 While the optical theorem and unitarity are key ingredients in quantum mechanics, Feynman’s propagator can be
introduced without evidence of a quantum world. (Feynman himself was originally inspired by particles moving forward and
backwards in time [166].) We could indeed picture a 19th physicist formulating the optical theorem in a classical setting,
introducing an i-prescription without reference to anti-particles.
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3.3. Multipole Expansion
The result in (3.17) is exact, however, we will not be able to produce a similar analytic answer once
we add self-interactions as are present in gravity. We ought to develop a perturbative approach to the
radiation problem, and the key idea is the multipole expansion. As in electromagnetism, if the particles’
positions and velocities do not vary too rapidly, we have a typical wavelength of the radiation given by
λrad ∼ r/v  r. Then, we can treat the combined system as a single localized source endowed with a
series of time-dependent multipole moments, with an effective action
Sradeff =
1
Mφ
∫
dt
(
J(0)(t)φ(t,xcm) + J
i
(1)(t)∂iφ(t,xcm) +
1
2
J ij(2)(t)∂i∂jφ(t,xcm) + · · ·
)
, (3.23)
where xcm is the center-of-mass of the bound state. (The overall factor of 1/Mφ is inserted for convenience.)
To compute the time-dependent couplings, J i1···in(n) (t), we need to develop a matching procedure. This is
achieved by inserting the multipole expansion,
φ(t,x) = φ(t,xcm) + (x− xcm)i∂iφ(t,xcm) + 1
2
(x− xcm)i(x− xcm)j∂i∂jφ(t,xcm) + · · · , (3.24)
into the Jφ interaction in the original action. Let us choose xcm = 0 for simplicity, then∫
dtd3x J(t,x)φ(t,x)→
∫
dt
{(∫
d3x J(t,x)
)
φ(t, 0) +
(∫
d3x J(t,x)xi
)
∂iφ(t, 0)
}
+ · · · . (3.25)
We can now read off the multipole moments term by term,
J i1···in(n) (t) = Mφ
∫
d3x J(t,x)xi1 · · ·xin . (3.26)
Notice that in mixed Fourier space we have
J(t,k) =
∫
d3xe−ik·xJ(t,x) =
∑
n
(−i)n
n!
(∫
d3x J(t,x)xi · · ·xin
)
ki · · ·kin , (3.27)
and we can identify the coefficients in this expansion with the J
(n)
i···in(t) factors in (3.26) [28]. For example,
J(0) = m1 +m2; J(1) = m1x1 +m2x2; etc. (3.28)
The total radiated power loss now follows as before. For instance, the dipole term contributes to the
gravitational amplitude as
iA(1)(p) = i 1
Mφ
p · J(1)(t) , (3.29)
such that the power reads, in agreement with (3.8),
P(1) =
1
T
1
M2φ
〈∫
p
pipjJ i(1)(t)J
j
(1)(t)
〉
=
1
12piM2φ
〈
J¨(1) · J¨(1)
〉
(3.30)
=
1
12piM2φ
〈∑
b=1,2
mbx¨b(t)
 ·(∑
a=1,2
max¨a(t)
)〉
.
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The procedure continues to all orders. To organize the computations it is useful to decompose the multi-
poles into irreducible symmetric-trace-free (STF) parts [167, 168]
J i1···in =
k=[n/2]∑
k=1
n!(2n− 4k + 1)!!
(n− 2k)!(2n− 2k + 1)!!(2k)!! δ
(i1i2 · · · δi2k−1i2kJ i2k+1···in)`1`1···`k`kSTF , (3.31)
with [n/2] the largest integer ≤ n/2. (Notice some of the indices on the right-hand side are traced over,
such that the STF condition applies to the free indices.) We then plug the above expression into (3.23) and
use the wave equation to replace ∂2i φ→ ∂20φ, which we then integrate by parts to produce time derivatives
of the multipole moments. At the end we obtain [29]
Sradeff =
1
Mφ
∑
`
∫
dt
1
`!
J L(t)∂Lφ(t, 0), (3.32)
with L = (i1 · · · i`), and
J L(t) =
∑
k
(2`+ 1)!!
(2`+ 2k + 1)!!(2k)!!
∫
d3x ∂2k0 J(t,x)|x|2kxLSTF . (3.33)
Using this general expression we can compute the flux to all orders. Generalizing the result in (3.29),
iA(`)(p) = i 1
Mφ
(−1)`
`!
J LpL , (3.34)
the total radiated power loss becomes
P =
1
4piM2φ
∑
`
1
`!(2`+ 1)!!
〈(
d`+1J L(t)
dt`+1
)2〉
. (3.35)
We return to these manipulations in more detail in section 7.3 of part II .
4. Method of Regions
So far we have separated the computations of the binding potential and radiated power. Even though
we may compute the conservative dynamics ignoring the radiation field (up until we incorporate back-
reaction effects), once non-linearities are turned on the radiation modes will inevitably couple to the
gravitational potentials which hold the binary together. This takes us to the ‘method of regions’ [155].
For slowly moving objects, v  1, the wavelength of the radiation is much longer than their separation,
λrad ∼ r/v  r. In such scenario we can split the interaction into different field modes, each one repre-
senting the dynamics of potential forces and radiation effects, separately. For this purpose we decompose
the scalar field into –non-overlapping– regions. We have a short-distance component, or potential region,
and also a long-distance radiation mode. In total, we write the scalar field as
φ(t,x) = Φ(t,x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
potential
+ φ¯(t,x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
radiation
, (4.1)
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with each term scaling as follows:
∂0Φ(t,x) ∼ v
r
Φ(t,x), ∂iΦ(t,x) ∼ 1
r
Φ(t,x) , ∂µφ¯(t,x) ∼ v
r
φ¯(t,x) . (4.2)
For a static source we only find potential modes, which do not have a temporal component, and simply
|p| ∼ 1/r. Departures from instantaneity are then parameterized in powers of p0 ∼ v/r  1/r for slowly
moving sources. On the other hand, the radiation mode is on-shell, with typical momentum of order
(p0, |p|) ∼ (v/r, v/r). The latter are the only modes that can appear as asymptotic states in the EFT,
whereas the potential modes must be solved for, or in the jargon of particle physics: integrated out. For the
case of a linear theory these two regions decouple, in which case the splitting is trivial and we may compute
the binding energy and power emitted separately. In general we have ‘mode-coupling’ and the method of
regions allows us to isolate the conservative and dissipative contributions to the effective action. 11
It is important to distinguish different type of non-linearities induced by short-distance potential modes
coupled to the radiation. In our toy model we can have for instance a non-linear interaction of the form
Φ2φ¯, but also φ¯2Φ. The first contributes directly to the source multipole moments, whereas the latter is
responsible for the scattering off the potential induced by the binary itself. 12 As an example, let us study
the contribution from the Φ2φ¯ coupling to the source multipoles. At linear order in λ the total source
becomes
Jλsrc(t,x) ≡ Jpp(t,x)− 3λ
(
Φλ=0Jpp (t,x)
)2
, (4.3)
where Jpp(t,x) is the ‘point-particle’ contribution, given by the localized point-like expressions we have
used thus far in the linear theory, e.g. (2.7), and
Φλ=0Jpp (t,x) =
1
(4piMφ)2
(
m1
|x− x1(t)| +
m2
|x− x2(t)|
)
. (4.4)
After performing a partial Fourier transform we face two type of contributions, shown in Fig. 3. Let us
concentrate first on the square of each individual term,
Jλsrc,3(a)(t,k) = −3λ
m21
M2φ
e−ik·x1
∫
q
e−iq·x1(t)
q2
eiq·x1(t)
(k + q)2
= −3λ m
2
1
8M2φ
e−ik·x1(t)
|k| . (4.5)
Notice that this expression diverges in the long-wavelength limit, k → 0, and therefore does not admit
a multipole expansion. However, this contribution is unphysical since it is associated with a divergent
self-energy term. (This is again a signal of the IR divergences that plague our toy model.) Indeed, we
already encountered a similar term in (2.16). The main difference is the regions involved.
11 Let us stress an important point. As we discussed in sec. 3.1, to solve for the radiation field sourced by J(x), φ¯J (x), we
need to impose the correct (retarded) boundary conditions. In a more technical sense, what we need is to use the so called
‘in-in’ formalism [169, 170], where (in practice) ∆F(x) will be ultimately replaced by ∆ret(x) [31, 117, 171–173]. However, as
a mathematical procedure, the choice of boundary conditions is innocuous to read off the relevant multipole moments which
contribute to radiation. The in-in formalism will play a key role to incorporate back-reaction effects. See part II.
12 This is the so called ‘tail effect,’ e.g. [174–179], which leads to the introduction of radiative multipoles. See sec. 7.4 for
more details . Moreover, we also find self-interactions of the radiation field. These produce a ‘memory effect,’ which we will
not cover in this review, see e.g. [176, 180–182].
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: Feynman diagrams representing the contributions in (4.5) (left) and (4.8) (right). The wavy line is the
radiation field.
Previously, the typical |k| was given by 1/r, which is the scale associated with the (off-shell) binding
force. In (4.5), on the other hand, the momentum of the external leg is now on-shell and soft(er). We in-
corporate these contributions by expanding the Green’s function in k, prior to performing the integral.
In other words, we not only multipole expand the coupling between the radiation field and the point-like
sources, we must also expand the propagators [183], namely
1
(q + k)2
=
1
q2 + 2k · q + k2 =
1
q2
(
1− 2k · q
q2
+ · · ·
)
. (4.6)
After implementing the multipole expansion each term scales homogeneously in the expansion parameter,
and at the same time we are guaranteed the integrals that contribute to the expansion in k of (4.5) vanish,
upon using dim. reg. [183]. Hence, the diagram in Fig 3(a) can be consistently set to zero altogether.
After Fig 3(a) is discarded, we end up with the contribution from Fig 3(b),
Jλsrc,3(b)(t,k) = −6λ
m1m2
M2φ
e−ik·x1
∫
q
eiq·(x1(t)−x2(t))
q2(k + q)2
, (4.7)
which contrary to the previous one has a well defined expansion for |k|  |q|,
Jλsrc,3(b)(t,k) = −6λ
m1m2
M2φ
(
(1− ik · x1)
∫
q
e−iq·(x1(t)−x2(t))
q4
− 2
∫
q
q · k
q6
e−iq·(x1(t)−x2(t))
)
+O(k2) .
(4.8)
From here, and using (3.27), we obtain(
Jλsrc,3(b)
)
(0)
= 3λ
m1m2
4piMφ
|r(t)| ,
(
Jλsrc,3(b)
)
(1)
= 3λ
m1m2
8piMφ
|r(t)|(x1 + x2) . (4.9)
It is instructive to re-derive these results directly from Wick’s theorem at the level of the path-integral.
The task is to compute the one-point function integrating out the potential modes,
φ¯Jsrc(t,x) =
∫
Dφ¯ φ¯(t,x) exp
[
iSfree[φ¯] + i
∫
Jppφ¯
]
(4.10)
×
∫
DΦ exp
[
iSfree[Φ] + i
∫ {
JppΦ− λ(φ¯+ Φ)3
}]
.
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At leading order in λ we have
φ¯λJsrc(t,x) = λ
3i
2!
∫
dtyd
3y
∫
Dφ¯ eiSfree[φ¯] φ¯(t,x)φ¯(ty,y)
{∫
dt′d3x′dt′′d3x′′Jpp(t′,x′)Jpp(t′′,x′′)×
×
∫
DΦ Φ2(ty,y)Φ(t
′,x′)Φ(t′′,x′′) eiSfree[Φ]
}
, (4.11)
and plugging in the (point-like) source term, we get
φ¯λJsrc(t,x) = i
∫
dtyd
3y∆F (t− ty,x− y)Jλsrc(ty,y) , (4.12)
with
Jλsrc(ty,y) = 6λ
m1m2
M2φ
∫
dt1dt2∆F (ty − t1,y − x1(t1))∆F (ty − t2,y − x2(t2)) . (4.13)
After regularizing away pure divergences, we find
Jλsrc(k) = −6λ
m1m2
M2φ
e−ik·x1(t)
∫
dt
∫
q
eiq·(x1(t)−x2(t))
q2(q + k)2
+ · · · , (4.14)
for static sources. This is the same result we obtained in (4.7).
5. Summary of Part I
The basic ingredients of the EFT approach to compute (scalar) emission for classical binary systems
can be summarized as follows:
• Decompose the field into potential and radiation regions coupled to point-like sources.
• Compute ReW [J ] by integrating out the potential modes ignoring radiation. Departures from
instantaneity are incorporated by expanding the propagators. The particles’ equations of motion
follow from the binding potential (after including a kinetic energy). Discard scale-less divergent
integrals.
• The long-wavelength radiation theory takes the form of a multipole expansion. Read off the multipole
moments by expanding the coupling to the (point-like) sources and integrating out the potential
modes
• Compute the energy loss by integrating out the radiation modes using the optical theorem, relating
ImW [J ] to the total radiated power. The latter is given in terms of (squares of) derivatives of the
STF multipole moments.
• Use the equations of motion to compute the time variation of the multipoles, thus obtaining the
total power loss in terms of the dynamics of the constituents of the binary system.
• Proceed systematically in powers of the self-coupling (λ) and velocity (v) to all orders.
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Part II
The Bird’s Eye View on the Binary Inspiral
Problem
We now apply the ideas we developed in part I to the binary inspiral problem. In general relativity we
will find a few extra ingredients for the construction of an EFT framework. In particular, the non-linear
interaction between potential and radiation modes, and the existence of renormalization group trajectories
for the (Wilson) coefficients of the EFT. Moreover, black holes and neutron stars in binary systems may
be rapidly rotating, which requires introducing the concept of spin. As we shall see, the EFT formalism
is sufficiently rich to incorporate all of these aspects of the two-body problem in gravity. We start out our
journey identifying the hierarchy of scales.
One Scale at a Time
The dynamics of the binary problem can be separated into different parts [184]:
• The internal zone: This is the scale of finite size effects. For compact neutron stars or black holes
we have rs ' 2GNm.
• The near (or potential) zone: The intermediate region is the orbit scale, r, given by the typical
separation between the constituents of the binary.
• The far (or radiation) zone: This is the scale of gravitational waves, emitted with typical wavelength
λrad ∼ r/v. For the radiation problem, the orbit scale becomes also part of the internal zone.
For the case of Post-Newtonian sources we have v  1, and therefore there is hierarchy of scales,
λ−1rad  r−1  r−1s . (5.1)
Here is where the EFT machinery comes to play, since EFTs are tailor made to naturally handle several
scales in a tower-like fashion. As we discuss in detail, we proceed in steps:
• Parameterizing our ignorance. Before we set course we must deal with degrees of freedom at the
scale rs. The basic idea is the inclusion of new terms in the point-particle action –beyond minimal
coupling– to account for finite size effects. In gravity, extended objects have a very rich structure,
which includes tidal as well as dissipative effects. For probes that vary on distances of order |k|−1,
the incidence of finite size effects enters in powers of |k|rs.
• Conservative dynamics. At the orbit scale we have (off-shell) potential modes. In the small velocity
approximation we treat the interaction as ‘instantaneous,’ and time derivatives as a perturbation.
We obtain the equations of motion from the binding potential energy. The potential modes, varying
on a scale |k| ' 1/r, are the probes for the internal structure of the bodies. Hence, the finite size
effects for compact objects scale as powers of rs/r ' v2, from the virial theorem.
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• Radiated power. At the scale of radiation the binary can be treated as a point-like source endowed
with a series of (` ≥ 2) multipole moments, (IL, JL), scaling as IL ∼Mr`. The expansion parameter
is given by |k|r, with |k|−1 ∼ λrad. The change in the (averaged) binding mass/energy of the system,
and the gravitational wave amplitude, are obtained in terms of derivatives of these multipoles as a
function of the dynamical variables of the constituents (like positions, velocities and spins).
• Hereditary effects. The interaction of the emitted gravitational wave with the static potential, sourced
by the binary as a whole, produces the tail effect (or scattering off the geometry). The tails contribute
to the radiated power loss and are responsible for the renormalization group evolution in the effective
theory. There is also a memory effect, where time-dependent contributions arise from non-linear self-
interactions in the radiation field.
• Radiation-reaction. The emission of gravitational waves back-reacts on the motion of the binary
system, producing the so called radiation-reaction force. The non-linear couplings involved in the
study of back-reaction effects entail a subtle interplay between different regions, featuring both con-
servative and dissipation contributions. These can be incorporated in the EFT framework (extended
to the in-in formalism) by using appropriated (causal) retarded Green’s functions.
Interferometers, such as Advanced LIGO [34, 35, 47], are particularly sensitive to the phase of the
signal,
φ(t) ∼
∫
dt Ω(t) , (5.2)
with Ω(t) the frequency of a circular orbit (corresponding to half the frequency of the gravitational wave). 13
This can be computed using the adiabatic approximation. The energy balance equation 〈E˙〉 = − P , where
P is the integrated power loss, then allows us to solve for Ω(t). Using this information we can construct
restricted waveforms which are accurate to a given PN order in the phase, but at leading order in the
amplitude. To compute the gravitational waveform we solve the instantaneous values of the metric field
in terms of the multipole moments. Having the amplitude corrections leads to fully accurate templates.
At each step we work systematically order by order in the ratio of scales using the power counting rules
of the EFT. As we shall see, in principle there is no formal obstacle to calculating to any order beyond
the Newtonian approximation. In the EFT approach we map complex integrals into the computation of
Feynman diagrams, use textbook regularization tools, and naturally handle spin degrees of freedom at the
level of the action. These techniques allow for a very natural systematization and (physical) visualization
of the computation that can be automatized almost entirely using Mathematica code. 14 In the ensuing
sections we will sharpen the distinction between the relevant physical regions, elaborate on the necessary
steps to construct the effective description at each scale, and perform some pedagogical computations.
13 For earth-based detectors, there is a (seismic) low-frequency cutoff. Therefore, interferometers such as Advanced
LIGO [34, 35, 47], are only sensitive to the last few minutes of the inspiral/merger/ring-down phases. Hence, also due to
gravitational wave emission, the orbit has circularized by the time the signal enters the detector’s band, e.g. [49, 60].
14 http://feyncalc.org/
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6. Worldline Effective Theory
We start by reviewing the effective approach to describe gravitationally interacting extended objects
in gravity. As we shall see, the appearance of UV divergences is directly linked to the use of point-like
sources, and are naturally handled in the EFT framework through counter-terms and renormalization.
6.1. Point-like Sources
Say we are interested in the (static) gravitational field produced by an isolated compact object, for
simplicity, a non-rotating black hole of mass m. We solve for the metric, gµν , using the Einstein-Hilbert
action,
SEH = −2M2Pl
∫ √
g(x)R(x)d4x . (6.1)
Of course, we find the Schwarzschild(-Droste) solution after some appropriate coordinate (gauge) choice [185,
186]. In most cases of interest, however, a close analytic answer may not be feasible. We must therefore
set up a perturbative scheme (or resort to numerical methods). We then start by splitting the metric
field as
gµν = ηµν +
hµν
MPl
. (6.2)
Hence, inserting (6.2) into (6.1) we have (schematically)
SEH =
∫
h∂2h+
1
MPl
hh∂∂h+ · · · , (6.3)
such that we get an equation for hµν which we may solve iteratively in powers of rs/r  1. This is often
referred as the Post-Minkowskian expansion, e.g. [187]. Since we restrict ourselves to values of r greater
than rs, there is yet an important missing ingredient. Namely, we need to incorporate the imprint of
degrees of freedom at r < rs as a matching/boundary condition. Moreover, in our worldline description
we take the limit rs → 0. In the effective theory the black hole will be thus described by a localized source,
with
− 1
2MPl
∫
d4xTµνpp (x)hµν(x)→ −
m
2MPl
∫
dt h00(t, 0) + · · · , (6.4)
as an extra term added to the action in (6.1). Here, the Tµνpp is the stress-energy tensor for a ‘point-particle,’
given by
Tµνpp (x) = m
∫
dσ
uµuν√
u2
δ4(x− x(σ))√
g(x)
+ · · · . (6.5)
For the purpose of computing the metric for an isolated object, the linearized expression in (6.4) (evaluated
at the origin and at rest) is sufficient.
As it is well known, distributional sources are problematic in general relativity [188] (recall black holes
are Ricci-flat solutions [186]). The point-like approximation leads to divergences due to the non-linear
structure of the field equations. As we shall see, these will be removed by counter-terms proportional to
higher order derivatives of the metric, encoded in the ellipsis in (6.5). At the same time, these extra terms
incorporate finite size effects for extended objects. Due to Birkhoff’s theorem, the new coefficients (and
non-linear worldline couplings) do not contribute to the computation of the –classical– one-point function
(for non-rotating bodies). Therefore, we postpone their appearance until sec. 6.5.
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In addition, Einstein’s theory enjoys a coordinate invariance (in a flat background)
xµ → xµ + µ(x) , hµν → hµν + µ,ν + ν,µ . (6.6)
This will be handled by a ‘gauge fixing’ term. For example, the harmonic gauge, Γµ = 0, with
Γµ = ∂αh
α
µ −
1
2
∂µh
α
α . (6.7)
At the level of the action (and path integral), we add
SGF =
∫
d4x ΓµΓ
µ . (6.8)
This allows us to find a unique solution to the (Feynman) propagator
∆Fαβµν = Pαβµν ∆F(t− t′,x− x′) , (6.9)
where
Pαβµν =
1
2
(ηαµηνβ + ηανηµβ − ηαβηµν) . (6.10)
With these tools we can simply derive, for instance, the Newtonian potential, VN . At linear order in GN ,
for a static source described by (6.4), we get
hµν
MPl
(t,x) = Pµν00
−im
2M2Pl
∫
dt′e−ip0t
′
∫
p,p0
i ei(p0t−p·x)
p20 − p2 + i
= −(2ηµ0ην0 − ηµν)2GNm
r
. (6.11)
Notice the dt′ integral removed the dependence on p0. That is the reason the i-prescription plays no role for
(quasi-) instantaneous computations. The expression in (6.11) reproduces the familiar result, g00 = 1+2VN ,
at leading order in GN . Since we work in harmonic coordinates we also have gij = −δij(1− 2VN ).
6.2. Non-Linearities
At higher orders in GN we encounter non-linearities from the Einstein-Hilbert action as well as from the
coupling to the source. The worldline non-linearities (see (6.5)) will be important later on for the binary
problem. However, they do not contribute (at the classical level) to the metric of an isolated object, and the
expression in (6.4) suffices (see Fig 4). Unlike the scalar case, the non-linear self-interactions in Einstein’s
theory involve derivatives, see (6.3), which add extra factors of k2 to the vertices. This ameliorates the IR
divergences we found before, but exacerbates the UV problem. As we shall see, UV poles will be absorbed
into counter-terms. This is the starting point for the construction of the effective action in sec. 6.5.
A convenient way to incorporate gravitational non-linearities is to introduce the pseudo stress-energy
tensor, T αβ(x), via
hµν
MPl
(k0,k) = − i
2M2Pl
Pµναβ
i
k20 − k2
T αβ(k0,k) , (6.12)
which we may compute to all orders in GN . At leading order we have, see (6.5),
T µν(1) (k0,k) = m(2pi)δ(k0)e−ik·x(τ)uµuν , etc. (6.13)
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To obtain the n-th order contribution, T αβ(n) , it is convenient to work with the background field method [189–
191]. We first proceed to split the metric perturbation into two components,
hµν = Hµν︸︷︷︸
background
+ Hµν︸︷︷︸
perturbation
, (6.14)
and then integrate out Hµν in a non-trivial background.
15 The main difference is the gauge fixing term,
which is promoted from (6.7) to
Γ(H)µ = ∇(H)α Hαµ −
1
2
∇(H)µ Hαα , (6.15)
with ∇(H) the covariant derivative compatible with the Hµν metric, that is then used to raise and lower
indices. We must also re-write the volume factor in (6.8) in terms of the background metric. In this
manner we ensure that the resulting path integral
eiSeff [Hµν ] ≡ e− i2MPl
∫
Tµνpp (x)Hµν(x)
∫
DHµν exp
[
iSEH[Hµν +Hµν ] (6.16)
+ iS
(H)
GF [Hµν ]−
i
2MPl
∫
Tµνpp (x)Hµν(x)
]
remains invariant under (6.6), applied to Hµν . In this fashion we are guaranteed the associated current,
T µν(x), obeys the Ward identity
∂αT αβ(x) = 0 . (6.17)
This is nothing but the well-known conservation of the (pseudo) stress-energy tensor, including the self-
energy in the gravitational field [192]. For example, the O(G2N ) contribution can be straightforwardly
computed, see Fig. 4(a). The result reads [3]
T αβ(2),4(a)(k) = (2pi)δ(k0)
m2
32M2Pl
[−7(ηαβk2 − kαkβ) + k2vαvβ] ∫
q
1
q2(q2 + k2)
(6.18)
= (2pi)δ(k0)
m2
16M2Pl|k|
[
− 7
32
(ηαβk2 − kαkβ) + 1
32
k2vαvβ
]
,
with vµ = (1, 0). Notice that it is indeed conserved: kµT µν(k) = 0. From here, and (6.12), we get [3]
g00 = 1− 2GNm
r
+ 2
(
GNm
r
)2
+ · · · , (6.19)
gij = −δij
[
1 +
2GNm
r
+ 5
(
GNm
r
)2
+ · · ·
]
. (6.20)
Not surprisingly one recovers Schwarzschild’s solution in harmonic coordinates as a series expansion in
powers of rs/r. (This result was previously derived in [14, 20] using similar techniques.)
15 The reader should not confuse Hµν at this stage with the radiation field. This is nothing but a trick to integrate out
the perturbation adding a gauge fixing term which is formally invariant under transformations of the background metric. In
the static limit there is no radiation whatsoever. We will, nonetheless, use a similar machinery to study radiation later on.
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6.3. Regularization
6.3.1. Power-law Divergences
At this point the reader may wonder about divergences, similar to those we encountered in our toy
model in part I . In fact, we cheated a little because the computation of T µν(2) (k) does entail regularizing
a divergence, which arises from a term equivalent to a self-energy diagram (see below). The temporal
components do not contribute for a static source, and we end up with an integral of the sort
Aij(k) ≡
∫
q
qiqj
q2(k + q)2
. (6.21)
The divergence occurs when we take the trace, Aii, in which case the numerator cancels out one of the
propagators. Diagrammatically, the singular part of the diagram in Fig. 4(a) appears when the ∂2 from the
cubic vertex hits the propagator. The resulting integral is then equivalent to a self-energy contribution to
the mass. All such diagrams are set to zero in dim. reg., since they correspond to power-law divergences:(b) (c)
→ 0
(a)
The full integral Aij , however, does not vanish identically. To compute its contribution we write it as
Aij(k) = A(k)kikj + k2B(k)δij , (6.22)
and solve for A(k) and B(k), using
Aii(k) =
∫
q
1
(k + q)2
, (6.23)
kikjAij(k) =
∫
q
(k · q)2
q2(k + q)2
=
1
4
∫
q
(
(k + q)2 − k2 − q2)2
q2(k + q)2
. (6.24)
The first equation is the trace, which we set to zero, yielding A(k) = −3B(k). In the second integral all
the terms from the numerator lead to similar divergences, except for one,
1
4
∫
q
k4
q2(k + q)2
=
k4
4
× 1
8|k| =
|k|3
32
, (6.25)
such that
A(k) +B(k) =
1
32|k| → B(k) = −
1
64|k| , A(k) =
3
64|k| . (6.26)
Combining the two we arrive at the regularized answer:∫
q
qiqj
q2(k + q)2
=
1
64|k|
(
3kikj − k2δij) . (6.27)
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(b) (c)
→ 0
(a)
Figure 4: Feynman diagrams which contribute to the one-point function to O(G3N ) [3].
6.3.2. Logarithmic Divergences
So far we have used the words ‘dim. reg.’ essentially to set to zero scale-less integrals. When loga-
rithmic divergences are present, however, we need to dig a little deeper into regularization in d spacetime
dimensions (see [193] for another implementation of dim. reg. within the PN framework).
The calculation of T αβ(3) (k) to O(G3N ) can be found in [3]. The diagrams which contribute are shown
in Fig. 4(b-c), and the result reads [3]
T µν(3) (k) =
1
2MPl
(
m
2MPl
)3
(2pi)δ(k0)
[
a1(k
µkν − ηµνk2) + a2k2vµvν
]
I0(k) , (6.28)
with a1, a2 some numerical factors. The relevant scalar integral, I0(k), is given by
I0(k) =
∫
dd−1q
(2pi)d−1
dd−1p
(2pi)d−1
1
q2p2(q + p+ k)2
, (6.29)
written in d-dimensions. After analytic continuation in d, we find
I0(k) =
√
pi
(4pi)d−1
Γ[4− d]Γ[d− 3]Γ[(d− 3)/2]2
Γ[d/2− 1]Γ[3/2(d− 3)]
(
k2
2
)d−4
. (6.30)
This integral contains a logarithmic divergence when d→ 4, hidden in the poles of the Γ[z] function,
Γ[z] =
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ttz−1 . (6.31)
Introducing an expansion parameter:  ≡ 4− d, with  > 0, and expanding around  ' 0, we have
Γ[−n+ ] = (−1)
n
n!
(
1

+ ψ(n+ 1)− 
2
(
ψ(1)(n+ 1)− ψ(n+ 1)2 − pi
2
3
)
+O(2)
)
, (6.32)
where n is a (positive) integer, ψ[x] = ddx log Γ[x], and ψ
(1)[x] its first derivative. For n = 0 we get
Γ[] =
1

− γE +O() , (6.33)
with γE = −ψ(1) ' 0.5772 the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Using this formalism, and expanding (6.30)
in , we arrive at
I0(k) =
1
32pi2
[
1

+ log(4pi)− γE + 3− log k
2
µ2
]
+O() . (6.34)
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The logarithm comes from expanding
(
k2
)−
= exp
[− logk2] = 1−  logk2 +O(2) , (6.35)
whereas the logµ2 follows in a similar fashion. 16 Notice that the regularized answer for I0(k) in (6.34)
depends on µ. This is usually referred as a ‘subtraction’ or ‘renormalization’ scale.
6.4. Renormalization
For pedagogical purposes, in what follows we ignore the fact that the coefficients we will soon introduce
to deal with divergences ultimately drop out of observable quantities. The methodology we are about to
discuss applies to all the parameters needed to renormalized the theory, see sec. 6.5. We discuss in sec. 7.5
a more relevant example in the radiation theory.
6.4.1. Counter-Terms
Although the regularized answer for I0(k) is finite when d < 4, we still have a pole as  → 0. This
means we need to remove the divergence by adding a ‘counter-term.’ A first guess would be to absorb the
divergence into the mass term ∝ mδ(k · v). However, the singularity we find is proportional to, 17(
T µν(3)
)
pole
=
1

δ(k · v) [c1(ηµνk2 − kµkν) + c2k2vµvν] , (6.36)
with some pre-factors c1,2. Hence, in order to make the answer finite in the  → 0 limit we need to add
counter-terms which, by direct inspection, must take the form
T µνct (k) = δ(k · v)
[
CctR (η
µνk2 − kµkν) + CctV
k2
2
vµvν
]
. (6.37)
The trick is to choose CctR(V ) to cancel the poles. There is not a priori a preferred way to subtract
divergences away. Therefore, we must also introduce a renormalization scheme. Several such schemes are
available and a convenient one is the ‘minimal subtraction bar’ (MS) scheme, see e.g. [155]. In MS, not only
the 1 -pole is removed but also some extra constants. Then, splitting the coefficient into a counter-term
and a renormalized piece, CR(V ) = C
ct
R(V ) + C
ren
R(V ), we have
CctR = −
c1
¯
,
1
2
CctV = −
c2
¯
, (6.38)
where
1
¯
≡ 1

− γE + log(4pi) , (6.39)
and c1,2 are adjusted to cancel the divergences. After these are removed the remaining finite piece, encoded
in CrenR(V ), must be obtained by a matching procedure. For example, by comparison between the full and
effective theory within the overlapping realm of validity, see sec. 6.6.
16 The scaling dimensions are shifted in d = 4−, e.g. we have MPl → µ−/2MPl, so that GN → GN
(
1 + 1
2
 log µ2 + · · · ).
17 Notice dim. reg. preserves spacetime symmetries which are otherwise explicitly broken by introducing a cutoff.
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As we will soon discuss these type of coefficients may depend on the internal structure of the objects.
However, for reasons that will be clear later on, the terms proportional to CR(V ) can be consistently
removed altogether [3, 194, 195]. This is a consequence of Birkhoff’s theorem (or Gauss’ law), see ap-
pendix A. This will not be the case for all the type of divergences we may encounter and subsequent
renormalized parameters. We use these terms in what follows for illustrative purposes.
6.4.2. Renormalization Group Flow
After the divergences are removed by the addition of CctR , C
ct
V , the final answer becomes [3]
T αβ(3) (k) = −4piδ(k0)
[
(ηαβk2 − kαkβ)
{
CrenR +
G2Nm
3
12
(
2− log k
2
µ2
)}
(6.40)
+ vαvβk2
{
1
2
CrenV −
G2Nm
3
6
(
75
32
− log k
2
µ2
)}]
,
in the MS scheme. Notice there is still an arbitrary scale µ. This, of course, would be physically unaccept-
able. The resolution is simple and it relies on introducing µ-dependence in the renormalized coefficients,
CrenR,V (µ), such that the overall result is independent of any particular value of µ. A natural choice though
may be such as to cancel the logarithm in T µν(3) (k). Namely, by setting µ2 = k2 we obtain
T 00(3)(k) = 4piδ(k0)k2
[{
CrenR (|k|) +
G2Nm
3
6
}
+
{
1
2
CrenV (|k|)−
25G2Nm
3
64
}]
(6.41)
T ii(3)(k) = −8piδ(k0)k2
[
CrenR (|k|) +
G2Nm
3
6
]
. (6.42)
This choice thus trades the explicit logarithmic dependence into the renormalized coefficients.
Continuing with this exercise let us solve for CrenR(V )(|k|) in terms of T 00(3)(k) and T ii(3)(k) and plug it
back into (6.40), but now evaluated at a different scale. For example, for the trace we find
T ii(k˜)
k˜2
=
T ii(k)
k2
+
G2Nm
3
3
log
k˜2
k2
, (6.43)
yielding a relationship between the stress-energy tensor at different values of momenta, without reference
to CR. The above expression can also be encoded in terms of the renormalized coefficients. For example,
using (6.42),
CrenR (|k˜|) = CrenR (|k|)−
G2Nm
3
6
log
|k˜|
|k| . (6.44)
Along similar lines, we have
CrenV (|k˜|) = CrenV (|k|) +
2G2Nm
3
3
log
|k˜|
|k| . (6.45)
From here we obtain the renormalization group equations,
|k| d
d|k|C
ren
R (|k|) = −
G2Nm
3
6
, |k| d
d|k|C
ren
V (|k|) =
2G2Nm
3
3
, (6.46)
which in this particular case are rather trivial. See sec. 7.5 for another example.
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Notice that even if a renormalized coefficients vanishes at a given k, these equations imply that they
will reappear at another value with a typical size given by the right-hand side of (6.46). This is a generic
feature. Once we know the renormalized parameters at µ ' |k|, the renormalization group flow dictates
how they change as we probe the system across different scales. The above analysis also tells us that
the dependence on µ in the renormalized coefficients is nothing but a trick to keep track –and resum–
logarithms (or any other non-analytic structure). The reader may object we still need initial conditions for
the renormalization group equations. This is the matching procedure we discuss in sec. 6.6. We introduce
first the effective action, and the necessary coefficients to encapsulate finite size effects.
6.5. Effective Action
When an extended object is placed in an external long-wavelength gravitational field, the center-of-
mass of the body will trace a worldline which, to first approximation, corresponds to geodesic motion.
However, upon closer inspection, we will observe deviations as a result of tidal effects. In what follows we
incorporate finite size effects in a point-particle (effective) action approach. This also provides us with a
compact way to organize the necessary counter-terms required due to the use of point-like sources.
6.5.1. Decoupling
Let us consider a compact body, of size rs, in an external gravitational field varying on scales much
larger than rs. As in the method of regions in sec. 4, we start by splitting the metric as
gµν = g
S
µν︸︷︷︸
short-distance
+ gLµν︸︷︷︸
long-distance
, (6.47)
where g
L(S)
µν represent the long- and short-distance modes, compared with rs. For the case of neutron
stars, the short-distance physics includes the geometry, gSµν , and also the positions, x
µ
p (σp), of all the
approximately 1040/m3 constituents of the star. Moreover, we must also incorporate other fields which
participate in the dynamics on short scales. Hence, analytically solving for the equations of motion of
each single particle is an unsurmountable task. However, since we are interested in the motion in long-
wavelength backgrounds, we may rely on an effective description which depends solely on long-distance
degrees of freedom, e.g. the collective motion of the body.
To construct the effective theory we thus resort only to the long-wavelength metric field, gLµν , as well
as the center-of-mass of the compact object, xµcm(σ). The effective action, Seff
[
xcm, g
L
µν
]
, follows by
integrating out the short-distance modes in the saddle-point approximation. For instance, for a neutron
star we have
exp
{
iSEH
[
gLµν(x)
]
+ iSeff
[
xαcm(σ), g
L
µν(x)
] }
= (6.48)∫
DgSµν(x)Dδx
α
p (σp) exp
{
iSEH [gµν(x)] + iSint
[
xαp (σp), g
S
µν(x)
] }
,
where Sint[x
α
p , g
S
µν ] describes the dynamics of the internal degrees of freedom. The latter includes not only
the short-distance metric, gSµν , but also the displacement of the constituents of the neutron star measured
with respect to the center-of-mass, δxαp ≡ xαp − xαcm.
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In most cases the exact form of the effective action is unknown. However, we have at hand the
symmetries of the long-distance physical system, namely diffeomorphism and reparameterization invari-
ance. Therefore, we write an effective action using all possible –local– terms respecting such symmetries.
For objects which are spherically symmetric in isolation, we have [3, 116]
Seff
[
xcm, g
L
µν
]
=
∫
d4x dσ δ4(x− xcm(σ))
(
−m
√
gLµν(x)u
µ
cm(σ)uνcm(σ) (6.49)
+ CR
∫
RL
[
gLµν
] √
gLµν(x)u
µ
cm(σ)uνcm(σ) + CV
∫
RLµν
[
gLµν
] uµcm(σ)uνcm(σ)√
gLµν(x)u
µ
cm(σ)uνcm(σ)
+ · · ·
)
.
The extra terms beyond the geodesic approximation (or minimal coupling) are organized in powers of
derivatives of the long-wavelength perturbation, gLµν . After the symmetries are incorporated the remaining
freedom enters in a series of parameters, often called ‘Wilson coefficients,’ which carry information about
the inner structure of the bodies. For (non-rotating) black holes, they are determined solely in terms of rs
and Newton’s constant, e.g. m = rs/(2GN ). On the other hand, for a neutron star, they depend on the
equation of state, making these coefficients suitable to test different models, e.g. [196–209].
The fact that all the information about the short-distance dynamics is now encoded in a series of
coefficients is one of the pillars of the EFT framework. This is often referred as decoupling [210]. Decoupling
of short-distance (and short-time) physics implies that their influence can be encoded in (derivatively
coupled) interactions which look local on scales |k|−1  rs (and frequencies ω  r−1s ), and parameterized
in powers of |k|rs  1 (and ωrs  1). The Wilson coefficients are universal, which means once they are
obtained –via a matching procedure we discuss momentarily– they can be used in different situations. The
effective action can be then implemented broadly, for any situation where extended bodies are perturbed
by long-distance probes. This allows us to study complicated dynamical configurations, e.g. compact
bodies moving in the background field produced by a companion and emitting gravitational waves.
6.5.2. Finite Size Effects: Background and Response
The reader will notice the two terms proportional to CR(V ) in (6.49) are the same we introduced before
as counter-terms through the stress-energy tensor, e.g. (6.37). As we mentioned, the CR(V ) coefficients
can be consistently set to zero as a consequence of Birkhoff’s theorem. This will be a general feature in
the EFT framework where, at a given order, terms that vanish by lower order equations of motion can be
systematically eliminated [155]. 18
After we discard terms proportional to the Ricci tensor, we re-write the action in terms of the electric,
Eµν , and magnetic, Bµν , components of the Weyl tensor Cµανβ ,
Eµν = Cµανβu
αuβ , Bµν =
1
2
µαβσC
αβ
νρu
σuρ , (6.50)
which obey gαβE
αβ = gαβB
αβ = 0 and Eαβu
β = Bαβu
β = 0.
18 As a consequence of Einstein’s equations, the terms proportional to the Ricci tensor do not propagate long-distance
effects, and can be thus removed from the effective theory. See appendix A. We drop the ‘cm’ and L labels from now on.
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Reparameterization invariance is incorporated by using the proper time, σ → τ , so that u2 = 1.
Moreover, we introduce a locally-flat co-moving frame, eµA(x), with e
µ
0 = u
µ, such that EAB(x) =
eµA(x)e
ν
B(x)Eµν(x), and similarly for the magnetic term. Notice that in this frame E0A = B0A = 0.
Therefore only space-like components, i.e. Eij , are relevant. We then write the following term in the
effective action at leading order in derivatives
SQE =
1
2
∫
dτ d4x δ4(x− x(τ)) QijE (τ)Eij(x) , (6.51)
and similarly with Eij → Bij . Here the QE(B)ij (τ) are the trace-free electric (and magnetic) quadrupole
moments. Notice that the (ij) indices transform under SO(3), and therefore can be raised and lowered
using the Euclidean metric. While the gravitational interaction is local, these quadrupole moments may
depend on time. We then split them into different components. There is a background piece which accounts
for the short-distance contributions in the absence of external perturbations, and there is a response to
long-wavelength probes, i.e.
Q
E(B)
i...in
=
〈
Q
E(B)
i...in
〉
S︸ ︷︷ ︸
background
+
(
Q
E(B)
i...in
)
R︸ ︷︷ ︸
response
. (6.52)
The expectation value, 〈· · · 〉S , is computed in the background of the short modes. For example, for the
(trace-free) quadrupole of an object which is spherically symmetric in isolation, we have
〈
QijE
〉
S
= 0.
There is no contribution linear in the metric from (6.51) in such case. (This would not be the case for
objects with a permanent quadrupole moment, or rotating bodies. For the latter
〈
QijE
〉
S
is proportional
to the spin (squared) of the compact object. See part 8 for more details.)
The second term in (6.52) represents the induced multipole moment in the presence of a long-wavelength
perturbation. The Eij serves as a source for the response of the electric-type quadrupole. Then, using
linear response theory, we write(
QijE
)
R
(τ) =
1
2
∫
dτ ′d4x δ4(x− x(τ ′))
(
iGij,klret (τ, τ
′)
)
Ekl(x) + · · · , (6.53)
with the retarded Green’s function,
Gretij,kl(τ, τ
′) =
〈[
QijE (τ), Q
kl
E (τ
′)
]〉
θ(τ − τ ′) , (6.54)
and similarly for the magnetic-type multipole moments.
If we ignore absorption (which is related to the imaginary part, see sec. 7.8) we can concentrate on the
real part of the response. We parameterize the latter in terms of the symmetries of the theory. In our case,
the SO(3) invariance –for non-rotating bodies– which is manifest in the locally-flat frame. 19 Therefore,
we have (in frequency space)
Re
(
iGretij,kl(ω)
)
= Qijkl Ref(ω) , (6.55)
19 This is reminiscent of the so called AdS/CFT correspondency, where isometries of the spacetime metric are mapped
into global symmetries in the field theory side [211–213].
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with the projector onto symmetric and traceless two-index (spatial) tensors give by
Qijkl =
(
δikδjl + δilδjk − 23δijδkl
)
. (6.56)
Furthermore, since we are interested in long-wavelength perturbations, the function Ref(ω) can be ex-
panded in powers of ωrs  1. Using the (time-reversal) symmetry of the real part of the response
(ω → −ω),
Re f(ω) = CE + CE¨ r
2
sω
2 +O (ω4r4s) , (6.57)
and we find (
QijE
)
R
=
∫
d4x δ4(x− x(τ))
(
CEEij(x) + CE¨ r
2
s
d2
dτ2
Eij(x) + · · ·
)
. (6.58)
The CE , CE¨ , etc., are (time-independent) Wilson coefficients. If we now plug this result back into (6.51),
we obtain (similarly with E → B) 20
SQE →
1
2
∫
dτ
∫
d4x δ4(x−x(τ))
[
CE Eµν(x)E
µν(x)+CE¨ u
α(τ)∇αEµν(x)uα(τ)∇αEµν(x)+· · ·
]
, (6.59)
for the first corrections describing finite size effects for extended (non-rotating) bodies. Notice, since
we chose the proper time, the reparameterization invariance in (6.59) is manifest. (This is true also for
the factors of velocity within Eµν and Bµν , see (6.50).) It may be re-written in terms of any affine
parameter, σ, introducing factors of
√
u2, as in (6.49). The procedure continues by adding diffeomorphism
invariant high(er) derivative terms. As we discuss momentarily, the scaling of the leading term in (6.59)
is connected with the effacement of internal structure in the two-body problem, see sec. 7.2.4.
6.6. Matching: Black Holes vs. Neutron Stars
In order to extract the Wilson coefficients, e.g. CE(B), we need either experimental data, or a (math-
ematical) procedure by which computations in the full and effective theory can be compared within the
overlapping realm of validity. This is the matching we alluded before, e.g. [155], and for the latter option
it may or may not involve observable quantities. In principle the number of Wilson coefficients is infinite.
However, terms in the action scale with a definite power of the expansion parameter(s) in the theory, and
therefore we may truncate the series at a desired level of accuracy.
For concreteness, let us perform the matching for the metric produced by a generic extended compact
object, of size rs, at distances r > rs. (We will see later on that the leading order Wilson coefficient for
spinning bodies may be obtained in this fashion.) This is in general a complicated function of (r, rs) and,
for the case of a neutron star, also some dimensionful parameters which describe the internal structure.
For illustrative purposes, and simplicity, let us consider instead a non-rotating black hole at rest, such
that the only relevant scale is given by rs. Moreover, let us concentrate on a scalar observable, say the
trace hαα, and for static configurations. The following steps can be easily generalized to other situations.
20 Technically speaking we are not allowed to plug the expression for the response into the action. However, because the
Wilson coefficients are fixed by matching, it is easy to show we get the same equations up to a trivial re-scaling. Notice we
also absorbed the factor of r2s into CE¨ and integrated by parts. Moreover, we expressed the result in a covariant manner, by
using EijE
ij → EµνEµν and ddτ → uα∇α, for a generic frame.
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From dimensional analysis we have (in Fourier space and ignoring an overall δ(k0))
hαα(k)
MPl
=
1
k2
f(|k|rs) , (6.60)
which we can compute both in full fledged general relativity as well as in the effective theory, for z ≡
|k|rs  1. The full answer may be written as,
fgr(z) = P (z) +Q(z) log(z) , (6.61)
with P (z), Q(z) some analytic functions. For simplicity, we have assumed the non-analytic term is governed
by a logarithm, but in general we may have a more complicated structure. On the other hand we have
the EFT computation. By construction, the low-energy degrees of freedom are always kept as propagating
modes in the effective theory. Therefore, the EFT reproduces the long-distance physics, including the
non-analytic behavior in the IR limit |k| → 0. In this example, this means we will find [3]
feft(|k|, µ) =
[
P¯ (|k|, Ci(µ)) + Q¯(|k|, Ci(µ)) log |k|
µ
]
, (6.62)
in the EFT side, with P¯ and Q¯ some polynomials. 21 The µ dependence enters through dim. reg., see
sec. 6.3.2. Notice we have no explicit reference to rs. This is not surprising, since in the effective theory
we have taken the limit rs → 0, at the expenses of introducing UV divergences. As we discussed, these are
removed by the introduction of counter-terms and finite size effects are encapsulated in the (renormalized)
Ci(µ) coefficients.
To complete the matching we decide on a level of accuracy, e.g. O(zN ), and equate both results,
feft(|k|, µ ' r−1s ) = fgr(|k|rs  1) +O
(
zN+1
)
, (6.63)
such that,
Q¯(|k|, Ci(µ ' 1/rs)) '
`=N∑
`=1
q`(|k|rs)`, P¯ (|k|, Ci(µ ' 1/rs)) '
`=N∑
`=1
p`(|k|rs)` , (6.64)
with q`, p` the coefficients in the Taylor expansion of P (z), Q(z) for small z. From here we solve for the
Ci(µ ' 1/rs) as a function of rs by isolating the relevant powers of z. The choice µ → µUV ' 1/rs
for the UV matching scale in (6.63) prevents the existence of large logarithms, which may jeopardize
the perturbative expansion. After the Wilson coefficients are extracted at that scale, the renormalization
group flow allows us to run to long(er) distances, r−1s ' µUV ≤ µ→ µIR ' r−1. (We will analyze a specific
example in sec. 7.5, for which the relevant scales are given by: µIR → λ−1rad and µUV → r−1.)
21Note the logarithm in (6.62) is associated with a UV divergence in the EFT. The long-distance non-analytic behavior
in the full theory is thus linked to UV singularities in the EFT, due to the rs → 0 approximation. This allows us to resum
logarithms using renormalization group techniques. See sec. 7.7 for an explicit example.
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The reader may object that, since terms quadratic in the metric perturbation do not contribute to the
one-point function, the above procedure does not allow us to extract CE(B) for an isolated object in a
flat background. Moreover, Birkhoff’s theorem precludes parameters, other than the mass, to enter in the
metric outside of a spherically symmetric, non-rotating, stationary object. (This is, after all, the reason
we discarded the CR(V ) terms from the effective action.) In spite of this, the previous steps are generic
and therefore also apply for different matching conditions. For example, instead of a flat background we
may place a (non-rotating) body in an external electric field, Eµν 6= 0, varying on scales larger than rs.
In such case the finite size term scales linearly in the perturbations (defined with respect to the curved
background)
CE
∫
EµνEµν [hαβ ] , (6.65)
and our previous analysis follows, allowing us to extract the value of the CE coefficient. Moreover, we can
also consider a boosted black hole in the presence of an external magnetic component, Bµν , such that CB
also enters in the one-point function.
Let us stress an important point. While matching may entail fixing a gauge (or a coordinate system) in
general relativity, the final result for the Wilson coefficients is diffeomorphism invariant. That is the case
because they appear multiplying gauge invariant terms in the effective action. Moreover, once they are
obtained, by whichever mean, there will be no left-over reference to either a particular gauge or the type
of (long-wavelength) probe used in the matching procedure. For instance, to read off the CE(B) Wilson
coefficients we could have equally considered gravitational wave scattering. The cross section in the EFT
framework can be easily computed, and it scales as [116]
σeft(ω) = · · ·+
C2E(B)
M4Pl
ω8 + · · · . (6.66)
On the other hand, in the fully relativistic computation we expect, say for the case of a black hole,
σbhgr (ω) = r
2
sf(rsω) , (6.67)
with f(z) an analytic function. (As we discussed, non-analytic terms cancel out in the matching and
therefore we do not include them here for simplicity.) If we then expand in powers of ωrs  1, we obtain
σbhgr (ω) ' r2s (· · ·+ (rsω)8 + · · · ) , (6.68)
and comparing both expressions (up to a numerical factor) we find
CE(B) ∼M2Plr5s . (6.69)
Unlike the (off-shell) static case, the Wilson coefficients entered here in an on-shell scattering amplitude.
The result, however, is universal. We can then use the expression in (6.69) to derive the value of the
one-point function in a curved background, or vice versa. As we shall discuss later on, the scaling in
(6.69) does not hold for black holes which, somewhat unexpectedly, turn out to have vanishing CE(B)’s,
see sec. 7.2.4 and sec. 14. That is not the case for neutron stars.
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7. Non-Relativistic General Relativity
After integrating out the short(est) distance scale, rs, we then collect two compact extended objects
and form a binary system. The steps toward solving for the dynamics resemble our treatment of the
scalar toy model in part I ; up to gauge fixing issues, tensor structure and more complicated non-linear
interactions. We will also find a rich renormalization group structure for the parameters of the theory.
7.1. Potential and Radiation Regions
The bound state adds two extra regions to the problem. First of all, we have modes varying on scales of
the order of the separation of the bodies, r ∼ rs/v2. Furthermore, there is the radiation scale, λrad ∼ r/v.
As we mentioned, when v  1, we have
λ−1rad  r−1  r−1s . (7.1)
Following the method of regions in sec. 4 we split the metric perturbation into two classes,
hµν = Hµν︸︷︷︸
potential
+ h¯µν︸︷︷︸
radiation
, (7.2)
potential and radiation modes, according to the scaling rules
(k0,k)pot ∼ (v/r, 1/r) , (k0,k)rad ∼ (v/r, v/r) . (7.3)
The latter represents the on-shell propagating degrees of freedom, whereas the former are the off-shell
modes which mediate the binding forces between the constituents of the binary. The potential modes do
not appear as external states in the EFT, therefore the Hµν field must be integrated out in a background
of radiation modes. The non-linear coupling between potential and radiation complicates the calculation
of the power loss. However, the fact that the EFT framework separates the relevant scales, one at a time,
greatly simplifies the computations as we show next in several steps.
7.2. Binding Potential
The binding potential is obtained by integrating out the potential modes, (a = 1, 2)
eiW [xa] =
∫
DHµν exp
{
iSEH[Hµν ] + iS
pp
eff [xa(t), Hµν ] + iSGF[Hµν ]
}
, (7.4)
while ignoring the radiation field. 22 We use a gauge fixing term, as in (6.8), and the coordinate time
as affine parameter. The point-particle action, Sppeff [xa, Hµν ], includes a series of terms, as in (6.59).
At zero-th order in GN
W(0)[xa]→ Sppeff [xa, ηµν ] ≡
∫
dt K[xa] , (7.5)
representing the kinetic part of the effective action, which we must also expand in powers of v. Next we
compute W [xa], by solving for Hµν perturbatively and plug it back into the action.
22We will extend this procedure later on to incorporate (conservative) contributions from radiation-reaction. See sec. 7.6.
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7.2.1. Quasi-Instantaneous Modes
The potential modes are off-shell, therefore they only contributes to the real part of W [xa],
ReW [xa] =
∫
dt (K[xa]− V [xa]) , (7.6)
from which we read off the binding potential, V [xa]. To integrate out Hµν we use the ‘quasi-instantaneous’
Green’s function
〈
T
{
Hµν(t1,x1)Hαβ(t2,x2)
}〉
= −iPµναβ
[
δ(t1 − t2)
∫
k
1
k2
eik·(x1−x2) (7.7)
+
d
dt1dt2
δ(t1 − t2)
∫
k
1
k4
eik·(x1−x2) + · · ·
]
.
As before, we expanded the denominator in (1.7) in powers of k0/|k|  1, for slowly moving sources. The
propagator and velocity corrections will be represented as in Fig. 1.
The leading order term in (7.7) gives us the scaling laws
〈
T
{
Hµν(t,k)Hαβ(0, q)
}〉 ∼ 1
k2
δ(t)δ3(k + q) → [Hµν(t,k)] ∼ r2
√
v , (7.8)
where we used t ∼ r/v, |k| ∼ 1/r. We also have (with L = mvr)
m2
M2Pl
∼ Lv → [Hµν(t,x)] ∼MPl v
2
√
L
. (7.9)
We show in sec. 7.2.4 that first non-trivial Wilson coefficient in the point-particle action enters at O(v10)
for non-spinning objects. Until then the mass coupling,
Sppeff [xa, Hµν ] = −
m
2MPl
∫
dt
vµvν√
vαvα
Hµν + · · · , (7.10)
with vµ = (1,vi), suffices. Note the leading order term scales as[
m
2MPl
∫
H00dt
]
∼ mv
2r√
Lv
∼
√
L . (7.11)
We can use this worldline coupling to calculate W [xa] at leading order in GN . Indeed, this is identical to
the computation in sec. 2, and following similar steps we reproduce the Newtonian potential
VN [xa] = − m1m2
32piM2Pl
1
|x1 − x2| = −
GNm1m2
r
, (7.12)
as in (2.5) (after identifying M → 2MPl and including a factor of P0000 = 1/2).
7.2.2. Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann Lagrangian
The first correction to the Newtonian dynamics enters at order Lv2, or 1PN. The relevant couplings
are summarized in appendix B. The Feynman diagrams are depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 .
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v0
v1 v2
v0v1
v0
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: The first diagram accounts for an insertion of p20 in (7.7). The subsequent diagrams include velocity
corrections from the point-particle action in (7.10).
v0
v1 v2
v0v1
v0
(c)(a) (b)
(c)(a) (b)
Figure 6: Non-linear (static) contributions from the point-particle source (left), see (7.16), and Einstein-Hilbert
action plus gauge fixing term (middle), see (7.19). The figure on the right represents a divergent self-energy
contribution, which can be removed using dim. reg.
For the velocity corrections in Fig. 5 we obtain,
V5(a)[xa] = −1
2
GNm1m2
r
(
v1 · v2 − (v1 · r)(v2 · r)
r2
)
, (7.13)
V5(b)[xa] = 4
GNm1m2
r
v1 · v2 , (7.14)
V5(c)[xa] = −3
2
GNm1m2
r
v21 . (7.15)
The remaining contributions are due to non-linear couplings, shown in Fig. 6. For example, for the
non-linearity stemming off the worldline we have[
m
8M2Pl
∫
H200dt
]
∼ mv
4
L
r
v
∼ v2 . (7.16)
This term thus enters at 1PN through the seagull diagram in Fig. 6(a),
ReW6(a)[xa] =
1
2!
(−im2
2MPl
)2
im1
8M2Pl
∫
dt1dt2dt˜2
〈
T
{
H00(t2,x2(t2))H00(t˜2,x2(t˜2))H
2
00(t1,x1(t1))
}〉
= −m
2
1m2
32M4Pl
∫
dt1dt2dt˜2 δ(t1 − t2)δ(t1 − t˜2)(−iP0000)2
∫
p,q
eip·(x2(t2)−x1(t1))
p2
eiq·(x2(t˜2)−x1(t1))
q2
, (7.17)
and we get [3]
V6(a)[xa] = − m
2
1m2
(4pi)2128M4Pl
1
|x1(t)− x2(t)|2 = −
G2Nm
2
1m2
2r2
. (7.18)
There is one more diagram, Fig. 6(b), for which we need the three-graviton vertex [3, 164, 165],
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〈
T
{
H00(t1,p1)H00(t2,p2)H00(t3,p3)
}〉
= (7.19)
i
4MPl
δ(t1 − t2)δ(t1 − t3)
(−i
p21
)(−i
p22
)(−i
p23
)(
p21 + p
2
2 + p
2
3
)
δ3(p1 + p2 + p3) .
To show that the three-graviton contributes at 1PN we use the power counting rule in (7.8) [3][
1
MPl
∫
dt δ3(k)k2
(
d3kHµν(t,k)
)3]
∼ 1
MPl
r
v
r3
1
r2
M3Plv
6
√
L
3 ∼
v2√
L
, (7.20)
such that Fig. 6(b) scales as (
√
L)3v2/
√
L ∼ Lv2.
When we compute this diagram we run into divergences. This occurs when the p2i part of the vertex
in the numerator cancels the corresponding propagator, thus shrinking the corresponding line to a contact
interaction. This produces a self-energy contribution, shown in Fig. 6(c), which diverges. These are
regularized using dim. reg. and set to zero as we discussed previously in sec. 6.3. The only term that
survives is the one which does not involve a scale-less integral, and we obtain [3]
V6(b)[xa] =
G2Nm
2
1m2
r2
. (7.21)
Garnering the pieces we arrive at the Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann Lagrangian [214]
LEIH =
1
8
∑
a=1,2
mav
4
a +
Gm1m2
2r
[
3(v21 + v
2
2)− 7(v1 · v2)−
(v1 · r)(v2 · r)
r2
]
− G
2
Nm1m2(m1 +m2)
2r2
.
(7.22)
7.2.3. Higher PN Orders: Kaluza-Klein Decomposition
To compute the Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann Lagrangian we used the three-graviton vertex. However, only
the H00 component matters at this order. This suggests that a spacetime decomposition into scalar, vector
and (3)-metric may simplify the number of diagrams and Feynman rules at each given order. A useful
split was then introduced in [215], see also [216], consisting on the following ‘Kaluza-Klein’ decomposition:
gµνdx
µdxν = e2ϕ
(
dx0 −Aidxi
)2 − e−2ϕγijdxidxj . (7.23)
(Note this also resembles the ADM formalism [217].) The Einstein-Hilbert action takes the form [215]
SEH = −2M2Pl
∫
d4x
√
γ
[
R(3)[γ] + 2γij∂iϕ∂jϕ+ e
4ϕFijF
ij
]
, (7.24)
where Fij ≡ ∂iAj − ∂jAi. The couplings to point-like sources may be obtained from (7.23), in terms of
(ϕ,Ai, γij). Notice that ϕ always couples to the vector and tensor perturbations, and therefore there is no
scalar cubic coupling. This means the 1PN effective action may be obtained without the diagram shown
in Fig. 6(b) [215]. The split in (7.23) also proves to be helpful at high PN orders in the conservative sector,
with the computation of the 2PN [105] and 3PN [106] potentials respectively, and significant progress
toward 4PN order in [107]. A partial list of topologies are shown in Fig 7 [119]. Unfortunately, since
physical modes are encoded in γij , it does not provide much of an advantage in the radiation sector.
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Figure 7: Some of the topologies which contribute to 4PN order, see [119]. Each line represents scalar, vector and
tensor exchanges, and the vertices are determined according to the Feynman rules following from the action.
7.2.4. Effacement Theorem for Non-Rotating Objects
At some point in the PN expansion finite size effects will start to play a role. This requires adding
extra terms in the effective action, as we discussed in sec. 6.5. If we ignore spin, finite size effects first enter
through the CE(B) coefficients. Notice that these terms entail four powers of derivatives. For example, for
the electric-type term we have
CE
M2Pl
∫
(∂i∂jH00)
2dt+ · · · . (7.25)
We are now in a position to prove the effacement theorem, e.g. [218], which establishes the following: Finite
size corrections for non-rotating compact binaries enter at O(v10). This is nothing but a consequence of
a simple observation. For a gravitationally bound system H00/MPl ∼ GNm/r, and derivatives add extra
factors of 1/r. The correction induced by finite size effects thus scales as
CE
G2Nm
2
r6
r
v
∼
(rs
r
)6 L
v2
∼ Lv10 , (7.26)
where we used CE ∼ r5s/GN , following the matching procedure in sec. 6.6, see e.g. (6.69). This immediately
tells us it enters at 5PN order in the binary’s dynamics, as advertised. The magnetic-type term requires
factors of the velocity and does not couple to H00. Therefore, it contributes at higher PN orders.
It turns out the (renormalized) CE(B) vanish for black holes in four spacetime dimensions [196, 197, 219].
This was shown in [219] (for the electric-type) by explicitly performing the matching for the one-point
function in a curved background as we discussed in sec. 6.6, and applies to all the electric and magnetic
`-pole moments. On the other hand, terms involving higher time derivatives, e.g. E˙ijE˙
ij in (6.59), are
present for black holes [201, 204], which means we still need to augment the point-particle action beyond
minimal coupling for non-stationary configurations. For neutron stars the CE(B) coefficients are finite
and related to the so called ‘Love numbers,’ which have interesting phenomenology, e.g. [196–209]. The
vanishing of Love numbers for black holes in d = 4 implies they are not only the most compact objects in
nature, also the most rigid. We return to ponder on these issues in sec. 14.
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7.3. Gravitational Wave Emission
7.3.1. Radiation Effective Action
We now turn on the radiation field, h¯µν , and write down a long-wavelength effective theory. Like before,
we integrate out the potential modes, but this time in a non-trivial background,
gµν = g¯µν +Hµν/MPl , g¯µν = ηµν + h¯µν/MPl . (7.27)
The effective action for the radiation theory, Sradeff [xa, g¯µν ], is thus obtain from
eiW [xa] =
∫
Dh¯µν exp
{
iSEH[g¯µν ] + iS
rad
eff [xa, g¯µν ] + iSGF[h¯µν ]
}
(7.28)
=
∫
DHµνDh¯µν exp
{
iSEH[gµν ] + iS
pp
eff [xa, gµν ] + iS
(h¯)
GF[Hµν ]
}
,
and subsequently radiation modes are integrated out to compute W [xa]. The latter contains (through the
optical theorem) information about the total radiated power. The implementation of the background field
gauge-fixing term, S
(h¯)
GF[Hµν ], is similar to sec. 6.2 (see below).
Following the discussion in sec. 6.5, we use the symmetries of the long-distance theory to construct the
effective action, which becomes [28, 29] 23
Sradeff [xa, h¯µν ] =
∫
dt
√
g¯00
[
−M(t) +
∑
`=2
(
1
`!
IL(t)∇L−2Ei`−1i` −
2`
(2`+ 1)!
JL(t)∇L−2Bi`−1i`
)]
. (7.29)
The binary system is thus replaced by a point-like object endowed with a series of multipole moments.
We use the Weyl tensor since terms proportional to the Ricci tensor can be removed via field redefini-
tions, see appendix A. We place the center-of-mass of the binary at the origin, and at rest with respect
to distant observers, such that
√
g¯00dt = dτ is the proper time. The first term, M , represents the binding
mass/energy of the binary system. The electric- and magnetic-type (` ≥ 2) multipole moments, (IL, JL)
are SO(3) symmetric and traceless tensors [167, 168]. Along the worldline, latin indices are defined with
respect to a (co-moving) locally-flat vierbein, eµA(x), with e
µ
0 = v
µ, such that g¯µν = eµ0e
ν
0 − δijeµi eνj , and
∇i ≡ eµi ∇µ, where ∇µ is the derivative compatible with g¯µν .
As we discussed in sec. 6.5, we will decompose the multipole moments into background and response,
see (6.52). However, for the radiation problem only the background terms,
(〈IL〉S , 〈JL〉S), will be relevant.
Higher powers of the metric field can be incorporated by studying the response of the multipole moments
to external perturbations. These extra terms, e.g.
∫
EijEij as in (6.59), are important when the binary
is embedded in an external gravitational field. In part III we study an example where the response terms
are present. (For the sake of notation, we drop the 〈· · · 〉S in what follows.)
23 We remind the reader L = (ii · · · i`), L − 2 = (i1 · · · i`−2), etc. We omitted the coupling to the angular momentum,
which we study in detail in sec. 8.
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7.3.2. Radiated Power
To calculate the total radiated power we use the optical theorem, see sec. 3.2. We perform the Dh¯µν in-
tegral in (7.28) using Feynman’s boundary conditions and the same gauge fixing term as in (6.8), evaluated
on a flat Minkowski background. Then, taking (twice) the imaginary part of W [xa], we get
= ×2×
and for the total power,
P =
GN
T
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
[
ω6
5
∣∣Iij(ω)∣∣2 + 16
45
ω6
∣∣J ij(ω)∣∣2 + ω8
189
∣∣Iijk(ω)∣∣2 + · · · ] , (7.30)
This expression can be written in compact form in terms of time averages [29]
P = GN
∞∑
`=2
(`+ 1)(`+ 2)
`(`− 1)`!(2`+ 1)!!
〈(
d`+1IL
dt`+1
)2〉
+
4 `(`+ 2)
(`− 1)(`+ 1)!(2`+ 1)!!
〈(
d`+1JL
dt`+1
)2〉
, (7.31)
to all order in the multipole expansion. Needless to say (7.31) agrees with the standard result, e.g. [220].
As in sec. 3.2, it is useful to introduce the gravitational wave amplitude (for polarization h = ±2)
iAh(ω,k) = (7.32)
which can be computed, from (7.29), as a derivative expansion
iAh(ω,k) =
Iij
+
J ij
+
Iijk
+ · · ·
=
i
4MPl
∗ij(k, h)
[
ω2Iij(ω) +
4
3
ω kliklJjk(ω)− i
3
ω2klIijl(ω) + · · ·
]
, (7.33)
with ω = |k|, and ij(k, h = ±2) the polarization tensor. In terms of Ah(ω,k) we have (see (3.22))
dΓh(k) =
1
T
d3k
(2pi)32|k| |Ah(|k|,k)|
2 → P ∣∣
h=±2 =
∫
k
|k|dΓh(k) . (7.34)
From the expansion in (7.33) we recover (7.30) after summing over polarizations [28].
7.3.3. Matching: Multipole Moments
To compute observable quantities from the above general procedure we need to be able to extract the
multipole moments of (7.29) in terms of short-distance degrees of freedom. To this purpose, we start with
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the coupling between the short-distance modes and the radiation field [28–30],
− 1
2MPl
∫
d4x T µν(x)h¯µν(x) , (7.35)
to leading order in GN in the far zone. In this expression, the T µν(x) is the pseudo stress-energy tensor
which includes all of the (near region) non-linear gravitational contributions from the Einstein-Hilbert
action and worldline couplings, without yet incorporating non-linear effects in the wave’s propagation (see
sec. 7.4 and 7.5). The matching procedure now follows similar steps as in sec. 3.3. We first expand the
radiation mode in a Taylor series. For simplicity, let us assume the center-of-mass of the binary system,
defined as
xicm ≡
∫
d3x T 00(t,x) xi , (7.36)
is at the origin and undisturbed by external sources, x˙cm = 0. Hence, the multipole expansion of the field
becomes,
h¯µν(x) =
∑
n=0
1
n!
xi1 · · ·xin∂i1 · · · ∂in h¯µν(t, 0) , (7.37)
which we then plug back into (7.35). Afterwards we decompose the moments of the stress-energy tensor
into irreducible representations of SO(3). We may concentrate on transverse-traceless physical modes, for
which ∂2h¯ij = 0. The gauge invariance is guaranteed by construction [29].
The decomposition of moments of T ij(t,x) is standard in the literature, e.g. [60, 220]. For illustrative
purposes we recall some of the manipulations at low orders. At leading order we have,∫
d3x T ij(t,x) = 1
2
∫
d3x ∂20T 00(t,x)xixj , (7.38)
such that (integrating by parts)
− 1
2
∫
dt
[∫
d3xT ij(t,x)
]
h¯ij(t, 0)→ −1
2
(∫
d3x T 00(t,x)xixj
)
1
2
∂20hij(t, 0) . (7.39)
Then, using Eij = − 12∂20 h¯ij for on-shell physical modes at linear order in the perturbations, we find
Iij(t,x) =
∫
d3x T 00(t,x) [xixj]
TF
+ · · · . (7.40)
At next order in derivatives we encounter
∫
d3xT ijxk, which can be decomposed as 2 ⊗ 1 = 3 ⊕ 2.
(We ignore traces which do not contribute to the radiative multipoles.) The 3 corresponds to the electric
octupole moment, whereas the 2 contributes to the magnetic quadrupole. The latter reads[∫
d3x T ij(t,x)xk
]
2
∂kh¯ij(t, 0) = −4
3
J ij(t,x)Bij(t, 0) , (7.41)
where,
J ij(t,x) = −1
2
∫
d3x
(
ikl
[T 0k(t,x)xjxl]
TF
+ i↔ j
)
+ · · · . (7.42)
Continuing with the derivative expansion we find the moment
∫
d3xT ijxkxl, which can be decomposed
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as 2 ⊗ (1 ⊗ 1) = 4 ⊕ 3 ⊕ 2, plus traces [29]. The 4 contributes to the electric sixteen-pole, the 3 to the
magnetic octupole, whereas the 2 modifies the expression in (7.40), and we get [29]
Iij(t,x) =
∫
d3x
(
T 00(t,x) + T kk(t,x)− 4
3
T˙ 0k(t,x)xk + 11
42
T¨ 00(t,x)x2
)[
xixj
]
TF
+ · · · . (7.43)
After extensive use of the Ward identity, integration by parts and the wave equation, we arrive at [29]
IL =
p=∞∑
p=0
(2`+ 1)!!
(2p)!!(2`+ 2p+ 1)!!
(
1 +
8p(`+ p+ 1)
(`+ 1)(`+ 2)
)[∫
d3x∂2p0 T 00(t,x)x2pxL
]
STF
(7.44)
+
(2`+ 1)!!
(2p)!!(2`+ 2p+ 1)!!
(
1 +
4p
(`+ 1)(`+ 2)
)[∫
d3x∂2p0 T kk(t,x)x2pxL
]
STF
− (2`+ 1)!!
(2p)!!(2`+ 2p+ 1)!!
(
4
`+ 1
)(
1 +
2p
(`+ 2)
)[∫
d3x∂2p+10 T 0m(t,x)x2pxmL
]
STF
+
(2`+ 1)!!
(2p)!!(2`+ 2p+ 1)!!
(
2
(`+ 1)(`+ 2)
)[∫
d3x∂2p+20 T mn(t,x)x2pxmnL
]
STF
JL =
(2`+ 1)!!
(2p)!!(2`+ 2p+ 1)!!
(
1 +
2p
(`+ 2)
)[∫
d3xk`mn∂2p0 T 0m(t,x)x2pxnL−1
]
STF
(7.45)
− (2`+ 1)!!
(2p)!!(2`+ 2p+ 1)!!
(
1
(`+ 2)
)[∫
d3xk`mr∂2p+10 T mn(t,x)x2pxnrL−1
]
STF
,
for the `-pole moments, where the symmetric trace-free (STF) parts are constructed as, e.g. [167],
Qi1···i` =
k=[`/2]∑
k=1
`!(2`− 4k + 1)!!
(`− 2k)!(2`− 2k + 1)!!(2k)!!δ
(i1i2 · · · δi2k−1i2kIi2k+1···i`)`1`1···`k`k . (7.46)
To obtain the moments entering in (7.44) it is useful to work in mixed Fourier space, and expand in
k · x ∼ v,
T µν(t,k) =
∞∑
`=0
(−i)`
`!
(∫
d3x T µν(t,x)xi1 · · ·xi`
)
ki1 · · ·ki` . (7.47)
The final step consists on calculating T µν(t,k), which may be read off from the gravitational amplitude
in (7.32),
iAh(ω,k) = − i
2MPl
∗ij(k, h)T ij(ω,k) . (7.48)
This amplitude includes, in addition to contributions from worldline couplings, also from the bind-
ing potential energy. When we solve for Hµν , we must guarantee the preservation of the long-distance
symmetries of general relativity. This is achieved in the background field method, see sec. 6.2, using
S
(h¯)
GF[Hµν ] =
∫
d4x
√
g¯(x) Γ(h¯)µ (x)Γ
(h¯)µ(x) (7.49)
in (7.28), with
Γ(h¯)µ = ∇(h¯)α Hαµ −
1
2
∇(h¯)µ Hαα . (7.50)
The gauge-fixing term now contributes to the potential-radiation coupling, h¯HH, and Feynman rules.
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It also enforces the Ward identity, ∂µT µν(x) = 0, for the pseudo stress-tensor in (7.35) (as a consequence
of (6.6)), such that unphysical modes do not radiate.24
7.3.4. Power Counting
At leading order we may ignore non-linear gravitational effects. Then, see (6.5),
T µν(t,k)→ Tµνpp (t,k) =
∑
a=1,2
ma
vµa (t)v
ν
a(t)√
1− v2a(t)
e−ik·xa(t) + · · · . (7.51)
The ellipsis include finite size effects, which will be important at higher orders. From this expression, and
introducing
Kµν` ≡
∫
d3x T µν(t,x)xL , (7.52)
we find the following scaling laws at leading order (for non-rotating objects)
K00` ∼Mr` , K0i` ∼Mr`v , Kij` ∼Mr`v2 . (7.53)
Since derivatives of the radiation field scale as ∂µ ∼ λ−1rad, the effective action in (7.29) becomes an expansion
in powers of r/λrad ∼ v, as expected. The leading order multipoles are given by [28]
Iij =
∑
a
ma
[
xiax
j
a
]
TF
+O(v2) , (7.54)
Iijk =
∑
a
ma
[
xiax
j
ax
k
a
]
TF
+O(v2) , (7.55)
J ij =
∑
a
ma
[
(xa × va)ixja
]
STF
+O(v3) . (7.56)
Let as add a few comments regarding the multipole expansion. Notice the first two terms in (7.43). The
trace, T kk(x), originated at second order in x ·∂  1, whereas the temporal component, T 00(x), appeared
at leading order, e.g. (7.39). 25 It turns out, in the velocity expansion for non-rotating bodies, the trace is
suppressed by a factor of v2 with respect to the 00-component displayed in (7.54). However, this is not the
case at O(GN ), see (7.53) and (7.59) below. The decomposition into irreducible representations is thus
essential for setting up the power counting, and isolate the relevant contributions to a given order.
7.3.5. Power Loss to Next-to-Leading Order
We are now all set to compute the radiated power to NLO. We need, the factors of velocity from
(7.51) shown in Fig. 8(a), as well as non-linear couplings from Figs. 8(b) and 8(c). We only require NLO
24Notice that, up to this point, we allowed for (non-linear) couplings between potential and radiation modes, but only
to linear order in h¯µν . Hence, strictly speaking, the T µν(x) in (7.35) would be covariantly conserved: ∇(h¯)µ T µν(x) = 0,
had we turned on non-linearities in the far zone. We study these tail effects later on in secs. 7.4 and 7.5. As we shall see,
the conserved (in the usual sense) pseudo stress-tensor, which we will continue denoting as T µν(x), will be modified to
incorporate non-linear gravitational interactions in the wave’s propagation.
25 In general, the electric-type `-pole moment at order (x · ∂)n receives contributions from the expansion of h¯ij at orders
(n+ `, n+ `− 1, n+ `− 2), whereas the (n+ `+ 1, n+ `, n+ `− 1) contribute to the magnetic-type [29].
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Feynman diagrams which contribute to the one-point function, h¯µν(x), at NLO. The dashed lines are
potential modes sourced by the particles, while the wavy line represents the radiation field.
corrections for the mass quadrupole, while the current quadrupole and octupole are needed to leading order.
Therefore, we are after the combination T 00(t,k) + T kk(t,k) in (7.43). Computing the gravitational
amplitude we extract (the diagram in 8(b) does not contribute to the trace at this order),
T 008(a)(t,k) + T kk8(a)(t,k) =
3
2
∑
a
mav
2
ae
−ik·xa , (7.57)
T 008(b)(t,k) =
i
4M2Pl
∑
a6=b
mamb
∫
q
eiq·xab
−i
2q2
e−ik·xa =
∑
a 6=b
GNmamb
|xa − xb| e
−ik·xa , (7.58)
T 008(c)(t,k) + T kk8(c)(t,k) =
1
2!
−i
2MPl
∑
a6=b
mamb
∫
q
eiq·xab
−i
2q2
−i
2(q + k)2
4i
MPl
(
q2 + q · k) e−ik·xb
= −2
∑
a6=b
GNmamb
|xa − xb| e
−ik·xa . (7.59)
We then multipole expand these expressions in powers of |k|/|q| [183], and read off the relevant moments
from (7.47). Hence, combining the terms and expanding to O(k2), we obtain
Iij =
∑
a
ma
(
1 +
3
2
v2a −
∑
b
GNmb
|xa − xb|
)[
xiax
j
a
]
TF
+
11
42
∑
a
ma
d2
dt2
(
x2a
[
xiax
j
a
]
TF
)
− 4
3
∑
a
ma
d
dt
(
xa · va
[
xiax
j
a
]
TF
)
+O(v4) . (7.60)
It is customary to assume gravitational wave emission has circularized the orbit by the time it enters the
detector’s band, such as LIGO, which is sensitive only to the final few minutes of the inspiral [49, 60].
If we denote the orbital angular frequency by Ω, and work in the center-of-mass frame, we obtain [28]
Iij(t) = µ
{
1−
(
1
42
+
39
42
ν
)
x
}[
rirj
]
TF
+
11
21
µr2 (1− 3ν) [vivj]
TF
, (7.61)
J ij(t) = µ
√
1− 4ν [(r × v)irj]
STF
, (7.62)
Iijk(t) = µ
√
1− 4ν [rirjrk]
TF
, (7.63)
where we defined v ≡ r˙ and used the equations of motion which follow from the 1PN Lagrangian in (7.22).
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It is standard to write the results in terms of the following mass ratios:
µm ≡ m1m2/M , νm ≡ µm/M , (7.64)
as well as the parameter
x ≡ (GNMΩ)2/3 , (7.65)
which scales as x ∼ v2 in the PN expansion, e.g. [60]. In terms of these variables, we obtain for the
multipole moments needed to NLO 26
∣∣Iij(ω)∣∣2 = 2piδ(0)
G2N
piν2mx
5
2Ω6
[
1 +
(
−107
21
+
55
21
νm
)
x
]
δ(ω − 2Ω) , (7.66)
∣∣J ij(ω)∣∣2 = 2piδ(0)
G2N
piν2mx
6
2Ω6
(1− 4νm) δ(ω − Ω) ,
∣∣Iijk(ω)∣∣2 = 2piδ(0)
G2N
piν2mx
6
4Ω8
(1− 4νm)
[
δ(ω − 3Ω) + 3
5
δ(ω − Ω)
]
.
From here we conclude that at leading order emission is quadrupolar, with ωrad ' 2Ω, and the total
radiated power is given by
PLO =
32
5
ν2m
GN
x5 ∼ O(v10) . (7.67)
Moreover, plugging the expressions in (7.66) into (7.30), we find at NLO the well-known 1PN result,
e.g. [60],
PNLO
PLO
= 1−
(
1247
336
+
35
12
νm
)
x . (7.68)
These steps continue to all orders, modulo non-linear effects in the radiation zone we discuss in sec. 7.4.
7.3.6. Gravitational Waveform
The previous analysis allows us to compute multipole moments describing the binary system. These
multipoles can be used to compute the total radiated power as well as the gravitational waveforms. The
latter can be obtained as follows. The physical degrees of freedom are transverse-traceless (TT), therefore
to construct the waveform we need to project away the unphysical modes,
h¯TTij (x) ≡
1
MPl
Λij,kl h¯kl(x) , (7.69)
with the projector,
Λij,kl = (δik − rˆirˆk) (δjl − rˆj rˆl)− 1
2
(δij − rˆirˆj) (δkl − rˆkrˆl) . (7.70)
26 The factors of δ(0) appear from squaring the multipoles, e.g. δ(ω − 2Ω)δ(ω − 2Ω) = δ(0)δ(ω − 2Ω). We also discarded
terms proportional to δ(ω) which do not contribute to radiation. Note, since in (7.30) we integrate only over positive
frequencies, we also omitted terms such as e.g. δ(ω + 2Ω), which only amount to factors of 2 already incorporated. We will
identify 2piδ(0) = lim
ω→0
∫
dteiωt → T , in order to compute the average radiated power.
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The on-shell gravitational waveform for a given source, described by a stress-energy tensor T ij(x), can be
then obtained from the linearized Einstein’s equations in the radiation zone,
h¯TTij (t,x) = −
4GN
r
Λij,kl
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
2pi
T kl(ω, ωrˆ)eiωtret +O (1/r2) , (7.71)
with tret the retarded time, see sec. 3.1.
27
Following similar steps as in sec. 7.3.3 we can implement a multipole expansion for the source. Hence,
in terms of the multipole moments we find [29]
h¯TTij (t,x) = −
4GN
r
Λij,k`−1k`
∞∑
`=2
[
1
`!
∂`0I
L(tret) rˆ
L−2 − 2`
(`+ 1)!
mn(k`∂`0J
k`−1)nL−2(tret) rˆmL−2
]
, (7.72)
in agreement (up to an overall sign convention) with the known result, e.g. [60]. This expression also
follows directly from (7.29) by computing the one-point function with retarded boundary conditions. The
waveform in (7.72) can be used to re-derive the total power, e.g. (7.30), from
P =
1
32piGN
∫
r2dΩ
〈
˙¯hTTij (t,x)
˙¯hTTij (t,x)
〉
. (7.73)
7.4. Tail Effects
The binary system sources the ambient geometry in which the waves propagate. The metric (far away
from the binary) is that of a Schwarzschild (Kerr) spacetime with a total mass/energy M . Hence, in
addition to contributions from the worldline couplings and quasi-instantaneous gravitational potentials,
we now need to include also the gravitational interactions with the background geometry in the far zone.
At leading order in GN we have a gravitational potential, varying on scales of order |k| ' λ−1rad  1/r,
given by the Newtonian approximation,
Φbinary(k) = −GNM
k2
+O(G2N ) . (7.74)
As we discuss in what follows this is the origin of the tail effect, e.g. [111–114, 174–179, 221]. From
(7.74) we notice the gravitational tails can be parameterized in powers of the ratio η ≡ Rs/λrad, with
Rs ≡ 2GNM the ‘gravitational radius’ of the system [28]. For Post-Newtonian sources we have η ∼ v3,
and the tail first enters at 1.5PN order beyond the leading effects for binary inspirals.
As we shall see, the tail effects lead to the introduction of so called radiative moments, as opposite
to source multipoles which are computed as in sec. 7.3.3. The expression for the total power remains as
in (7.30), but written in terms of radiative multipoles. In the following we exercise an abuse of notation,
and retain T µν(x) for the (pseudo) stress-energy tensor. The latter now incorporates both the gravitational
non-linearities from the potentials in the near zone as well as in the radiation region. It is guaranteed to
obey the Ward identity provided we use the background field method, as in sec. 6.2, to include non-linear
interactions in the far zone after the short-distance potential modes are integrated out (see sec. 7.5).
27 Formally speaking the expression in (7.71) is only valid for sources with compact support. See the next sub-section.
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7.4.1. Radiative Multipole Moments
The contribution to the total power from the tail effect may be obtained from the optical theorem.
For example, at leading order in η in the radiation zone, we have
= ×2×
M M M
for each (IL, JL) multipole emission. The interaction between the outgoing radiation and the binary’s
potential is represented by the M insertion. Higher orders in η corresponds to extra factors of (7.74), and
diagrammatically to extra ladders. In general, the tail contribution to the gravitational amplitude can be
written as
iAtail(ω,k) = i
4MPl
?ij(k)
[
k2Iijrad(ω) + · · ·
]
, (7.75)
which defines the radiative multipole moments [60]. From this definition it is straightforward to show
that the form of the total power loss remains the same, as in (7.31), but computed in terms of radiative
multipoles.
As an example, let us calculate the tail contribution to the radiative quadrupole moment. At leading
order in η we have [28, 174–176]
iA(1)tail(k) =
= ×2×
M M M
(7.76)
= iA(0)(ω,k)× (iGNM |ω|)
[
− (ω + i)
2
piµ2
eγE
](d−4)/2
×
[
2
d− 4 −
11
6
+ (d− 4)
(
pi2
8
+
203
72
)
+ · · ·
]
,
where dim. reg. was used to regularize an IR-divergent integral [28]. 28 There is a pole at d = 4, and once
again we introduced the (arbitrary) scale µ. The iA(0), given by
iA(0)(ω,k) = i
4MPl
?ij(k)ω
2Iijsrc(ω) , (7.77)
is the amplitude computed in terms of the source quadrupole. Expanding around IR = d − 4 ' 0, we
obtain 29
Iijrad(ω) = I
ij
src(ω)
{
1 +GNMω
(
sign(ω)pi + i
[
2
IR
+ log
ω2
piµ2
+ γE − 11
6
])}
. (7.78)
28 The factor of (ω + i)2 is due to the choice of retarded boundary condition, whereas in [28] we find ω2 + i, from
Feynman’s prescription. The difference is irrelevant for the total power, but affects the amplitude [78].
29 Note IR singularities are regularized with IR ≡ (d−4)IR > 0, whereas for UV divergences we use UV = −(d−4)UV > 0.
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For the power we need the total amplitude, A = A(0) +A(1), (note only the real part in (7.78) contributes)∣∣∣∣ AA(0)
∣∣∣∣2 = 1 + 2ReA(1)A(0) + · · · = 1 + 2piGNM |ω|+O(η2) . (7.79)
From this expression we can immediately compute the tail correction to the radiated power, obtaining up
to NLO [28]
Ptail
PLO
= 4pix3/2
(
1− 1
4
[
8191
692
+
583
24
νm
]
x
)
, (7.80)
where we used the source quadrupole to NLO in (7.66) (also the 1PN correction to M , see (7.97) below).
The formula in (7.79) was derived from the quadrupolar emission, but in fact it is universal. Indeed, each
tail introduces extra factors of 2piGNM |ω|. This is related to the cancelation of the associated IR poles,
which we discuss next.
7.4.2. Infrared Behavior: Sommerfeld Enhancement & Phase Shift
The previous computation entailed the regularization of an IR divergence. The reason is the presence
of a long-range 1/r potential in which the massless gravitational waves propagate. (This is analogous to
what occurs in Coulomb scattering in quantum mechanics [16].) However, the IR pole did not contribute
to the total radiated power in (7.79). This turns out to be the case to all orders in GN , as expected.
At O(ηn) one find the amplitude factorizes [28]
A(n)tail → A(0) ×
1
n!
[
−32pi(GNMk2)
∫
dd−1q
(2pi)d−1
1
q2
1
2k · q
]n
. (7.81)
Then, using ∫
dd−1q
(2pi)d−1
1
q2
1
2k · q = −
i
16pi|k|
1
IR
, (7.82)
we notice the IR poles wind up exponentiating into an overall phase in the amplitude, i.e. [28]
∞∑
n=0
A(n)tail = A(0) × exp
(
i
2GNMω
IR
)
, (7.83)
and cancel out in the total power. In this respect, tail effects are reminiscent of the factorization of soft
terms in electrodynamics and gravity [16, 222].
While the harmful divergences drop out, there are still finite terms (factors of pi) associated with these
poles, e.g. [223, 224]. This is the origin of the Sommerfeld enhancement at low frequencies
A(ω)→ 4piGNMω
1− exp (−4piGNMω)A(ω) . (7.84)
The alert reader will immediately notice that the IR singularity may still remain in the gravitational
waveform, as an infinite overall phase. (The reason can be traced back to the form of the radiative
multipole moments which now enter in (7.72).) However, because the divergence is linear in ω, it is easy
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to see we can absorb the IR pole into a time redefinition,
tb → tren − 2GNM/IR . (7.85)
The time tren represents the (renormalized) variable used by the experimentalists, and tb an unobserved
bare coordinate time. This shift is associated with a choice of time origin to start tracking the gravitational
wave signal, which is of course arbitrary.
The tail effect in the mass and current quadrupole contribution to the waveform then reads (we remove
the ‘ret’ in t for notational simplicity)
(
hTTij
)
I-tail (tren,x) = −
2GN
r
Λij,kl
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
2pi
[
−ω2eiωtren(µ)eiθtail(ω,µ) (1 +GNM |ω|pi)
]
Iijsrc(ω), (7.86)
(
hTTij
)
J-tail (tren,x) = −
2GN
r
Λij,kl
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
2pi
[
−ω2eiωtren(µ)eiϕtail(ω,µ) (1 +GNM |ω|pi)
]
J ijsrc(ω) , (7.87)
with [78, 174–176, 178, 179]
θtail(ω, µ) ≡ GNMω
(
log
ω2
piµ2
+ γE − 11
6
)
, ϕtail(ω, µ) ≡ GNMω
(
log
ω2
piµ2
+ γE − 7
3
)
. (7.88)
The µ dependence in the renormalized time ensures the final expression is independent of any particular
choice. A shift in µ is absorbed into a concurrent time shift,
tren(µ2)→ tren(µ1) + 2GNM log(µ2/µ1) . (7.89)
A convenient choice is given by µ = ωs, the seismic cutoff frequency for earth-based interferometers [225],
which is then related to a reference frequency scale at “tren = 0”, the time at which the signal enters
the detector’s frequency band. The onward time evolution is what corresponds to a measurable quantity.
Once a choice for µ is made, the above expressions dictate how to correlate the predicted gravitational
wave evolution with experimental observations. Notice that the constants associated with the logarithms
in (7.88) are arbitrary. However, the difference is not, since we are free to choose µ only once. The γE ’s
are unphysical, but the rational numbers are non-universal, as can be seen from (7.88), and the difference
is thus measurable.
7.5. Renormalization
7.5.1. Quadrupole Moment
While one can show that the cancelation of IR singularities occurs to all orders, UV divergences may
still be present. That is the case, for instance, when computing the ‘tail-of-the-tail’ at O(η2) [226, 227]. 30
30 When IR and UV divergences are simultaneously present one has to carefully isolate the relevant regions. In particular,
one cannot simply set to zero scale-less integrals. Since we have, e.g. [155],∫
ddq
(2pi)4
1
q4
= − i
4pi2
(
1
(d− 4)UV
− 1
(d− 4)IR
)
,
the IR singularity may be needed to cancel other poles, leaving behind a UV divergence in need of a counter-term.
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A detailed calculation using dim. reg. yields (d = 4− UV) [28]∣∣∣∣ AA(0)
∣∣∣∣2 = 1 + 2piGNM |ω|+ (GNM |ω|)2 [214105
(
1
UV
− γE − log ω
2
piµ2
)
+
4pi2
3
+
634913
44100
]
.(7.90)
The UV pole in (7.90) must be subtracted away. This is similar to what we did in sec. 6.3.2, except
that now the coefficients of the effective action in (7.29) are time (frequency) dependent. Hence, we split
the quadrupole moment into a renormalized piece and a counter-term. The latter is given by, in the MS
scheme [28],
Iijct(ω) ≡ Zct(ω)Iijsrc(ω) = −
107
105
(GNMω)
2
[
1
UV
− γE + log 4pi
]
× Iijsrc(ω) , (7.91)
where Iijsrc(ω) is the source quadrupole moment.
From (7.91) we can read off the renormalization group flow equation 31
µ
d
dµ
Iijren(ω, µ) = −
214
105
(GNMω)
2Iijren(ω, µ) , (7.92)
which leads to [28]
Iijren(ω, µ) =
[
µ
µ0
]− 214105 (GNMω)2
Iijren(ω, µ0) . (7.93)
Then, the renormalized amplitude becomes∣∣∣∣ A(ω)A(0)(ω, µ)
∣∣∣∣2 = 1 + 2pi (GNMω) + (GNMω)2 [−214105 log ω24µ2 + 4pi23 + 63491344100
]
+O(η3) , (7.94)
where A(0)(ω, µ) is now written in terms of Iijren(ω, µ) such that the total expression is µ-independent.
It is convenient to choose µ ' ω, where ω ∼ v/r is the typical gravitational wave frequency, while µ0 is
the short-distance scale at which we perform the matching for the quadrupole moment, i.e. µ0 ' r−1.
The renormalization group equation is then used to sum the series of so called ‘leading logarithms,’ (using
µ/µ0 ∼ v) [28] ∣∣∣∣ A(ω)A(0)(ω, µ0)
∣∣∣∣2
log v
= 1− 428
105
(GNMω)
2 log v +
91592
11025
(GNMω)
4(log v)2 (7.95)
− 39201376
3472875
(GNMω)
6(log v)3 + · · · .
31In d = 4−  dimension we have for the bare quadrupole,
Iijbare(ω) = µ
−2Zct(ω)

Iijsrc(ω) + I
ij
ren(ω, µ) .
Taking µ d
dµ
on both sides we get to this order,
0 = −2 Z(ω)

Iij
(0)
(ω) + µ
d
dµ
Iijren(ω, µ)→ µ
d
dµ
Iijren(ω, µ) = 2Z(ω)I
ij
ren(ω) .
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Figure 9: The diagrams which contribute to T 00(x), up to non-linearities at O(η). The wavy lines are radiation
modes, whereas the dashed line represents the (non-radiative) 00-mode.
An explicit computation in [228], for a test particle on a circular orbit around a Schwarzschild back hole,
agrees with the expression in (7.95) for the leading logarithms up to order (GNMω)
14(log v)7. In our case,
however, these never become too large since they come accompanied by a factor of η2 ' (GNMω)2. In the
PN regime we have η ∼ v3, such that η2 log(ωr) ∼ v6 log v remains small throughout the inspiral.
While the full series of logarithms might not be phenomenologically relevant, it does contain impor-
tant information about the dynamics. The coefficients in the series of terms are universal, and a direct
consequence of the renormalization group flow. Their structure may be totally random or a consequence
of a deeper structure in gravitational dynamics. We will return to these issues later on in sec. 14.
7.5.2. Binding Mass/Energy
The binding mass/energy, M , which requires computing T 00(t,k), is also renormalized by gravitational
non-linear interactions [30]. As we show here, this leads to a logarithmic correction to the binding energy
at 4PN order [114].
At leading order in the radiation zone we simply have the contribution from the one-point function,
shown in Fig. 9(a),
T 009(a)(t,k) = 〈M(t)〉 . (7.96)
Furthermore, to 1PN order for the sources we can also perform the matching, see Figs. 8(a-c), and obtain
M(t) =
∑
aEa +O(v4) , where (similarly with 1↔ 2)
E1 = m1
[
1 +
1
2
v21 −
1
2
GNm2
|x1 − x2|
]
. (7.97)
The conservation of T µ0(x) thus enforces 〈M˙(t)〉 = 0. This is the case because (see (7.36))
x˙icm =
∫
d3x ∂0T 00(t,x)xi =
∫
d3x T 0i(t,x) = 0 → T 0i(t,x) ∝ ∂iδ3(x)∫
d3x ∂µT µ0(x) = 0 → 〈M˙(t)〉 ∝
∫
d3x
|x| → 0 , (7.98)
where we used ∂2δ3(x) ∝ 1/|x|, and dim. reg. to set to zero the divergent integral. Notice that, had
we used a cutoff in (7.98) we would have to absorb a time-dependent (power-law) divergent term into M .
This suggests the mass/energy can be itself time-dependent.
The non-linear gravitational effects in the radiation zone are shown in Fig. 9(b-c), to first order in η.
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Figure 10: The diagrams which contribute to the renormalized energy/mass at O(η2). At this order, the factor of
M represents the leading order binding mass/energy of the system, since the time (and scale) dependence enters
at higher orders.
The stress-energy tensor acquires an extra piece [30, 229] (the (n) indicates the number of time-derivatives)
T 009(a-c)(t,k) =
〈
M(t) +
GN
5
∫ t
−∞
dt I
(5)
ij I
(1)
ij + · · ·
〉
. (7.99)
The Ward identity gives us the quadrupole formula for the power loss, e.g. (7.30). We then obtain an
expected result, with the change in the total mass/energy of the binary encoded in the radiated power.
At higher orders we will encounter new type of non-linear effects. The relevant diagrams are in Fig. 10.
Isolating the logarithmic contribution the result reads [30]
T 0010(a-e)(ω,k) = i
32pi2
10
G2N 〈M〉I0(ω)
∫
dω1
2pi
dω2
2pi
Iij(ω1)Iij(ω2)
(
ω51ω2 +
1
2
ω31ω
3
2 − ω41ω22 + 1↔ 2
)
.
(7.100)
Not surprisingly, the scalar integral, I0(ω), is the same we found in sec. 6.3.2, see (6.29). Using dim. reg.
we have,
I0(ω) =
1
32pi2
[
1
UV
− γE + log 4pi + 3− log ω
2
µ2
]
+O() . (7.101)
The divergence is removed by adding a counter-term. In this case it can be absorbed into a ‘tadpole’
− i
2
∫
dω
2pi
Mct(ω)h¯00(ω, 0) , (7.102)
which at this order enters through Fig. 9(a). The counter-term is given by
Mct(ω) =
1
¯UV
2G2N
5
〈M〉
∫
dω1
2pi
dω2
2pi
Iij(ω1)Iij(ω2)
(
ω51ω2 +
1
2
ω31ω
3
2 − ω41ω22 + 1↔ 2
)
δ(ω − ω1 − ω2) ,
(7.103)
where the ¯UV includes the extra constants which are removed in the MS scheme, see (6.39). This leads
to a renormalization group equation for the renormalized binding mass/energy [30]
µ
d
dµ
logMren(t, µ) = −2G
2
N
5
(
2I
(5)
ij (t)I
(1)
ij (t)− 2I(4)ij (t)I(2)ij (t) + I(3)ij (t)I(3)ij (t)
)
, (7.104)
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Rs(µ2)
Rs(µ1)
Figure 11: At the short-distance scale, µ0, we have Rs(µ0) ∼ r (shown as a black disc). As µ flows to long(er)
distances, µ2  µ1  µ0, the gravitational size of the system grows, r  Rs(µ1)  Rs(µ2), together with the
(renormalized) gravitational mass/energy: M(µ) ≡ Rs(µ)/(2GN ). Similarly for the multipole moments.
or, after performing the time averaging, [30]
µ
d
dµ
log〈Mren(t, µ)〉 = −2G2N
〈
Iij(3)ren (t, µ)I
ij(3)
ren (t, µ)
〉
. (7.105)
The dependence in µ on the right-hand side is due to the renormalization of the quadrupole, see (7.93).
An interpretation of the running of the binding mass/energy is depicted in Fig. 11. The solution to (7.104)
reads [30] (we drop the ‘ren’ tag below to simplify notation)
〈M(t, µ)〉
〈M(t, µ0)〉 = exp
−105214

〈
I
(2)
ij (t, µ0)I
(2)
ij (t, µ0)
〉
−
〈
I
(2)
ij (t, µ)I
(2)
ij (t, µ)
〉
〈M2(t, µ0)〉
 . (7.106)
Then, using (see (7.94)) ∣∣∣∣ A(ω)A(0)(ω, µ)
∣∣∣∣2 = 1 + piRs(µ)ω + · · · , (7.107)
with
Rs(µ) ≡ 2GN 〈M(t, µ)〉 , (7.108)
and setting µ ' ω, we find a new series of logarithms [30]
∣∣∣∣ A(ω)A(0)(ω)
∣∣∣∣2 = 1 + piRs(µ0)ω
1− 1
2
〈
I
(3)
ij (t, µ0)I
(3)
ij (t, µ0)
〉
〈M(t, µ0)〉2 R
2
s(µ0) log v (7.109)
+
107
420
〈
I
(4)
ij (t, µ0)I
(4)
ij (t, µ0)
〉
〈M(t, µ0)〉2 R
4
s(µ0)(log v)
2 − 11449
132300
〈
I
(5)
ij (t, µ0)I
(5)
ij (t, µ0)
〉
〈M(t, µ0)〉2 R
6
s(µ0)(log v)
3
 ,
after choosing µ0 ' 1/r, such that logµ/µ0 ' log v. These logarithms are present in addition to those in
(7.95), which follow from the running of the quadrupole moment.
By inspection, we notice that the logarithmic contribution to the binding mass/energy is conservative,
since it enters as a total time derivative. Therefore, it can be absorbed into a redefinition of the binding
energy of the binary system, we shall denote as E. In terms of the variables we introduced before, see
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(7.64) and (7.65), we find [30]
Elog(x) = −µm
2
448
15
νmx
5 log x+ · · · . (7.110)
In this expression, the (νm, µm) are defined at the short-distance scale in terms of Mren(µ0 ∼ 1/r).
The result in (7.110) is a 4PN correction [114]. We return to the origin of this term below. 32
7.6. Gravitational Radiation-Reaction
In sec. 3.2 we discussed how the optical theorem allows us to compute the total radiated power. Even
though we use vacuum ‘in-out’ boundary conditions –without outgoing radiation– the power follows from
Feynman’s prescription by calculating (twice) the imaginary part of the effective action, ImW [xa] (see
also the discussion leading to (7.30)). This procedure, however, will not account for the back-reaction
effects on the dynamics of the binary. The reason is simple, we do not allow for any radiation! This can
be immediately seen from the following observation [31]. Let us integrate out the radiation field in (7.28)
using the leading order quadrupole coupling,
iW [xa] =
Iij Iij
=
(
1
2
)(
i
2MPl
)2 ∫
dt
∫
dt′Iij(t)
〈
T
{
Eij(t, 0)Ekl(t
′, 0)
}〉
Ikl(t′) , (7.111)
and the i-prescription,
iW [xa] = − i
80M2Pl
∫
dt
∫
dt′ Iij(t)Iij(t′)
∫
p0,p
eip0(t−t
′) p
4
0
p20 − p2 + i
. (7.112)
Notice that from (3.10) the ImW [xa] readily gives us the total quadrupole radiation, as expected from
the optical theorem, e.g. (7.30). On the other hand for the real part we find [31]
ReW [xa] = −2piGN
5
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
dt Iij(t)I
(n)
ij (t)
∫
ds sn
(
PV
∫
p,p0
eip0s
p40
p20 − p2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
I(n,4,0)
, (7.113)
where ‘PV’ stands for principal value. Only the I(5, 4, 0) = 5!4pi survives, and we obtain
ReW [xa] = −GN
10
∫
dt Iij(t)I
(5)
ij (t) = −
1
2
∫
VBT(t)dt , (Feynman) (7.114)
with, the Burke-Thorne radiation-reaction potential [230, 231],
VBT(t) =
GN
5
∑
a
xia(t)x
j
a(t)I
(5)
ij (t) . (7.115)
32 Unlike the ‘conservative’ binding mass/energy M(µ), E is µ-independent. However, by choosing µ ' ω, we can trade
the logarithmic dependence into the renormalization group evolution, such that E = Mren(µ ' ω) at the radiation scale.
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At first sight (7.114) appears to lead to the correct answer. However, integrating by parts we obtain a
total time derivative which does not contribute to the dynamics,
ReW [xa] ∝
∫
dt
d
dt
{
I
(2)
ij I
(2)
ij
}
. (Feynman) (7.116)
The resolution relies on incorporating causal propagation in NRGR, or in other words implementing the
‘in-in’ formalism [169, 170]. This was studied in detail in [31, 171–173]. In a compact notation the in-in
formalism entails doubling the numbers of fields, e.g. xa → {x(1)a ,x(2)a }, also for the metric perturbation,
and integrating over a closed-time path. This replaces the action in (1.1) by S → S1 − S2, and similarly
for the source term. We point the reader to [117] for a thorough review.
The computation in (7.111) is then substituted by
(
1
2
)(
i
2MPl
)2 ∫
dt
∫
dt′IijA (t)
〈
EAij(t, 0)E
B
kl(t
′, 0)
〉
IklB (t
′) , (7.117)
where A,B = ±, with x(+)a = 12 (x(1)a + x(2)a ) and x(−)a = (x(1)a − x(2)a ). The propagator in (7.117),
∆AB(x′ − x) =
(
0 ∆adv(x
′ − x)
∆ret(x
′ − x) 0
)
, (7.118)
replaces Feynman’s prescription. This guarantees that we enforce the correct boundary conditions [117].
The equations of motion are obtained from the effective action, W [x
(±)
a ],
δW [x
(±)
a ]
δx
(−)
a
∣∣∣∣∣
x
(−)
a =0
= 0 . (7.119)
Hence, keeping only the term which does not vanish after setting x(−) = 0, we get [31]
W [x(±)a ] = −
GN
5
∫
dt Iij(−)(t)I
ij(5)
(+) (t) , (Retarded) (7.120)
(note this is already a real quantity in the in-in formalism), with
Iij(−) =
∑
a
ma
(
xi(−)a x
j(+)
a + x
i(+)
a x
j(−)
a −
2
3
δijx(+)a · x(−)a
)
. (7.121)
Then, using (7.119), we arrive at the desired result for the radiation-reaction acceleration [230, 231],
(
aia
)
rr
= −2GN
5
xja(t)I
ij(5)(t) . (7.122)
From here we can also derive the quadrupole radiation formula, as an energy balance,
〈M˙(t)〉 =
∑
a
ma
〈(
aia
)
rr
· va(t)
〉
= −GN
5
〈
I(3)ij(t)Iij(3)(t)
〉
, (7.123)
with M(t) the binding mass/energy (the Noether charge in the ‘conservative’ sector).
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The previous steps can be generalized to all `-order multipoles,
iW [x(±)a ] =
∑
`≥2 IL JLIL JL
+ (7.124)
W [x±a ] = GN
∑
`≥2
(−1)`+1(`+ 2)
(`− 1)
∫
dt
(
2`(`+ 1)
`(2`+ 1)!
IL(−)(t)I
L (2`+1)
(+) (t) +
2`+3`
(2`+ 2)!
JL(−)(t)J
L (2`+1)
(+) (t)
)
,
incorporating radiation-reaction effects and total radiated power, at linear order in GN in the far zone.
7.7. Interplay Between Potential and Radiation Regions
The gravitational radiation-reaction entails a subtle interplay between near and far zones, in particular
when the tails are incorporated. As we shall see, hereditary effects lead to time non-locality as well as both
dissipative and conservative terms. The latter includes a UV singularity –intimately connected to an IR
divergence in the near region– which requires renormalization. As a result, we recover the renormalization
group evolution for the binding mass/energy and the universal long-distance logarithms [32].
7.7.1. Time Non-Locality
The contribution from the tail effect to the effective action is shown in Fig. 12, yielding
iWtail[x
±
a ] =
∫
dω
2pi
∫
k,q
〈M〉Iij− (−ω)Iij+ (ω) [h¯h¯Φ]
i
−q2
i
(ω + i)2 − k2
i
(ω + i)2 − (k + q)2 , (7.125)
where [h¯h¯Φ] represents the three-graviton coupling between the radiation and background geometry. After
some laborious manipulations, we find [32]
iWtail[x
±
a ] = −i
∫
dω
2pi
(d− 3)〈M〉ω4 Iij− (−ω)Iij+ (ω)
32(d− 2)2(d− 1)(d+ 1)
[
(d2 − 2d+ 3)I0 − d(d− 2)(d− 1)
d− 4 ω
2J0
]
, (7.126)
in terms of two integrals,
I0 =
(∫
k
1
(ω + i)2 − k2
)2
=
(
Γ
[−d−32 ])2
(4pi)d−1
[−(ω + i)2]d−3 , (7.127)
J0 =
∫
k
1
(ω + i)2 − k2
∫
q
1
[(ω + i)2 − q2]2 =
Γ
(−d−32 )Γ (−d−52 )
(4pi)d−1
[−(ω + i)2]d−4 . (7.128)
The result is UV divergent, and expanding around d = 4 we have [32]
Wtail[x
±
a ] =
2G2N 〈M〉
5
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi
ω6 Iij− (−ω)Iij+ (ω)
[
− 1
(d− 4)UV − log
ω2
µ2
+ ipi sign(ω)
]
. (7.129)
After removing the pole by a counter-term (see sec. 7.7.3) we arrive at
Wtail[x
±
a ] = −
2G2N 〈M〉
5
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi
(
ω6 Iij− (−ω)Iij+ (ω)
[
log
ω2
µ2
− ipi sign(ω)
])
. (7.130)
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IijD(−ω)
(ω,k)
M
(ω,k+ q)
IijA (ω)  +
Figure 12: The tail contribution to gravitational radiation-reaction. The factor of M may be taken as the leading
time-averaged value, i.e. 〈M〉.
We can now Fourier transform from frequency space back to the time domain, obtaining
Wtail[x
±
a ] =
4G2N 〈M〉
5
(
PV
∫
dt I
(3)ij
− (t)
∫ t
−∞
dt′ Iij(3)+ (t
′)
[
1
t− t′
]
+
∫
dt I
(3)ij
− (t)I
ij(3)
+ (t) logµ
)
. (7.131)
(Note that the sign(ω) in (7.130) is essential to preserve causality.) The expression in (7.131) can also be
written as
Wtail[x
±
a ] = −
4G2N 〈M〉
5
PV
∫
dt Iij− (t)
∫ t
−∞
dt′ Iij(7)+ (t
′) log(|t− t′|µ) . (7.132)
This is equivalent to the results found in [111–113] (see also [177]).
7.7.2. Long-Distance Logarithms
After renormalization the effective action, W [x±a ], becomes a function of the renormalized potential,
W [x±a ] =
∫
dω
2pi
(
K[x±a ;ω]− Vren[x±a ;ω, µ]
)
− 2G
2
N 〈M〉
5
∫
dω
2pi
ω6 Iij− (−ω)Iij+ (ω)
[
log
ω2
µ2
− ipi sign(ω)
]
,
(7.133)
where we also added a kinetic term. This expression leads to a modification of the dynamics which includes
both a conservative piece (from the logarithmic term) and a dissipative part (due to the sign(ω)). The
latter is the only term that is not invariant under ω → −ω. Therefore, renormalization occurs in the
conservative sector while the non-conservative terms are finite at this order [32]. The µ-independence of
the effective action gives us the renormalization group flow for the (renormalized) potential, in standard
variables, 33
µ
∂
∂µ
W [x±a ] = 0→ µ
∂
∂µ
Vren[xa;ω, µ] =
2G2N 〈M〉
5
ω6Iij(−ω)Iij(ω) . (7.134)
Fourier transforming to the time domain, we have
Vren[xa; t, µ] = Vren[xa; t, µ0] +
2G2N 〈M〉
5
I
(3)
ij (t)I
(3)
ij (t) log
µ
µ0
. (7.135)
The equations of motion may be then written in the form of an energy balance,
M˙ren(t, µ) =
∑
a
ma (aa)cons · va + · · · =
2G2N 〈M〉
5
Iij(1)(t)
∫
dω
2pi
Iij(6)(ω)eiωt log
ω2
µ2
+ · · · . (7.136)
33 Because of (7.119), the factor of 4 logµ in (7.133) turns into a 2 log µ when translating from x±a to xa.
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The renormalized binding mass/energy, Mren(t, µ), includes contributions from both Vren[xa; t, µ] and
K[xa; t], and (
aja
)
cons
(t, µ) =
4G2N 〈M〉
5
xia(t)
∫
dω
2pi
Iij(6)(ω)eiωt log
ω2
µ2
(7.137)
is the conservative part of the radiation-reaction acceleration [32]. The ellipsis in (7.136) account for other
–non-conservative– terms, in addition to the one from the tail (see below). These may be obtained from
(7.124), as in e.g. (7.123), or using (7.30).
We can now average over a circular orbit such that,
〈
M˙ren(t, µ)
〉
= −4G
2
N 〈M〉
5
〈
Iij(1)(t)Iij(6)(t)
〉
log (λradµ) + · · · , (7.138)
where we used ω ' (2pi)λ−1rad, see (7.66), and absorb the factor of 2pi into µ. Hence, applying the following
identity
I
(1)
ij (t)I
(6)
ij (t) =
d
dt
(
I
(5)
ij (t)I
(1)
ij (t)− I(4)ij (t)I(2)ij (t) + 12I(3)ij (t)I(3)ij (t)
)
, (7.139)
on the right-hand side of (7.138), we find for the conservative binding energy:
E ≡Mren(t, µ) + 2G
2
N 〈M〉
5
(
2I
(5)
ij (t)I
(1)
ij (t)− 2I(4)ij (t)I(2)ij (t) + I(3)ij (t)I(3)ij (t)
)
log (λradµ) . (7.140)
This expressions yields, after choosing µ ' r−1, the correction proportional to log v in (7.110). Conversely,
at the radiation scale we have
E = Mren(t, µ ' λ−1rad) . (7.141)
Therefore, the same result follows from studying the renormalization group evolution for the binding
mass/energy,
µ
d
dµ
〈E〉 = 0→ µ d
dµ
log 〈Mren(t, µ)〉 = −2G2N
〈
I
(3)
ij (t)I
(3)
ij (t)
〉
, (7.142)
choosing µ ' λ−1rad and µ0 ' r−1 for the matching scale. This agrees with the result in (7.105) [30].
The divergences in the computation of the tail effects are due to a 1/r long-range force. However, we
are deriving the tail contribution to the dynamics of the binary using a long-wavelength EFT in which we
shrunk the two-body system to a point. This transforms the IR behavior we encountered for the radiative
multipole moments, e.g. (7.78), into the UV singularities we find in radiation-reaction. An IR logarithm
(log r) is thus converted into a UV divergence in the limit the separation, r, is sent to zero, see Fig. 11.
This demonstrates a remarkable feature of an EFT framework, which allows us to use the renormalization
group machinery to resum logarithms, e.g. [155], as in (7.135) and (7.142). This analysis thus explain
the origin of the correction in (7.110) at 4PN order. Higher order terms may be obtained by including
tail-of-the-tails contributions.
In addition, the tail contributes a dissipative term through the ipi sign(ω) in (7.130). Following a similar
procedure as in (7.123), and (7.136), we can readily obtain the tail correction to the total radiated power,
re-deriving the leading expression in (7.80), i.e. Ptail/PLO = 4pix
3/2. As we discussed in sec. 7.4.2, this
makes manifest the important factors of pi, but now through the study of radiation-reaction effects and,
remarkably, without the appearance of the associated IR poles in the phase. See [32] for more details.
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7.7.3. IR/UV Mixing
In order to arrive at (7.130) we need to add a counter-term, given by
−
∫
Vct[x
±
a ]dt =
1
(d− 4)UV
2G2N 〈M〉
5
∫
dt I
(3)ij
− (t)I
(3)ij
+ (t) . (7.143)
The counter-term renormalizes the vacuum amplitude for the conservative sector in the near region, in con-
trast to the tadpole in (7.102). Notice the pole in (7.129) cannot be associated to the UV behavior in the
short-distance theory. The reason is twofold. First of all, UV divergences at the orbit scale are related
to finite size effects for extended objects, and renormalized through higher derivative terms in the point-
particle worldline action, sec. 6.5. Moreover, see sec. 7.2.4, the leading finite size effects for (non-rotating)
binaries enters at 5PN, whereas the above contributes at 4PN. Nevertheless, the UV pole in (7.129) arises
in a point-particle limit, the one in which the binary is shrunk to a point-like source by sending the sepa-
ration between constituents to zero. (This is shown with a double line in Fig. 12.) It turns out, however,
the ultraviolet divergence from the tail contribution to radiation-reaction is in fact linked to an infrared
singularity in the theory of potentials.
The presence of IR divergences in the potential region was recently uncovered in [110, 111] in the ADM
formalism, see also [112, 113]. The calculations in [110–113] demonstrate the existence of an IR pole in the
near zone which is intimately related to the UV singularity in (7.129) [32]. 34 The IR/UV divergences cancel
each other out in the conservative sector. (The same occurs in scale-less integrals, see footnote 30.) That
must be the case since there are no divergences in the full theory computation, which readily features a log-
arithm of the ratio of relevant scales, i.e. logωr ∼ log v. These IR/UV singularities appear because of an
overlap between potential (log µr) and radiation (logω/µ) regions. In fact, they are a symptom of double-
counting,35 which introduces ambiguities. This led to the necessity, for the regularization approaches
advocated in [111–113], of input beyond the Post-Newtonian framework to complete the knowledge of the
conservative dynamics to 4PN order. (For instance semi-analytic self-force calculations, e.g. [236].)
However, this need not be the case, provided the double-counting is properly addressed. Within an EFT
formalism the overlapping is avoided by implementing the ‘zero-bin subtraction’ [237]. This removes the
IR divergences in the computation of the potential in NRGR, turning them into UV singularities which can
be removed by field-redefinitions to 4PN order. (At higher orders the zero-bin subtraction may be required
to obtain the correct renormalization group evolution.) The UV poles from the tails in the radiation zone
are handled by counter-terms, as in (7.143), and the renormalized potential in (7.135) is matched into a
(local) IR-safe quantity at the orbit scale. As expected in the EFT framework, the (universal) long-distance
logarithms are present in both sides of the matching computation at µ ' r−1, once the contribution in the
near region from the (long-wavelength) radiation modes is included, see sec. 6.6. Therefore, the results in
sec. 7.7.2 are not affected by the details of the matching across regions [32, 238].
34 While the renormalization methodology is scheme-dependent, the factor in front of the logarithm in (7.129) is physical.
(It contributes to the binding/mass energy.) The same factor is related to the coefficient of the IR/UV poles in dim. reg.
35 Something similar occurs in QCD, see e.g. [232–235].
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7.8. Absorption
In sec. 6.5 we constructed an effective action which incorporates the imprint of internal degrees of
freedom into the long-distance dynamics. At leading order in derivatives we write 36
SQ =
∫
dt
(
QijE (t)Eij +Q
ij
B(t)Bij(t)
)
. (7.144)
We then decomposed into background and response parts. The real part is responsible for tidal effects,
see (6.55). We show here the imaginary part accounts for absorption.
Let us consider gravitational wave scattering off a non-rotating black hole. From the optical theorem
we can obtain the absorption cross section through the imaginary part of the forward amplitude, with
|k| = ω, [26]
QE(B) QE(B)
σeftabs(ω) =
2
ω
× 1
8M2Pl
Im i
∫
dt e−iωt
[
ω4∗ij(k, h)kl(k, h)
〈
T
(
QijE (0)Q
kl
E (t)
)〉
(7.145)
+ ω2(k × ∗(k, h))ij(k × (k, h))kl
〈
T
(
QijB(0)Q
kl
B (t)
)〉]
.
The ij(k, h) is the polarization tensor and (k × )ij = iklkklj . (The 1/8 comes from expanding an
exponential to second order, as in e.g. (2.32), and using Eij ' − 12∂20hij . Similarly for the magnetic term.)
Following the steps in sec. 6.5, see (6.53) and (6.56), we parameterize the two-point function as
2 Im
(
i
∫
dt e−iωt
〈
T
(
QijE (0)Q
kl
E (t)
)〉)
= Qijkl Im f˜(ω) . (7.146)
From here, and using the invariance under Eij → −Bij , Bij → Eij of the linearized perturbations, we
obtain [26, 27]
σeftabs(ω) =
ω3
2M2Pl
Imf˜(ω) , (7.147)
for each polarization state. On the other hand, the low-frequency absorption cross section for polarized
gravitational waves off non-spinning black holes in general relativity is given by, e.g. [239],
σgrabs(ω) =
1
45
4pir6sω
4 , (7.148)
in terms of the Schwarzschild radius, rs. Hence, after matching to (7.147), we read off
37
Im f˜(ω) = 16G5Nm
6|ω|/45 . (7.149)
36 Note we use a different normalization, see e.g. (7.29). That is because of the E ↔ B duality we are about to use.
37 The absolute value takes into account the symmetries of the Feynman propagator, which is used in the optical theorem.
The imaginary part agrees with the choice of retarded Green’s function in (6.55) for ω > 0, since Imf(ω) = sign(ω)Imf˜(ω).
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Figure 13: Leading order contribution to the absorptive effects in the binary system. The cut represents the
imaginary part of the 〈T (QEQE)〉 correlator, which account for dissipation into the internal degrees of freedom.
From here we find the following scaling for the quadrupole moments,
〈
QE(B)QE(B)
〉 ∼ G5Nm6ω2 . (7.150)
The result in (7.149) is universal, and therefore can be applied to more complicated dynamical situations,
such as the binary system. In such case, the (off-shell) potential modes become the long-distance gravita-
tional perturbation. We can power count the importance of dissipation in the binary’s dynamics. In the
non-relativistic limit we find, see (7.8), ∫
dtQijE (t)Eij [H] ∼ v13/2 , (7.151)
for potential modes (and similarly for the magnetic term). By rotational invariance, 〈QijE 〉 = 0, hence
the leading order absorptive contribution to ImW [xa] comes from a box diagram, see Fig. 13, and from
the electric-type coupling. Moreover, from (7.151) we conclude that the box diagram contributes at order
Lv13 for non-spinning black holes [240]. The calculation is straightforward, yielding
iW [xa] =
m22
8M4Pl
∫
dt1dt¯1dt2dt¯2
〈
T
(
H00(t2)Eij(t1)
)〉〈
T
(
H00(t¯2)Ekl(t¯1)
)〉
(7.152)
×
〈
T
(
QijE (t1)Q
kl
E (t¯1)
)〉
+ 1↔ 2 + · · · .
Then, using (recall for potential modes the i-prescription is innocuous)
〈TH00(t,x)Eij(0)〉 = − i
16pi
δ(t) qij(t) , (7.153)
with qij(t) =
1
r3
(
δij − 3rˆirˆj
)
, we arrive at [26]
ImW [xa] =
1
2
G2N
∑
a6=b
m2b
∫
dω
2pi
Im f˜(a)(ω) |qij(ω)|2
+ · · · . (7.154)
From here we obtain the (time-averaged) absorption power loss [26]
Pabs =
16
45
G7N
〈∑
a 6=b
m6am
2
b q˙ij q˙ij
〉
. (7.155)
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For example, when we have a hierarchy of masses, mM , and on a circular orbit, we get
Pabs =
32
5
G7Nm
6M2
〈
v2
r8
〉
, (7.156)
in agreement with the result in [240, 241]. We can now easily generalize the analysis to the case of neutron
stars [26],
dPNS,abs
dω
=
1
T
GN
32pi2
〈∑
a6=b
σ
(a)
NS,abs(ω)
ω2
m2b |qij(ω)|2
〉
, (7.157)
where σNS,abs(ω) is the neutron star’s cross section for gravitational wave absorption. Notice that unlike
the real part of the response, which contributes through Wilson coefficients which are constant, e.g. CE
in (6.59) (with time and spatial variation associated with the scaling of the higher derivative terms), the
dependence on the internal dynamics in the absorption cross section enters as a function of the frequency. 38
This offers a much richer spectrum of possibilities to probe the inner structure of neutron stars. We show
in sec. 8.4 these effects may be enhanced for spinning bodies.
8. Spinning Extended Objects in Gravity
In what follows we review the EFT formalism for spinning extended objects [5, 27, 71–78]. As we shall
see, the main advantage of an EFT framework is the introduction of an effective action from the onset. 39
8.1. A Twist in Action
The equations governing the motion of spinning bodies in gravity are known as the Mathisson-
Papapetrou equations, and read [246–249]
Dpµ
Dτ
= −1
2
Rµναβ u
νSαβ ,
DSµν
Dτ
= pµuν − uµpν . (8.1)
Here pµ is the momentum of the particle (which is not given only by muµ/
√
u2, see below) and Sαβ = −Sβα
is the spin tensor. To derive these equations from an action principle we introduce rotational degrees of
freedom in terms of a co-rotating frame, eIµ, obeying
ηIJ = eIµe
J
ν g
µν , ηIJe
I
µe
J
ν = gµν . (8.2)
Notice the (IJ)-indices transform under a residual Lorentz invariance. We then define the angular velocity
tensor, Ωµν = −Ωνµ, which will pave our way to construct the Lagrangian,
Ωµν = eIµ
DeIν
Dσ
= eIµu
γ∇γeIν → e˙Iµ =
DeIµ
dσ
= −ΩµνeIν . (8.3)
38 Dissipative modes are low-energy (gapless) collective excitations, as in e.g. a fluid [141].
39 See [242, 243] for an interesting alternative approach (based on the coset construction [244, 245]) for slowly rotating bod-
ies. For such systems, however, spin effects are highly suppressed in gravitational wave emission. The approach in [242, 243]
might be useful for other astrophysical processes, although both the action presented here [5] and in [242, 243] are essentially
equivalent in the Newtonian limit, in which rotation is described in terms of a 3-vector and S0i may be ignored (without the
need of supplementarity conditions, see below). The formalisms differ when relativistic corrections are incorporated.
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Along the spacetime worldline of the object, xα(σ), the co-rotating frame is described by a time-dependent
Lorentz transformation,
eIµ(x
α(σ)) = ΛIa(σ)e
a
µ(x
α(σ)), (8.4)
relative to a locally-flat frame, eaµ, also obeying (8.2) (and as a rotation relative to a co-moving frame, e
A
µ ).
The action, including spin, is thus constructed as a function of these variables [5, 250, 251]
S =
∫
dσ L(xα, x˙α, eIµ, e˙
I
µ) , (8.5)
following the long-distance symmetries in our problem, i.e. diffeomorphism, reparameterization, and local
Lorentz invariance.
In this formalism the spin tensor, and momentum, are defined as conjugate variables to the velocities,
δL = −pµδuµ − 1
2
SµνδΩµν , (8.6)
with the overall sign related to the non-relativistic limit (with our set of conventions). Because of the
vanishing of the Hamiltonian, we then have, consistent with the symmetries, [5, 250]
L = −pµuµ − 1
2
Sµν(Ω)Ωµν . (8.7)
We introduce finite size effects momentarily. The Mathisson-Papapetrou equations in (8.1) follow from
(8.7), using (8.6), while enforcing the constraints in (8.2) [5]. Moreover, varying the action with respect
to the metric we can read off the point-particle stress-energy tensor [5, 249, 251],
Tαβpp =
∫
dσ
[
pαuβ
δ4(xµ − xµ(σ))√
g(x)
−∇µ
(
Sµ(αuβ)
δ4(xµ − xµ(σ))√
g(x)
)]
. (8.8)
From here, after imposing ∇αTαβ = 0, we also recover the Mathisson-Papapetrou equations.
It is convenient to re-write the action in the locally-flat frame. We first introduce the local angular
velocity [5, 250]
ΩabL = ηIJΛ
I
a
DΛJb
Dσ
, (8.9)
with ΛIa in (8.4). Hence, using the relationship
40
eaµe
b
νΩ
µν = ΩabL + u
µωabµ , (8.10)
and defining Sab ≡ eaµebνSµν , we find
L = −pµuµ − 1
2
SabΩ
ab
L −
1
2
ωabµ Sabu
µ . (8.11)
This expression separates the kinetic part of the action from the spin coupling to the gravitational field.
40The ωabµ are the Ricci rotation coefficients: ω
ab
µ ≡ ebν∇µeaν .
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8.1.1. Constraints & Spin Supplementarity Conditions
The dynamics from our action leads to a vanishing Hamiltonian, H = 0, which means evolution is
generated by first-class constraints [250, 252]. In our case we have (S2 ≡ 12SµνSµν)
C1 = p
2 −m2(S2), C2 = SµνS∗µν . (8.12)
The first one, C1 = 0, encapsulates reparameterization invariance, whereas C2 = 0 is related to the choice
of eI=0µ [5] (or in other words, the center-of-rotation of a spinning object [82, 83]). In what follows we
fix [5, 250]
x0(σ) = σ , and eI=0µ =
pµ
m
. (8.13)
In addition, we also notice that an antisymmetric 4 × 4 matrix, Sµν , has three too many degrees
of freedom to represent the three necessary angles to describe the rotation of a body. 41 Hence, the
above constraints must be augmented by extra set of conditions. We then implement so called ‘spin
supplementarity conditions’ (SSC) to reduce the number of variables.
The SSC are a set of second-class constraints [252], V µ = 0, and the following [250]
V µcov = S
µνpν , (covariant) (8.14)
V µNW = S
µ0 − Sµj
(
p˜j
p˜0 +m
)
, (Newton-Wigner) (8.15)
are often used in the literature. The Newton-Wigner SSC is enforced in the locally-flat frame, with
p˜a ≡ eaµpµ. Notice the SSC imply Sj0 ∝ Sjkuk, which suppresses the temporal component. In the rest
frame, rotation is thus simply described in terms of a spin 3-vector (with µναβ the Levi-Civita symbol)
Sµ =
1
2m
µαβνS
αβpν → Sk = 1
2
kijS
ij . (8.16)
We also need the SSC to hold at all times, i.e. DV
µ
Dσ = 0. For example, for the preservation of the covariant
SSC we require
pα =
1
pµuµ
(
p2uα +
1
2
RβνρσS
αβSρσuν
)
. (8.17)
This expression can be solved for pα,
pα =
1√
u2
(
muα +
1
2m
RβνρσS
αβSρσuν + · · ·
)
, (8.18)
with m ≡ m(S2), as in (8.12). The ellipsis include higher order terms in the spin and curvature. The rela-
tionship between spin and angular velocity can also be derived from here, following our choice of gauge [5].
Using (8.13), we find
Dpµ
Dσ
= −Ωµνpν = −1
2
Rµναβu
νSαβ , (8.19)
41 This is a common theme in physics, namely, in order to preserve the symmetries of the theory (in this case local Lorentz
invariance) we are forced into redundancies, and more variables than physical degrees of freedom are needed, e.g. [156].
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and, from (8.14) and (8.18), we get
Ωµν =
√
u2
m
(
f ′(S2)Sµν +
1
2
RµναβS
αβ + · · ·
)
, (8.20)
with f(S2) ≡ m2(S2). This expression was obtained by matching in the limit of a flat background, where [250]
Ωµν =
√
u2
m
f ′(S2)Sµν . (Minkowski) (8.21)
Similar manipulations can be performed in the Newton-Wigner SSC. Although apparently more cum-
bersome at first, it has the advantage that it leads to a canonical (Dirac) algebra in the reduced phase
space under certain circumstances, unlike the covariant SSC (see below). In general, one can try solving
say for the covariant SSC explicitly at the level of the action, and arduously work out the transformation
to a canonical symplectic structure, e.g. [98, 253]. Since these are second-class constraints, one can also
simply implement the SSC through Lagrangian multipliers. The latter are fixed by the preservation of the
SSC upon time evolution. We pursue the second route here.
8.1.2. Routhian Formalism
The Lagrangian in (8.11) is a function of the angular velocity, L(xα, uα,Ωαβ), without explicit depen-
dence on the angular variables. This invites us to perform a partial Legendre transformation for the latter.
This procedure then introduces a Routhian [74] (see also [254])
−R = −1
2
SabΩ
ab
L − L = pµuµ +
1
2
ωabµ Sabu
µ . (8.22)
The minus sign is for convenience, such that we retain the same rules for the spin-independent part. The
dynamics derives from,
δ
δxµ
∫
R dσ = 0, dS
ab
dσ
= {Sab,R}. (8.23)
The relevant Poisson brackets are given by
{xµ, Sab} = 0 , {Pα, Sab} = 0 (8.24)
{Sab, Scd} = ηacSbd + ηbdSac − ηadSbc − ηbcSad , (8.25)
with Pµ ≡ pµ+ 12ωabµ Sab, the canonical momentum. It is straightforward to show the Mathisson-Papapetrou
equations follow from (8.23). For example, using (8.25), the spin equation becomes
dSab
dt
= {V, Sab} = 4Sc{aηb}d ∂
∂Scd
V , (8.26)
where the potential is given by V = −R. The reader may worry about encountering derivatives of the
spin tensor, S˙ab, when computing the spin contributions to the gravitational potential. They appear, for
instance, through departures from instantaneity in the propagators. These time derivatives may be either
integrated by parts, or replaced using the lower order equations of motion prior to applying (8.26) [74–76].
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This simply amounts to a field redefinition, as it is often the case after removing terms proportional to
the acceleration from the effective action, e.g. [105, 106]. (This procedure has been used for instance to
prove the equivalence between the EFT and ADM calculations to 4PN order [98].)
We still need to enforce the SSC. For definiteness we work with the covariant version in (8.14). We pro-
ceed then to add a set of Lagrangian multipliers, λµ, to the Routhian,
R = −
(
pµuµ +
1
2
ωabµ Sabu
µ + λµV
µ
)
. (8.27)
The λµ parameters are fixed by imposing the preservation of the SSC, V˙
µ = 0, and we obtain [74, 75]
R = −
(
m
√
u2 +
1
2
ωabµ Sabu
µ +
1
2m
RναρσS
ρσuνSαβuβ + · · ·
)
, (8.28)
after a field redefinition. This expression guarantees the SSC holds upon time evolution. Notice, as a
function of the velocity, the SSC involves an infinite series of terms from the relationship between pα and
uα, e.g. (8.18), which also contribute to (8.28). However, Sµνuν ∼ O(RS3), and moreover, the extra
terms are already coupled to curvature. Therefore, up to effects which are higher order in the spin and
curvature (encoded in the ellipsis), we can replace pµ → uµ in the covariant SSC.
8.1.3. Feynman Rules & Power Counting
Armed with an effective action we can compute the gravitational potentials and multipole moments
which contribute to the total radiated power loss, now including spin effects. For that purpose we need
to work out first the power counting and identify the relevant Feynman diagrams which contribute to a
given order in the PN expansion. To derive the scaling rules we proceed as follows.
We are interested in compact objects, for which
IS ∼ mr2s → S = ISΩ ∼ IS
vrot
rs
∼ mvrotrs ≤ mrs , (8.29)
with sub-luminal rotational speed, vrot ≤ 1. Then, for maximally rotating bodies with vrot . 1, spin scales
as
S ∼ mrs = mrrs
r
∼ Lv , (8.30)
where L = mrv and we used rs/r ∼ v2. To obtain the Feynman rules, we simply expand the spin-gravity
coupling in powers of the metric perturbation. Using
eaµ = δ
a
µ +
1
2
δνa
(
hνµ − 1
4
hναh
α
µ
)
+ · · · , (8.31)
we find up to quadratic order (see appendix B for a collection of spin couplings)
Lspin =
1
2MPl
δαa δ
β
b hαγ,βu
γSab +
1
4M2Pl
δβa δ
γ
b hγ
λ
(
1
2
hβλ,µ + hµλ,β − hµβ,λ
)
uµSab + · · · . (8.32)
When we expand expressions such as (8.32), we will no longer distinguish generic indices from those in
the locally-flat frame. Everywhere the spin tensor is defined with respect to the eaµ locally-flat vierbein.
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8.1.4. Finite Size Effects
To incorporate finite size effects we introduce a series of Wilson coefficients. For the reader’s convenience
we reproduce some of the expressions from sec. 6.5. In a locally-flat co-moving frame we have, see (6.51),
SQE =
1
2
∫
dt QijE (t)Eij , (8.33)
at leading order in derivatives. The quadrupole moment is further split as, see (6.52),
QEij =
〈
QEij
〉
S︸ ︷︷ ︸
background
+
(
QEij
)
R︸ ︷︷ ︸
response
. (8.34)
The response encodes tidal effects,
(
QEij
)
R ∝ Eij . This time, for rotating bodies, the Love numbers also
depend on the spin. For the background piece, unlike the case of non-rotating bodies, spin allows us to
write terms which couple linearly to the metric perturbation. The first we find is the quadrupole moment
produced by the body’s own rotation. We parameterize the background expectation value as (the factor
of 1/m is for later convenience) 〈
QEij
〉
S
=
CES2
2m
SikSk
j (8.35)
(up to a trace which do not couple to Eij). Plugging this expression into (8.33), we obtain [5, 71, 75]
SES2 =
CES2
2m
∫
dσ
∫
d4xδ4(x− x(σ))Eab(x)√
u2
SacS
cb , (8.36)
where we have written the contribution to the action in a reparameterization invariant manner and in
a generic locally-flat frame, see sec. (6.5). It is straightforward to generalize the above expression to
incorporate higher order spin-dependent multipoles, Qi1...i`E(B) . The Feynman rules follow by expanding
(8.36) in powers of hµν [75, 77]. (See appendix B.)
To extract the value of CES2 we proceed as outlined in sec. 6.6. The calculation of the one-point
function (aka the Kerr metric) follows the same steps as in secs. 6.2 and 6.3. The topologies of the
first relevant diagrams are given in Fig 4 and so on, but this time with spin insertions. In addition, we
incorporate the contribution from (8.36). At leading order in GN the S
2 dependence in
H00
MPl
∣∣∣∣
Kerr
= S2
GNm
r3
(
3(j · rˆ)2 − j2) , (8.37)
with |j| = S/m, is matched into the EFT contribution from the finite size term, with Si = 12ijkSjk,
H00
MPl
∣∣∣∣
EFT
= CES2
GN
mr3
(
3(S · rˆ)2 − S2) . (8.38)
Notice the matching is independent of the SSC. Comparing both expressions we conclude that CbhES2 = 1,
for rotating black holes. The above is nothing but the quadrupole moment of the Kerr spacetime, given
by: QbhE = m|j|2 = S2/m. On the other hand, for neutron stars the quadrupole moment will be larger,
CnsES2 ' 4 - 8, depending on the equation of state and internal dynamics, e.g [255].
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The CES2 coefficient enters at leading order in the spin sector for maximally rotating bodies (see
below). Therefore, it offers an excellent venue to distinguish black holes from neutron stars, as well as
testing different models for the latter [202, 209, 256–259]. For tidal effects, on the other hand, the leading
order effects enter through a term similar to (6.59) via the spin dependence of the CE(B) parameters.
Remarkably, as for the non-rotating case, the CE(B) coefficients vanish for spinning black holes [260, 261].
That is not the case for rotating neutron stars, e.g. [260–263]. Because of the scaling of the spin tensor,
e.g. (8.30), tidal effects due to spin are suppressed in the inspiral phase. Tidal disruptions may, however,
become important near merger, e.g. [264].
Before we proceed, let us add a comment regarding CES2 . As we see from the matching, this coefficient
is fixed in terms of the quadrupole moment of an isolated rotating black hole. Therefore, unlike the CE
coefficient which enters as a response, the CES2 does not get renormalized. This is expected from Birkhoff’s
theorem, and the fact the divergences arise from the point-particle limit. In other words, it does not depend
on scale, nor receive (classical) logarithmic corrections. Namely, it is a ‘self-induced’ finite size effect, which
may be generated, for instance, by implementing a cutoff regulator.
8.2. Gravitational Spin Potentials
8.2.1. Leading Order
The leading order spin potentials were obtained many years ago [80, 81]. For us they simply follow
from the one-graviton exchange with spin insertions, see Fig. 14, yielding [5]
V LOSO =
GNm2
r3
rj
[
Sj01 + S
jk
1
(
vi1 − 2vk2
)]
+ 1↔ 2 , (8.39)
V LOSS = −
GN
r3
[S1 · S2 − 3(S1 · rˆ)(S2 · rˆ)] , (8.40)
V LOS2 = −
GN
r3
∑
a=1,2
C
(a)
ES2
2ma
[(
S2a − 3(Sa · rˆ)2
)]
, (8.41)
at 1.5PN for spin-orbit and 2PN for spin-spin, respectively. For the equations of motion we use (8.23)
prior to imposing the SSC. For instance for the spin dynamics we get, with v = v1 − v2,
dS1
dt
= 2
m2GN
r2
(rˆ × v)× S1 + m2GN
r2
(S1 × rˆ)× v1 . (8.42)
Notice the spin norm is not conserved. The more standard form follows via a spin redefinition [5, 76]
S˜1 = (1− 1
2
v˜21)S1 +
1
2
v˜1(v˜1 · S1) , (8.43)
where v˜1 is the velocity in the locally-flat frame, v˜
a ≡ eaµvµ, which agrees with the global PN frame at
leading order (see sec. 8.2.3). Then, from (8.42) we obtain the spin precession [82, 83]
dS˜1
dt
=
(
2 +
3m2
2m1
)
µmGN
r2
(rˆ × v)× S˜1 . (8.44)
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Figure 14: Feynman diagrams which contribute to the leading order spin potentials. The gray blob and black
square represent spin insertions and finite size effects, respectively. See appendix B.
The alert reader will immediately realize that applying the Newton-Wigner SSC (which reads Sj0 = 12S
jkvk
at leading order) in the potential of (8.39) we obtain directly the result in (8.44).
8.2.2. Next-to-Leading Order
The NLO spin-orbit and spin-spin potentials enter at 2.5PN and 3PN, respectively. The topolo-
gies of Feynman diagrams are the same we find in the computation of the 1PN non-spinning Einstein-
Infeld-Hoffmann action, see Fig. 6. For illustration purposes, we display a sampling of the relevant dia-
grams in Fig. 15. In total, the spin potentials read [71–76]
V NLOSO =
GNm2
r3
[{
Si01
(
2v22 − 2v1 · v2 −
3
2r2
(v2 · r)2 − 1
2
a2 · r
)
(8.45)
+
(
2v1 · v2 + 3(v2 · r)
2
r2
− 2v22 + a2 · r
)
Sij1 v
j
2
−
(
3
2r2
(v2 · r)2 + 1
2
a2 · r
)
Sij1 v
j
1 + 2S
ij
1 a
j
2v2 · r + r2Sij1 a˙j2
}
ri
+ Si01
(
(v1 − v2)iv2 · r − 3
2
ai2r
2
)
+ Sij1 v
i
1v
j
2v2 · r − r2Sij1 aj2vi2 −
1
2
r2Sij1 a
j
2v
i
1
]
+
G2Nm2
r4
ri
[
− (m1 + 2m2)Si01 +
(
m1 − m2
2
)
Sij1 v
j
1 +
5m2
2
Sij1 v
j
2
]
+ 1↔ 2 ,
V NLOSS = −
GN
r3
[
(δij − 3rˆirˆj)
(
Si01 S
j0
2 +
1
2
v1 · v2Sik1 Sjk2 + vm1 vk2Sik1 Sjm2 − vk1vm2 Sik1 Sjm2 (8.46)
+ Si01 S
jk
2 (v
k
2 − vk1 ) + Sik1 Sj02 (vk1 − vk2 )
)
+
1
2
Ski1 S
kj
2
(
3v1 · rˆv2 · rˆ(δij − 5rˆirˆj)
+ 3v1 · rˆ(vj2rˆi + vi2rˆj) + 3v2 · rˆ(vj1rˆi + vi1rˆj)− vi1vj2 − vi2vj1
)
+ (3rˆlv2 · rˆ − vl2)S0k1 Skl2
+ (3rˆlv1 · rˆ − vl1)S0k2 Skl1
]
+
(
GN
r3
− 3MG
2
N
r4
)
Sij1 S
kj
2 (δ
ik − 3rˆkrˆi) ,
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Figure 15: Sample of Feynman diagrams which contribute to the NLO spin potentials. We depict a non-
instantaneous correction to the vertex by a black dot. See appendix B.
V NLOS2 = C
(1)
ES2
GNm2
2m1r3
[
Sj01 S
i0
1 (3rˆ
irˆj − δij)− 2Sk01
(
(v1 × S1)k − 3(rˆ · v1)(rˆ × S1)k
) ]
(8.47)
+ C
(1)
ES2
GNm2
2m1r3
[
S21
(
6(rˆ · v1)2 − 15
2
rˆ · v1rˆ · v2 + 13
2
v1 · v2 − 3
2
v22 −
7
2
v21
)
+ (S1 · rˆ)2
(
9
2
(v21 + v
2
2)−
21
2
v1 · v2 − 15
2
rˆ · v1rˆ · v2
)
+ 2v1 · S1v1 · S1
− 3v1 · S1v2 · S1 − 6rˆ · v1rˆ · S1v1 · S1 + 9rˆ · v2rˆ · S1v1 · S1 + 3rˆ · v1rˆ · S1v2 · S1
]
+ C
(1)
ES2
m2G
2
N
2r4
(
1 +
4m2
m1
)(
S21 − 3(S1 · rˆ)2
)− G2Nm2
r4
(S1 · rˆ)2
+ S0l1 a˜
l
1(SO) + v1 × S1 · a˜1(SO) + 1↔ 2 .
Notice we also included the contribution from (8.28) which enforces the preservation of the covariant SSC.
This is responsible for the two terms in the last line, where
a˜1(SO) =
3m2GN
m1r3
[
2rˆ (v × S1) · rˆ + rˆ · v(rˆ × S1)− v × S1
]
, (8.48)
is the leading order spin-orbit acceleration in the locally-flat frame, i.e. a˜ = ˙˜v. Note, in addition, the
spin-orbit potential depends on the acceleration of the bodies. These may be removed by using the leading
order equations of motion, e.g. a2 =
GNm1
r3 rˆ. Collecting all the pieces together the spin potential to 3PN
order is thus given by
V 3PNspin = (8.39) + (8.40) + (8.41) + (8.45) + (8.46) + (8.47) .
To complete the calculation we must use (8.23) and afterwards impose the SSC. We apply the covariant
SSC, Sabv˜b = 0 in a locally-flat frame, for which we need expressions in terms of the vierbein,
e00(x1) = 1−
GNm2
r
+ · · · , (8.49)
ek0(x1) = −2
GNm2
r
vk2 +
GN
r2
(rˆ × S2)k + · · · , (8.50)
eij(x1) = δ
i
j
(
1 +
GNm2
r
)
+ · · · , (8.51)
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such that
v˜a=j1 = v
i
1
(
1 +
GNm2
r
)
− 2GNm2
r
vj2 +
GN
r2
(rˆ × S2)j , (8.52)
v˜a=01 =
(
1− GNm2
r
)
. (8.53)
The covariant SSC then has the form (e.g. for particle 1)
S
(0)
1 =
(
S1 × v˜1
v˜01
)
=
(
1 +
2GNm2
r
)
(S1 × v1)− 2GNm2
r
(S1 × v2) + GN
r2
[S1 × (rˆ × S2)] , (8.54)
where we introduced the notation S(0)i ≡ S0i. The position dynamics now follows from an action principle,
whereas the spin equations derive from (8.26), using
{Si,Sj} = −ijkSk , (8.55)
{Si,S(0)j} = −ijkS(0)k .
For example, for the spin-orbit contribution, writing (8.39) and (8.45) as
VSO = A
SO
1 · S1 + ωSO1 · S1 + 1↔ 2 , (8.56)
the spin equation of motion becomes
dS1
dt
= ωSO1 × S1 +
(
v˜1
v˜01
× S1
)
×ASO1 . (8.57)
This equation does not conserve the spin’s norm. However, we can make a spin redefinition which trans-
forms (8.57) into precession form [76]. We can perform similar manipulations to derive the full O(S1S2)
and O(S1S1) dynamics.
Notice once the SSC is enforced in the locally-flat frame, say for S
(0)
1 in (8.54), we generate a term
which depends not only on S1 but also S2, through the veirbein. This means the spin-orbit potential also
contributes to the O(S1S2) dynamics. This is one of the subtleties of dealing with spin degrees of freedom.
We elaborate briefly on this issue in what follows, see [5, 74–76] for more details.
8.2.3. Newton-Wigner SSC
It is straightforward to show that applying the covariant SSC from (8.54) into V 3PNspin produces a potential
which requires a non-canonical algebra in order to obtain the correct dynamics. This is already clear at
leading order for the spin-orbit potential, and more so at higher orders. Hence, the convenience of having
a simple SSC is eclipsed by the necessity of a non-trivial algebraic structure in the reduced phase space.
While this is not necessarily a problem, since one can postpone the application of the SSC until the
equations of motion are obtained using (8.23), it would be perhaps desirable to work at the level of a spin
3-vector obeying a canonical algebra. We show here that enforcing instead the Newton-Wigner SSC, while
ignoring O(S1(2)S1(2)) terms, we obtain a spin potential with a canonical symplectic structure [76].
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The Newton-Wigner SSC in the locally-flat frame is given by, say for particle 1, [76, 250]
Si01(NW) =
p˜01
p˜01 +m
Sij1(NW)
p˜j1
p˜01
, (8.58)
which is reparameterization invariant. In terms of the velocities we have
Si01(NW) =
v˜01
v˜01 +
√
v˜a1 v˜1a
Sij1(NW)
v˜j1
v˜01
. (8.59)
Then, choosing σ = t, we obtain
S
(0)
1(NW) =
1
1 +
√
1−
(
v˜1
v˜01
)2
(
S1(NW) × v˜1
v˜01
)
(8.60)
=
1
2
S1 × v1 + · · ·+ GN
2r2
[S1 × (rˆ × S2)] + · · · .
We now apply the Newton-Wigner SSC directly in the gravitational potential. At O(S1S2) this amounts to
first replacing the LO S
(0)
1 in (8.46), and secondly, inserting the term quadratic in spin from (8.60) into
the LO spin-orbit result of (8.39) [71–74]. At the end of the day the potential is given to 3PN order by
(removing the ‘NW’ tag on the spin)
V NWSS = −
GN
2r3
[
S1 · S2
(
3
2
v1 · v2 − 3v1 · rˆv2 · rˆ −
(
v21 + v
2
2
))− S1 · v1S2 · v2 (8.61)
− 3
2
S1 · v2S2 · v1 + S1 · v2S2 · v2 + S2 · v1S1 · v1 + 3S1 · rˆS2 · rˆ (v1 · v2 + 5v1 · rˆv2 · rˆ)
− 3S1 · v1S2 · rˆv2 · rˆ − 3S2 · v2S1 · rˆv1 · rˆ + 3(v2 × S1) · rˆ(v2 × S2) · rˆ
+ 3(v1 × S1) · rˆ(v1 × S2) · rˆ − 3
2
(v1 × S1) · rˆ(v2 × S2) · rˆ − 6(v1 × S2) · rˆ(v2 × S1) · rˆ
]
+
G2N (m1 +m2)
2r4
(5S1 · S2 − 17S1 · rˆS2 · rˆ)− GN
r3
(S1 · S2 − 3S1 · rˆS2 · rˆ) .
The equations of motion follow from a canonical procedure, e.g.
S˙1 =
∂V NWSS
∂S1
× S1 . (8.62)
The precession equation is equivalent to the one from (8.40) and (8.46), after a spin redefinition [71–74].
On the other hand, using the decomposition in (8.56) and applying the Newton-Wigner condition from
(8.60), we have
V NWSO =
 1
1 +
√
1− (vF1 )2
(
vF1 ×ASO1
)
+ ωSO1
 · S1 + 1↔ 2 , (8.63)
with vF1 ≡ v˜1v˜01 . The dynamical equations follow via a canonical procedure, and are equivalent to the
derivation from (8.39) and (8.45) using (8.26), after a change of variables [76]. (The extra term in the square
root, from enforcing the SSC in the locally-flat frame, turns out to be essential to match both results.)
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The previous manipulations are very suggestive. In fact, we can add a few more words regarding
the choice of Newton-Wigner SSC in a locally-flat frame. The transformation between covariant and
Newton-Wigner SSCs in Minkowski space is given by [250]
SNW =
m
H0
Scov +
p · Scov
H0(H0 +m)
p , (Minkowski) (8.64)
with H0 =
√
p2 +m2. Then, using
p = m
(
1 +
v2
2
)
v + . . . , and p2 = m2
(
v2 + v4 + · · · ) , (8.65)
we get for the map between SSCs in flat space,
SNW =
(
1− v
2
2
− 1
8
v4 + . . .
)
Scov +
1
2
v(v · Scov)
(
1 +
v2
4
+ . . .
)
. (8.66)
This turns out to be precisely the same transformation we find in general relativity, provided we replace
v → vF ≡ v˜/v˜0 [76]. On behalf of the equivalence principle, it is indeed not surprising that the same
redefinition as in Minkowski space still applies, once re-written in a locally-flat frame. Hence, the Newton-
Wigner SSC allows us to reduce the number of degrees of freedom at the level of the action while retaining
a canonical structure. This result is also consistent with the findings in [265] for the Hamiltonian of a
spinning body in a curved background at linear order in the spin. The above manipulations are justified
provided we ignore O(S1(2)S1(2)) contributions. The latter are due to finite size effects, as well as SSC-
preserving terms, which we did not include. A more careful treatment is required in order to achieve a
canonical structure when these terms are added (see e.g. [266]). As we emphasized, we may also simply
enforce the SSC through Lagrange multipliers.
8.3. Gravitational Wave Emission
To include spin effects in the long-wavelength effective theory we proceed as follows. First of all, we
must add the contribution from the total angular momentum, Lab, to (7.29),
Sradeff =
∫
dt
√
g¯00
[
−M(t)− 1
2
ωab0 Lab(t) +
∑
`=2
(
1
`!
IL(t)∇L−2Ei`−1i` −
2`
(2`+ 1)!
JL(t)∇L−2Bi`−1i`
)]
,
(8.67)
where we used vµ = δµ0 in the coupling of (8.11). The spin term does not radiate, but it sources the (static)
Kerr metric produced by the binary system. Secondly, the multipole moments themselves incorporate
spin-dependent contributions from the gravitational couplings. We review next the necessary ingredient
to obtain the NLO spin contributions to the gravitational wave phase and amplitude.
8.3.1. Spin Effects to Third Post-Newtonian Order
Spin-orbit effects in the energy flux at LO arise both from mass and current quadrupole radiation, and
yield 1.5PN corrections. Beyond LO, additional factor of v2 may enter in different ways. We need the NLO
mass and current quadrupole, both without spin and at linear order. Moreover, we need the LO octupoles.
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O(6S) O(Sa) O(S2a)
K00` mr
` mr`v3 mr`v4
K0i` mr
`v mr`v2 mr`v5
Kij` mr
`v2 mr`v3 mr`v6
Table 1: Scalings for Kµν` , defined in (7.52), valid for ` ≥ 2. See the text for a discussion of the necessary ingredients
to compute the radiated power to NLO including spin effects.
Since the leading tail yields a 1.5PN correction to the flux, we also have to include the tail contribution to
the energy flux linear in spin. Spin-spin contributions to the energy flux first appear at 2PN order, from
the current quadrupole. The leading mass quadrupole (at 1.5PN) already contributes in the energy flux
at 3PN in the spin-spin sector. Therefore, only the current quadrupole is required to NLO (see Table 1).
Besides, we also have multipole moments at O(S2a). The LO contributions arise from finite size effects
in the mass quadrupole (2PN), which we need to NLO. The current quadrupole and mass octupole are
needed to LO, along with the non-spinning counter-parts. In our EFT there cannot be worldline couplings
at O(S1S2). Thus, the latter must involve potential modes. The leading contribution arises from the mass
quadrupole moment at 3PN. There is yet another contribution at O(S1S2), which appears once the Si0 is
replaced through the SSC in the leading order expression linear in spin. This is similar to what we described
for the NLO conservative dynamics. Furthermore, spin-dependence in the energy flux may always enter
from non-spinning multipole moments, but using the spin-dependent conservative equations of motion.
We now follow the same steps as in sec. 7.3. Namely, we compute all Feynman diagrams contributing
to T µν(t,k) at the desired order. The topology of the diagrams is the same as in Fig. 8, but including
now also spin insertions from the point-particle sources. A sample of such diagrams is shown in Fig. 16
and the various couplings are summarized in appendix B.
Some of these diagrams, e.g. Fig. 16(a), simply consist on radiation modes coupled to the spin on the
worldline. For these terms there is no coupling to potential modes, therefore we use the point-particle
stress-energy tensor which follows from (8.32),
T µνS,pp(t,x)→ TµνS,pp(t,x) =
1
2
∑
a=1,2
∫
dt′ ∂αδ4(x− xa(t′))
(
Sναa (t
′)vµa (t
′) + Sµαa (t
′)vνa(t
′)
)
, (8.68)
that is the linearized version of (8.8). In mixed Fourier space
T 00S,pp(t,k) =
∑
a=1,2
S0ia ik
ie−ik·xa (8.69)
T 0iS,pp(t,k) =
1
2
∑
a=1,2
(
Sija ik
j + S0ja v
i
a ik
j + S0ia ik · va − S˙0i
)
e−ik·xa (8.70)
T ijS,pp(t,k) =
1
2
∑
a=1,2
{(
Sila v
j
a + S
jl
a v
i
a
)
ikl + ik · va
(
S0ia v
j
a + S
0j
a v
i
a
)
(8.71)
− S˙0ia vja − S˙0ja via − S0ia aja − S0ja aia
}
e−ik·xa .
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 16: Sample of Feynman diagrams which contribute to the NLO multipole moments. In total we need
diagrams with spin insertions as well as finite size effects. See [77] for more details.
The remaining contributions represent non-linear gravitational effects which arise from two distinct
sources. Firstly, we have radiation stemming off the explicit non-linear terms from the spin couplings
(schematically) SHh¯ and S2Hh¯ . Secondly, we have the three-graviton vertex, [HHh¯], which follows from
the Einstein-Hilbert action plus a (background gauge) fixing term. The latter contributes in the spin
sector by coupling the potential modes to the spin tensors at the worldlines. In this case the radiation is
emitted off the binding mass/energy of the system.
To illustrate the procedure, let us calculate in somewhat more detail the contribution to the quadrupole
moment from the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 16(b-c). For the diagram in Fig. 16(b) we need the SHh¯
coupling, which requires the two-point function
〈
T
{
H0i(x1, t1)H0j,l(x2, t2)
}〉
=
1
2
δijδ(t1 − t2)
∫
q
−i
q2
(iql) eiq·(x1(t1)−x2(t2)) = iδij
1
8pi
rˆl
r2
. (8.72)
After summing over mirror images, we obtain
T 0016(b)(t,k) =
GN
r3
∑
a 6=b
((rˆ × Sb)× Sa)l (−ikl)e−ik·xa , (8.73)
T ii16(b)(t,k) = −
2GN
r3
∑
a 6=b
(Sa · Sb − 3Sa · rˆSb · rˆ) e−ik·xa . (8.74)
Hence, using (7.47) and (7.43), we find
Iij16(b) =
∑
a6=b
2GN
r3
[
Sa · rSibxja − Sa · Sarixja − (Sa · Sb − 3S·rˆSb · rˆ)xiaxja
]
STF
. (8.75)
Let us move now to the diagram in Fig. 16(c). To compute it we need the three-graviton coupling,
[HHh¯(k)], combined for the temporal component and spatial trace. Then, after multiplying by the two
potential propagators, it reads
〈
T
{
H0i(p + k)H0j(p)
[
HHh¯(k)
]}〉
=
i
4MPl
[2kikj + 2(pikj − kipj)]−i
p2
−i
(k + p)2
. (8.76)
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The open indices must be contracted with the spin couplings on the worldlines, yielding
(T 00 + T ii)16(c)(t,k) = 1
4M2Pl
∫
p
[
kikj + (pikj − kipj)] 1
p2
1
(k + p)2
Sik1 p
kSjl2 (−pl − kl)eip·x1e−i(p+k)·x2 .
(8.77)
Expanding to to second order in k, and performing the Fourier integration, we obtain
(T 00 + T kk)16(c)(t,k) = 4GN
r3
Sim1 S
jl
2
(
r2δml − rmrl)(−kikj
2
)
+ · · · , (8.78)
and subsequently
Iij16(c) =
∑
a 6=b
2G
r3
[
rirjSa · Sb − 2Sa · rSibrj
]
STF
. (8.79)
8.3.2. Multipole Moments
Garnering all the ingredients we finally arrive at (in the covariant SSC) [77]
IijSa,S2a,SaSb
=
∑
a
[
8
3
(va × Sa)ixja −
4
3
(xa × Sa)ivja −
4
3
(xa × S˙a)ixja (8.80)
− 4
3
d
dt
{
va · xa(va × Sa)ixja
}
+
1
7
d2
dt2
{
1
3
xa · va(xa × Sa)ixja
+ 4x2a(va × Sa)ixja + x2a(Sa × xa)ivja −
5
6
(va × Sa) · xa xiaxja
}]
STF
+
∑
a6=b
2GNmb
r3
[
(vb × Sa) · r(xibxjb − 2xiaxja) + (va × Sa) · r(xiaxja + xibxjb)
+ 2r2
{
(vb × Sa)i(xjb − xja) + (r × Sa)i
(
vjb − vja −
vb · r
r2
(xja + x
j
b)
)}]
STF
− 2
3
∑
a6=b
d
dt
[
GNmb
r3
{
r2
(
(xb × Sa)ixja − 3(xa × Sa)ixja + 3(xb × Sa)ixjb − (xa × Sa)ixjb
)
− 2r · xb (r × Sa)i(xja + xjb) + (xa × Sa) · xb(xiaxja − 2xibxjb)
}]
STF
+
∑
a
C
(a)
ES2
ma
[
SiaS
j
a
(
−1 + 13
42
v2a +
17
21
aa · xa
)
+ S2a
(
−11
21
viav
j
a +
10
21
aiax
j
a
)
− 8
21
xiaS
j
aaa · Sa +
4
7
viaS
j
aSa · va −
22
21
aiaS
j
aSa · xa
]
STF
+
∑
a6=b
GN
2r3
[
C
(b)
ES2ma
mb
(
S2b + 9(Sb · rˆ)2
)
xibx
j
b + 6
C
(b)
ES2ma
mb
r2SibS
j
b
+
(
C
(b)
ES2ma
mb
(
3(Sb · rˆ)2 − S2b
)
+ 12Sa · rˆSb · rˆ − 4Sa · Sb
)
xiax
j
a
− 4C
(b)
ES2ma
mb
S2bx
i
ax
j
b + 4
(
3
C
(b)
ES2ma
mb
Sb · r + 2Sa · r
)
Sibx
j
b
]
STF
,
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J ijSa,S2a
=
∑
a
[
3
2
Siax
j
a +
C
(a)
ES2
ma
(va × Sa)iSja + Siaxja
(
2
7
v2a −
5
7
aa · xa
)
− 3
7
viaS
j
ava · xa (8.81)
+
11
28
Siaa
j
ax
2
a +
2
7
Sa · xaaiaxja +
1
7
xiax
j
aaa · Sa −
3
7
Sa · vaviaxja +
11
14
Sa · xaviavja
]
STF
,
+
∑
a6=b
GNmb
2r3
[
3Sa · xb(xibxjb − xiaxja) + Sa · xa(2xiaxja + xiaxjb − 3xibxjb) + Siaxja(xa · r − 6r2)
]
STF
,
IijkSa,S2a
=
∑
a
[
9
2
(va × Sa)ixjaxka − 3(xa × Sa)ivjaxka − 3
C
(a)
ES2
ma
SiaS
j
ax
k
a
]
STF
, (8.82)
J ijkSa = 2
∑
a
[
xiax
j
aS
k
a
]
STF
. (8.83)
Together with the non-spinning counter-parts [28, 77]
Iij6S =
∑
a
ma
[(
1 +
3
2
v2a −
∑
B
GNmb
r
)
xiax
j
a +
11
42
d2
dt2
{
x2ax
i
ax
j
a
}− 4
3
d
dt
{
xa · vaxiaxja
}]
TF
(8.84)
J ij6S =
∑
a
ma
(
1 +
v2a
2
)[
(xa × va)ixja
]
STF
+
∑
a6=b
GNmamb
r
[
2(xa × va)ixja (8.85)
−11
4
(xb × va)ixjb −
3
4
(xb × va)ixja + (xa × va)ixjb +
7
4
(xa × xb)ivja
+
va · r
4r2
(xa × xb)i(xja + xjb)
]
STF
+
1
28
d
dt
[∑
a
ma(xa × va)i(3x2avja − xa · vaxja)
+
∑
a6=b
GNmamb
2r3
xia(xa × xb)j(6x2a − 7xa · xb + 7x2b)

STF
,
Iijk6S =
∑
a
ma
[
xiax
j
ax
k
a
]
TF
, (8.86)
J ijk6S =
∑
a
ma
[
(xa × va)ixjaxka
]
STF
, (8.87)
these are the source multipoles necessary to include spin effects in the gravitational wave phase to 3PN
order. In principle we must also include the contributions from tail effects to the radiative multipoles.
This is required only to lowest orders, i.e. for the current quadrupole. The computation is straightforward
using the results discussed in sec. 7.3.6 [77], see also [179].
For the waveform the previous results are not sufficient. That is the case because the amplitude is like
taking the ‘square-root’ of the power. To compute it to NLO (2.5PN) we require a few more multipole
multipoles, most notably the NLO current octupole (also in the covariant SSC) [78]
J ijk =
∑
a
2
[
Siax
j
ax
k
a
]
STF
+
∑
a
[
−2
3
(
viax
j
ax
k
a(Sa · va)− v2aSiaxjaxka − 2viavjaxka(Sa · xa) (8.88)
+ 2(xa · va)Siavjaxka
)
+
1
6
aiax
j
ax
k
a(Sa · xa)−
5
6
Siax
j
ax
k
a(aa · xa)
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+
2
9
(aa · Sa)xiaxjaxka +
2
3
x2a
(
viav
j
aS
k
a + x
i
aa
j
aS
k
a
)]
STF
+
∑
a6=b
GNmb
r3
[
1
2
(r · xa − 8r2)Siaxjaxka +
4
3
(
xiax
j
ax
k
a − xibxjbxkb
)
Sa · r − 1
2
xiax
j
ar
kSa · xa
]
STF
,
Iijkl =
8
5
∑
a
[
4(va × Sa)ixjaxkaxla − 3(xa × Sa)ivjaxkaxla
]
STF
, (8.89)
J ijkl =
5
2
∑
a
[
Siax
j
ax
k
ax
l
a
]
STF
, (8.90)
J ijklm = 3
∑
a
[
Siax
j
ax
k
ax
l
ax
m
a
]
STF
. (8.91)
8.4. Absorption & Superradiance
One of the most amusing new aspects which spin brings to the table is superradiance [267–272]. For
the case of gravity, 42 the mass of a rotating black hole may decrease as a result of gravitational wave
scattering, when the following condition is met:
ω −m`Ω < 0 . (8.92)
Here ω is the frequency of the incoming wave, m` the azimuthal angular momentum with respect to the
axis of rotation, and Ω the angular velocity. The wave is thus amplified at the cost of the black hole’s
rotational energy. Our task now is to incorporate this effect into the analysis of sec 7.8.
In the case of non-spinning black holes matching is attained by comparison with the total absorption
cross section. However, for the rotating case, superradiance poses a subtlety to the application of the
optical theorem. The reason is that what is gained through absorption may be less than what is lost into
amplifying the wave. This leads to a negative value for the low-frequency amplitude (GN = 1) [239]
Γs=2,ω,`=s,m`,h =
16
225
A
pi
m4[1 + (m2` − 1)a2∗][1 + (
m2`
4
− 1)a2∗]ω5(ω −m`Ω) , (8.93)
when (8.92) is satisfied. Here A is the area, and Ω ' a?4m is the rotational angular velocity, with a? ≡ Sm2 .
(Also, h = ±2 is the polarization of the wave, and we display only the l = s dominant mode [239].)
In order to avoid dealing with negative ‘probabilities’, we use a basis of polarized spherical waves [273,
274]
ψs`m` = Y
s
`m`
(θ, φ)
1√
2piω
ei(kr−ωt)
r
, (8.94)
with Y s`m`(θ, φ) the spheroidal harmonics [167]. Then, we decompose a h = −2 plane wave moving in the zˆ
direction in terms of spherical modes. The coefficients are given by cs=2` = i
`
√
2`+ 1 [167, 273]. Keeping
only the dominant ` = 2 mode, the difference between plane and spherical waves becomes a factor of
√
5
for each external state, altogether an overall factor of 5 [27].
42 Superradiance was first discovered in the realm of electromagnetism [267], and shows up in many examples [271] where
gravity does not play a role, although rotation (acceleration) is often present.
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The steps are now similar as before. We start by parameterizing the two-point function as 43 [27]
i
∫
dte−iωt
〈
T
(
QijE(B)(0)Q
kl
E(B)(t)
)〉
spin
=
1
2
Sijkl(ω)fs(ω) , (8.95)
where fs(ω) is a function of the frequency. The tensor structure is slightly more intricate than before,
Sijkl = [δikSjl + δilSjk + δjlSik + δjkSil] (1 + αsS
2 + · · · ) + · · · . (8.96)
In this expression αs is a matching coefficient and the ellipsis account for higher non-linear terms in the
spin tensor. These can be shown to be suppressed at low frequencies [27].
We now match for the polarized absorption cross section. In the full theory (general relativity) side
we obtain
σgrabs(ω) =
4pi
45
r5sω
3(1 + 3a2?)a? + · · · , (8.97)
whereas in the EFT (using k = ωzˆ, S · zˆ = a?GNm2)
σeftabs(ω) =
ω3
M2Pl
fs(ω)(1 + αsG
2
Nm
4a2?)GNm
2a? + · · · , (8.98)
after using the electric-magnetic duality, as in sec. 7.8. 44 Inspecting both results we find
fs(ω) =
4
45
G3Nm
3 , αs =
3
m4G2N
. (8.99)
Notice that at low frequencies fs is independent of ω. Moreover, the imaginary part comes from the
contraction between polarization and spin tensors. This means the time dependence is entirely in the
spin, as we would expect. That is because it is the rotational energy which is extracted to amplify the
gravitational waves.
Let us power count the contributions from dissipative effects to the binary dynamics, this time including
spin effects. From the above expressions we have, in the non-relativistic limit, [27]∫
dt
(
QEab
)
spin
Eab[H] ∼
√
a? (1 + 3a2?)v
5 . (8.100)
This enters at order Lv10 through the box diagram in Fig. 13, displayed again in Fig. 17, which represents
an enhancement of three powers of the velocity parameter with respect to the non-rotating case [241, 275].
This can be directly associated to the presence of the superradiance effect, allowing us to avoid an extra
factor of ω in the matching, see (8.93).
43 There is an important difference here with respect to the non-spinning case. For rotating bodies we found a non-zero
expectation value 〈QijE 〉spin ∝ SikSkj , see (8.35). Therefore, fluctuations must be defined with respect to the background,
i.e. δQEij ≡ QijE − 〈QijE 〉spin. For simplicity, in what follows we will continue using the same notation as in sec. 7.8, but the
reader should keep in mind that the correlation functions are computed in terms of δQijE [27].
44 Even though the rotating background explicitly breaks the symmetry, since 〈QBij〉 vanishes for a Kerr black hole, it is
still possible to show that the linearized equations for the perturbations are invariant under the duality transformations [27].
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QE QE
m m
Figure 17: Leading order contribution to the absorptive effects due to spin in the binary system. The correlator
〈T (QEQE)〉 now includes spin-dependent terms.
Computing the diagram in Fig. 17 we obtain for the power loss [27]
P spinabs = −
8
5
G6Nm
2
1m
2
2
〈
l · ξ
r8
〉
, (8.101)
where l = r × v, v = r˙, and
ξ ≡
∑
b
m3bSˆb
(
a
(b)
? + 3(a
(b)
? )
3
)
. (8.102)
For instance, we find
P spinabs = −
8
5
G6Nm
5M2ω
r6
(
a∗ + 3a3∗
)
, (8.103)
for a rotating test particle (m, a?) moving on a circular orbit in the equatorial plane of a black hole of mass
M  m. Here ω is the orbital frequency and  = lˆ · Sˆ. This is in agreement with the results in [241, 275].
As we did for the non-rotating case, we may also extrapolate our results to spinning neutron stars.
There are, nonetheless, a few caveats. First of all neutron stars are not maximally rotating, which was
assumed in the scaling law for the spin couplings. Therefore, there is likely an extra suppression factor
depending on the spin of the neutron star, e.g. [276, 277]. (We do expect, however, gravitational wave
emission from binary pulsars with sizable spins [278].) Furthermore, it is unclear whether superradiance is
even present for pulsars, and if so, whether it is as prominent as it is for the case of black holes. Therefore,
in practice, this is likely to impose an extra suppression factor. It is then reasonable to assume that
absorption effects for spinning neutron stars might not be as enhanced as for rotating black holes.
Another simple application of the formalism consists on considering slowly-varying time-dependent
backgrounds, described by time-dependent electric and magnetic components of the Weyl tensor. Following
similar steps as before we find [26]
W [xa] =
i
2
∫
dt1dt2
〈
T
(
QijE (t1)Q
kl
E (t2)
)〉 [
Eij(t1)E
kl(t2) +B
ij(t1)B
kl(t2)
]
+ · · · , (8.104)
from which we obtain, for a test particle with parameters (m, a?), [27]
Pabs =
8
45
a∗(1 + 3a2∗)G
4
Nm
5
〈(
E˙ijE˙il + B˙ijB˙jl
)
sjl
〉
, (8.105)
with sij = ijkSˆk. The time derivatives are defined as E˙
ij ≡ eiµejν vα∇αEµν , in a locally-flat frame.
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9. Summary of Part II
9.1. A Mamushka of EFTs
The dynamics of compact objects in a binary system and total emitted power follow from the effective
action,
W [xa] ≡ −i logZ[xa] = ReW [xa]︸ ︷︷ ︸
binding
+ i ImW [xa]︸ ︷︷ ︸
radiation
.
By extremizing the real part,
δ
δxa(t)
ReW [xa] = 0 ,
we obtain the equations of motion for the binary constituents, whereas via the optical theorem,
1
T
ImW [xa] =
1
2
∫
d2Γ
dEdΩ
dEdΩ ,
we get the radiated power, with dP = EdΓ. The computation of W [xa] proceeds in stages by integrating
out –one scale at a time– the short(er) distance degrees of freedom at the various relevant scales in the
problem: r−1s  r−1  λ−1rad, within the saddle-point approximation. Schematically,
eiW =
∫
D
[
λ−1rad
]
D
[
r−1
]
D
[
r−1s
]
eiSfull .
At each step we construct a point-like effective action where only modes with k < µ are kept,∫
D
[
µ
]
eiS → eiSeff .
The latter is constrained solely by the symmetries of the long(er) distance physics. For the binary problem,
Seff =
∫
dτ
[
−M(τ)− 1
2
ωabµ Sab(τ)u
µ(τ) +
∑
`=2
(
1
`!
IL(τ)∇L−2Ei`−1i` −
2`
(2`+ 1)!
JL(τ)∇L−2Bi`−1i`
)]
,
which describes a point-like object interacting with a long-wavelength gravitational field. The STF mul-
tipole moments are decomposed as
IL(t) =
〈
IL(t)
〉
S︸ ︷︷ ︸
background
+ ILR(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
response
,
and similarly for JL(t). The response is further separated into (in frequency space)
ILR(ω) = Re I
L
R(ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
tidal-effects
+ i Im ILR(ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
absorption
.
The point-like limit introduces UV divergences which are regularized in dim. reg. Power-law divergences
are discarded. After renormalization through counter-terms the functions above depend on scale, µ, and
obey renormalization group equations whose boundary conditions are obtained via a matching procedure.
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Point-Particle 
Wilson Coefs.
Spinning 
 BH (or NS) 
Bound State 
Potential Modes
Multipole Moments 
Radiation Modes
Matching
RG 
flow
Matching
RG 
flow
µ ' r 1s
µ ' r 1
µ '   1rad
(rs/r ⇠ v2)
(r/ rad ⇠ v)
The EFT approach to the binary inspiral problem: One scale at a time.
• µ ' r−1s : The (M,Sab) are the mass and spin of a black hole or neutron star. The
〈
IL
〉
S
are
proportional to permanent moments, e.g. ∝ S2. For the real part of the response we have (similarly
for the magnetic-type)
Re ILR(ω) = C
(`−2)
E ∇L−2Ei`−1i`(ω) + · · · ,
where C
(`−2)
E(B) are a series of Wilson coefficients (the Love numbers). The ellipsis include higher
powers of ω. All of the C
(`−2)
E(B) vanish for black holes in d = 4. The imaginary part of the response
incorporates absorption and may be matched via low-frequency gravitational wave scattering.
• µ ' r−1: Matching for the binding mass/energy, total angular momentum, and source multipole
moments,
(
M,Sab,
〈
IL
〉
S
,
〈
JL
〉
S
)
, is performed in terms of moments of the (pseudo) stress-energy
tensor, T µν(x). The latter is obtained after integrating out the potential modes. The background
field method ensures ∂µT µν(x) = 0. The response parts would be relevant in an external field.
• λ−1rad < µ < r−1: We encounter non-linearities induced by gravitational tails which contribute to the
one-point function. These are responsible for the radiative multipole moments, and the –universal–
renormalization group flow in the effective theory, i.e. M(µ), IL(µ). We find logarithmic corrections
to the binding energy and gravitational wave amplitude, as well as an IR divergent phase for the
latter. The IR pole is absorbed into a time redefinition which does not affect the physical waveforms.
These steps can be generalized, using the ‘in-in’ formalism, to include radiation-reaction effects. The tail
contribution entails a subtle interplay between potential and radiation regions, featuring time non-locality
and both dissipative and conservative terms. The latter includes a UV divergence which is linked to an
IR singularity in the near zone. The IR/UV mixing is a signature of double-counting. This is addressed
in the EFT by means of the zero-bin subtraction. The logarithmic corrections to the binding mass/energy
are captured by the renormalization group evolution.
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9.2. NRGR State of the Art
The daunting task of producing gravitational wave templates to high level of accuracy has led to decades
of arduous –yet outstanding– computations, see e.g. [49, 60, 115] for a complete list of references. In con-
trast, the EFT approach to the binary inspiral problem was developed some ten years ago [3–6]. Since
then, the gravitational potentials for non-rotating objects were reproduced to NLO (1PN) [3], NNLO
(2PN) [105] and NNNLO (3PN) [106]. Most of these computations were carried out using the metric
decomposition introduced in [215]. Currently the derivation within NRGR of the NNNNLO conservative
dynamics at 4PN order is underway [107]. The (partial) results reported in [107] are in agreement with the
(local part of the) full 4PN Hamiltonian, recently completed in [108–113] within the ADM and harmonic
frameworks. (At the moment, the disagreement between these two computations has not been resolved
[112, 113]. This highlights the importance of independent methodologies.) In the radiation sector for
non-spinning bodies, the radiated power loss was re-derived to NLO (1PN) [28] and NNLO (2PN) [279],
which is nonetheless still behind the highest PN calculation at NNNLO (3PN), e.g. [57].
The EFT approach [3–6], on the other hand, has played a key role extending the state of the art knowl-
edge of the binary’s dynamics and emitted power for rotating extended objects. The NLO spin-spin poten-
tials were computed in [71–75] to 3PN order. These results were also obtained using the ADM formalism
in [88–93], and more recently re-derived in [94] in harmonic gauge [60]. The NLO spin-orbit potential at
2.5PN was computed in [76, 79], and shown to agree with previous calculations [85, 87]. The conservative
effects to NLO were reproduced in [280–282] using the EFT framework of [3–6, 71–76], but applying the
decomposition in [215] together with some technical tools for implementing the SCC. The radiative multi-
pole moments needed to add spin effects in the gravitational wave phase to 3PN order appeared in [77], and
in [78] for the gravitational waveform to 2.5PN order. The former were also re-derived in [94], although
the comparison is pending. More recently, the EFT formalism has been used to calculate the NNLO spin-
orbit and spin-spin gravitational potentials at 3.5PN and 4PN order, respectively [95–98]. These results
were computed with more traditional methods in [99–101], except for finite-size effects, which are more
efficiently handled in an EFT framework [3–6, 71–76], now broadly adopted. An effective action approach
has also been used to incorporate leading order effects cubic (and quartic) in the spin [102–104].
NRGR was extended to the study of gravitational back-reaction in [31], developing the in-in formalism
in a classical setting [172, 173]. The computation of the radiation-reaction force to 3.5PN order for non-
spinning bodies was carried out in [171], and shown to agree with previous results [283–285]. In [32] the
non-local (in time) term in the effective action, discussed in [111–113], was re-derived. (This calculation was
also investigated in [286].) For more details on radiation-reaction effects (and extreme-mass-ratio inspirals)
see [117]. Finally, the presence of logarithmic corrections to the binding potential and mass/energy at 4PN
order [114, 221] was re-discovered in [30, 32], as a consequence of the renormalization group structure of
the effective theory. The issue of IR/UV divergences and double-counting was addressed in [32, 238].
Presently, in addition to assembling all the necessary ingredients to complete the gravitational wave
templates to 4PN order and beyond, the main efforts in NRGR have shifted toward more efficient ways to
organize the computations, as well as implementing non-perturbative methods. A line of sight in this di-
rection was advocated in [125], using the ultra-relativistic ‘large-N ’ expansion (see e.g. VII.4 in [156]), and
in [102, 287] using so called on-shell methods, e.g. [288–297]. We elaborate on future directions in sec. 14.
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Part III
The Effective Theory of Cosmological Large
Scale Structures
Introduction and Motivation
The discovery of the present acceleration of the expansion of the universe [298, 299] has motivated ex-
tremely ambitious observational programs to make very precise measurements of the evolution of large scale
structures (LSS), e.g. [300, 301], with the goal of constraining the nature of dark energy [302, 303]. More-
over, after the outstanding results form the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [304–306], the Planck satellite [307–
309], and unprecedented sensitivity to B-modes by the BICEP2/Keck experiments [310], future surveys
will become leading probes to infer properties about the initial seed of structure formation [311, 312].
For instance, the current bounds on primordial non-Gaussianity [308] are still above well-motivated phys-
ical thresholds, e.g. [313–319]. The study of structure in the universe then provides a venue to improve
on our present understanding of cosmology and address the origin of both a late and (very plausibly)
early phase of accelerated expansion [320, 321]. The combination of vast amounts of new data, together
with the fundamental questions it may shed light upon, has therefore reanimated efforts to make precise
theoretical predictions for the dynamics of LSS, e.g. [322].
Similarly to the binary inspiral problem, numerical methods occupy a prominent place in the study of
LSS, e.g. [323–328]. In fact, a universe filled with cold dark matter can, in many respects, be considered
a solved problem. Ignoring short- and long-distance relativistic corrections, simulations can in principle
run with exquisite control of the numerical outputs. There are, however, a few reasons to adopt instead
–when possible– an analytic framework, or at least a hybrid approach. First of all, numerical simulations
including baryonic matter are currently challenging. Secondly, simultaneously scanning over a large space
of parameters, and a wide range of scales, becomes computationally expensive the more precision is
targeted. (See [329] for a recent critical assessment of their ultimate feasibility and level of accuracy.)
Perhaps more importantly, even for cases with only dark matter particles, an analytical understanding of
the dynamics can lead to practical improvements. A well-known example is the reconstruction technique
for baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) [330–333]. Presently, reconstruction is performed using linear
theory or Zel’dovich approximation [334]. On the other hand, a more accurate technique will ultimately
lead to better bounds on dark energy. There is then still room for improvement by having analytic control
over the imprint of non-linear modes at BAO scales. Furthermore, the more modes amenable to an analytic
treatment the more accurate the constraint on observables, such as primordial non-Gaussianity.
The recent main focus of analytic studies in LSS can be thus broadly classified into two categories:
• The impact of IR/UV fluctuations on modes around the scale of the BAO.
• The realm of validity of perturbative methods.
The influence of soft modes has been studied from different perspectives, most notably using symmetry
arguments (equivalence principle) as well as incorporating resummation techniques, see e.g. [153, 335–350].
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On the other hand, the development of the EFT of LSS has emerged as a powerful tool to parameterize the
influence of UV modes on long-distance observables, and push the validity of perturbation theory toward
short(er) scales [151–153, 351–379].
Perturbation theory for LSS has a long and distinguished history, both Eulerian and Lagrangian space,
e.g. [334, 380, 381]. It has been extremely successful at describing dark matter clustering at linear order
in density perturbations, e.g. [381]. However, computations beyond linear theory, or so called ‘loop
corrections,’ are not under theoretical control. 45 The origin for the failure of standard perturbation theory
to describe the correct dynamics can be isolated in a simple example. Namely, an Einstein-de Sitter (EdS)
universe 46 with power-law initial conditions: PL ∝ kn. Already at one-loop order the power spectrum is
UV divergent, unless the spectral index is bounded: n < −1 [381]. (There is also a lower bound, n > −3,
related to IR divergences.) This is the case even for very soft external momenta, where perturbation
theory is expected to work. To produce finite answers thus requires the introduction of an (arbitrary) UV
cutoff, the existence of which results in lose of predictability in the standard approach. As we shall see,
like in the binary problem, the sensitivity to a UV cutoff signals the need of counter-terms, together with
renormalized –finite size– parameters, leading to a modification of the standard perturbative approach.
This is the origin of the EFT approach to the dynamics of LSS [151–153]. For the case of our universe,
perturbative computations are not strongly UV-sensitive. Hence, with few exceptions [383], the field has
ignored these issues. However, in the era of precision cosmology, the infinite error produced for the simplest
of all universes is telling us that the standard approach –while finite– still does not capture the correct
imprint from non-linear modes in the dynamics of LSS, in contrast to the EFT formalism.
The effective theory is naturally formulated in Lagrangian space, LEFT [153], as the continuum limit
of NRGR [3]. There are, nonetheless, a few crucial differences. In NRGR terms proportional to the Ricci
tensor and scalar can be removed by a field redefinition. In the continuum limit, however, different regions
overlap, therefore these terms turn out to be important for the consistency of the theory. Moreover, since
typical frequencies are of order of the Hubble scale, which is also the IR scale in the problem, there is no
decoupling in time [153, 355, 356]. Hence, while at the level of the effective action locality is manifest, in
time and space, the response functions display time non-locality and depend upon previous values over
a Hubble period. For non-linear modes, on the other hand, the typical momentum is kUV & kNL  H.
There is then a separation of scales in space, which is amenable to an EFT treatment. At a given soft
momentum, k, the effects from UV physics may be then parameterized in powers of k/kNL. Finally, the
EFT of LSS is stochastic in nature, since we only have a statistical description of the initial conditions,
plausibly originating from an early phase of accelerated expansion [320]. This is, after all, how LSS carries
information about the early universe. This means we will not only have background values and response
functions, we will also need stochastic terms. The latter plays an important role in the matching procedure
as well as in the regularization of would-be divergences of the standard perturbative approach. In what
follows we review the the basic elements and virtues of LEFT [153].
45 The loop integrals are due to the (iterative) perturbative approach and stochastic nature of the initial conditions [381],
rather than intrinsic quantum effects as in quantum field theory [156]. To date, computations in Euler space have been
carried out to three-loop order [382].
46 An EdS universe is a matter dominated spatially flat Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmology.
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10. Pitfalls of Perturbation Theory
Lagrangian-space computations present a series of advantages, e.g. [384–387], which also motivated the
construction of LEFT. However, the same type of UV divergences in Euler space are found in Lagrangian
perturbation theory (LPT). We will use then Lagrangian space as our arena to pinpoint the stumbling
blocks in the standard perturbative approach, and also later on for the development of the EFT framework.
10.1. Lagrangian-space
In LPT one solves for the displacement of the (dark matter) particles,
z(q, η) = q + s(q, η), (10.1)
labeled in terms of a continuum variable, q. The equations of motion are [381]
d2zi(q, η)
dη2
+Hdz
i(q, η)
dη
= −∂iΦ[z(q, η)] , (10.2)
∂2Φ(x, η) =
3
2
H2ΩMδ(x, η) , (10.3)
where the density perturbation is given by
1 + δ(x, η) =
∫
d3q δ3(x− z(q, η)) =
[
det
(
1 + ∂s
i
∂qj
)]−1
. (10.4)
Here η is the co-moving time, H ≡ aH, and ΩM ≡ 8piGN3H2 ρ¯M (η), with ρ¯M the average matter density.
The equation for the displacement is solved iteratively. Working in Fourier space (with respect to the
q-variables), we find
s(n)(k, η) =
iDn(η)
n!
∫
p1
. . .
∫
pn
(2pi)3δ3 (kt − k) L(n)(k1 . . .kn)δ0(k1) . . . δ0(kn), (10.5)
with δ0 ≡ δ(η0), kt =
∑n
i=1 ki, and D(η) is the linear growth factor (normalized to D(η0) = 1). The ex-
pressions for the L(n) can be found in e.g. [368, 388]. From here we can compute the n-point correlation
functions, e.g.
〈si(k1)sj(k2)〉 = −(2pi)3δ3(k1 + k2)Cij(k1,k2) , (10.6)
〈si(k1)sj(k2)sl(k3)〉 = +i(2pi)3δ(k1 + k2 + k3)Cijl(k1,k2,k3) , (10.7)
which entails convoluted integrals with the power spectrum. In a scaling universe, the density power
spectrum at linear order is given by,
PL(k, η) = A(η)k
n ≡ 2pi2 k
n
kn+3NL (η)
, (10.8)
where k = |k| and A(η) ≡ A(η0)D2(η).
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Figure 18: Diagrammatic representation in perturbation theory to one-loop order, e.g. [381, 388].
To one-loop order we find for the two-point function, [389]
C
(11)
ij (k,−k) = −
kikj
k4
PL(k) , (10.9)
C
(22)
ij (k,−k) = −
9
98
kikj
k4
Q1(k) , (10.10)
C
(13)
ij (k,−k) = C(31)ij (k,−k) = −
5
21
kikj
k4
R1(k) , (10.11)
whereas for the bispectrum,∫
p
C
(112)
ijl (k,−p,p− k) =
3
14
(
−kikjkl
k6
(R1(k) + 2R2(k)) + δjl
ki
k4
R1(k)
)
, (10.12)
∫
p
C
(211)
ijl (k,−p,p− k) =
3
14
(
−kikjkl
k6
(Q1(k) + 2Q2(k)) + δjl
ki
k4
Q1(k)
)
, (10.13)
and C
(121)
ijl = C
(112)
ijl . The diagrammatic representation of these contributions is shown in Fig. 18. The func-
tions on the right-hand side read
Qn(k) =
k3
4pi2
∫ ∞
0
dr PL(kr)
∫ 1
−1
dxPL(kr)
Q˜n(r, x)
(1 + r2 − 2rx)2 , (10.14)
Rn(k) = PL(k)
k3
4pi2
∫ ∞
0
dr PL(kr)R˜n(r) , (10.15)
with R˜n(k), Q˜n(k) given in e.g. [389]. In the UV limit we have Q˜n(r →∞) ∝ r2, and
R˜1(r →∞)→ 16
15
, R˜2(r →∞)→ − 4
15
.
Notice Rn(k) depends explicitly on the linear power spectrum, PL(k), which is still perturbative for
k  kNL. However, there is a UV divergence when n ≥ −1, which is sensitive to an integral over hard
modes. Implementing a cutoff, Λ, we find
RΛ1 (k) =
8
15
k2PL(k)l
2
Λ(η) , R
Λ
2 (k) = −
1
4
RΛ1 (k) , (10.16)
where we introduced 47
l2Λ(η) ≡
1
2pi2
∫ Λ
0
dp PL(p) =
Λn+1
k3+nNL (n+ 1)
. (10.17)
47 In (10.16), the l2Λ accounts for the highest power of Λ. For n > −1 we will find also lower powers. We will keep only
this divergent piece in what follows. Needless to say, the counter-terms can be adjusted to remove all positive powers of Λ.
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On the other hand, the terms which depend upon Q1(2) lead to divergences which scale as k
2Λ2n−1 in
the displacement power spectrum, and more importantly are not proportional to the linear PL(k). As we
shall see, both these divergences will be handled by counter-terms in LEFT. The former through response
functions, as tidal effects, whereas the latter will introduce a novel feature in the theory: stochastic terms.
Since there is no dependence on the soft power spectrum in (10.14), the renormalization through stochastic
counter-terms involves ‘contact’ interactions. 48
Notice that at one-loop order the above integrals converge in the UV, provided n < −1. Because of
the shape of the power spectrum, the same happens for our universe. There are no divergencies in the
loop calculations in the real world and the integrals converge simply by the lack of power on short scales.
The problem, however, arises when perturbation theory is used to describe short scale fluctuations for
which |δ(k)| has become large. The hard and soft modes couple through non-linear interactions as the
loop integral covers all momenta, hence the error on short scales pollutes long-distance observables. The
failure of standard perturbation theory cannot be fixed by a resummation approach. This is clearly seen
in a simple example.
10.2. Spherical Model
Let us consider an in-falling set of particles which starts homogeneous at t = 0. Then, at time t = tc,
collapses to a point, zc, and subsequently bounces back at a constant speed. This process is described by
z(q, t) = q − (q − zc) ttc → s(q, t) = −(q − zc) ttc , (10.18)
with the density contrast
1 + δ(x, t) = 1|1−t/tc| . (10.19)
The perturbative approximation amounts to finding a solution of the form (c0 = 1)
1 +
n∑
i=1
δ(i)(x, t) =
n∑
i=0
ci(t/tc)
i , (10.20)
to n-th order. Notice, as t→ tc, more and more terms are needed and the series diverges for t ≥ tc. The
failure to describe the correct dynamics is due to a pole at t = tc in the exact solution in (10.19). In
general, the series will not converge beyond a circle in the complex-t plane of radius |t| = tc.
The above case is somewhat pathological, let us consider instead the time-reversed solution,
z(q, t) = q + (q − zc) ttc → 1 + δ(x, t) = 11+t/tc , (10.21)
which describes innocuous-looking out-flowing matter with a smooth density perturbation δ(x, t). One may
think this case allows for a perturbative expansion, as in (10.20). However, the exact answer still has a pole,
now at t = −tc. Hence, the series does not converge beyond |t| = tc either. This is somewhat counter-
intuitive, the dilution process becomes highly non-trivial in the perturbative expansion with more and
48 For a scaling universe, instead of a cutoff we may use dim. reg., see e.g. [153, 352, 381]. However, in the real universe
the shape of the power spectrum does not allow for a clean analytic implementation.
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more terms needed for t < tc. This very simple example underlies the complications of the perturbative
approach. We can highlight these issues more explicitly in LPT by studying a spherical model, e.g.
[380, 390, 391].
Let us consider a spherical shell of radius r(a) ≡ |z(q, a)|, initially at r0 ≡ |z(q, 0)| = |q|, with a(η)
the scale factor we may use as a clock. In a matter dominated universe the gravitational potential is given
by Poisson’s equation in (10.3), Φ(r) ∝ r2a δ(a), 49 and following mass conservation we have
(1 + δ(a))r3 = r30 . (10.22)
The equation of motion for the position of the shell can be solved for an initial over-density, δ0 > 0, and
may be parameterized as [381]
r(θ) =
3
10
r0
a(θ)
(1− cos θ) , (10.23)
(θ) =
3
5
(
3
4
(θ − sin θ)
)2/3
, (10.24)
where (θ) ≡ δ0a(θ). The density contrast follows from (10.22)
1 + δ(θ) =
9
2
(θ − sin θ)2
(cos θ − 1)3 · (10.25)
Like before, the over-density case is singular due to the inevitable collapse of the spherical shell. On the
other hand, the under-density solution obtained by replacing  → − never becomes singular.50 On the
contrary, the total density (1 + δ) becomes smaller and smaller with the asymptotic value δ → −1.
The perturbative solution can also be constructed in LPT. For example, using (10.22) up to third
order, one finds [381, 391]
1 +
3∑
i=1
δ(i) =
(
1− 1
3
− 3
21
2 − 23
1701
3
)−3
. (10.26)
It is straightforward to show the perturbative solutions fares well at early times. However, once the density
falls under a critical value, δc ' −0.7 [391], the accuracy degrades the more LPT orders we add. The linear
theory becomes the most accurate approximation to the exact solution. One can show that the situation
is even worse, with pathological δ(2n) LPT terms predicting collapse for the under-density situation!
In this case the reason for the failure of LPT is the presence of a singularity in the spherical collapse
model, which also enters in the time-reversed dynamics. Since our universe is bound to be significantly
more intricate, this simple example then demonstrates that perturbative schemes cannot correctly describe
the dynamics when δ is large, and resummation techniques cannot remediate it.
49 Since the linear growth factor is given by D(a) ' a [381], the potential is time-independent at leading order.
50In terms of the parameterization in (10.25) the under-density solution is found by replacing θ → iθ.
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11. Effective Action: Continuum Limit
As we discussed in the previous section, computations with (10.2)-(10.3) require introducing a cutoff
in order to keep the perturbative expansion under control. In coordinate space, this entails working with
smoothed displacement fields, zL(q, η), which describe the motion of extended objects interacting with
long-wavelength gravitational perturbations. In part II we studied at length the implementation of an
EFT for extended objects. However, because of the continuum limit, a few extra ingredients appear here
which we did not encounter before for the binary problem. We review LEFT in what follows.
11.1. Dark Matter Point-Particles
Let us consider a set of q = 1 . . . N point-like dark matter particles interacting gravitationally, in a
FLRW background dominated by a dark matter component (and in principle also with a cosmological
constant). The equations of motion follow by varying the point-particle action,
SDMpp = −
∑
q
mq
∫
d3x dηq δ
3(x− zq(ηq))
√
gµν(x, η)z˙
µ
q (ηq)z˙νq (ηq) . (11.1)
The zµq (ηq) are the co-moving coordinates for the q-particle and dots are taken with respect to η. In what
follows we set z0 ≡ η(t) and ηq = η for all particles. We now take the continuum limit over the q-index,
∑
q
mq →
∫
ρ¯M (η0) a
3(η0) d
3q =
∫
ρ¯M (η) a
3(η) d3q , (11.2)
with ρ¯M (η) = ρ¯M (η0)
a30
a3(η) . Then, the point-particle action becomes
SDMpp = −
∫
d3x d3q dη a3(η) ρ(z(q, η),x)
√
gµν(x, η)z˙µ(q, η)z˙ν(q, η) , (11.3)
where we introduced the mass density per unit of q-cell,
ρ(z(q, η),x) ≡ ρ¯m(η) δ3(x− z(q, η)) . (11.4)
For latter convenience we also define the density perturbation,
δρ(z(q, η),x) ≡ ρ¯M (η)
[
δ3(x− z(q, η))− δ3(x− q)] . (11.5)
In the Newtonian limit we have (in co-moving coordinates)
gµνdx
µdxν = a2(η)
[
(1 + 2Φ)dη2 − (1− 2Φ)dx2] , (11.6)
and also z˙q/a(η) 1. The total action, including the gravitational part, turns into,
Stot =
∫
d3xd3qdη a4(η)
{
ρ(z(q, η),x)
(
−1 + 1
2
(
dzi(q, η)
dη
)2)
− δρ(z(q, η),x)Φ(x, η)
}
+S
(2)
EH , (11.7)
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where we canceled the tadpole against the linear term in the Einstein-Hilbert action, while retaining the
quadratic part,
S
(2)
EH = −4M2Pl
∫
d3xdη a4Φ(x, η)
∂2
a2
Φ(x, η) . (11.8)
As expected, Stot starts quadratic in the perturbations. Varying the action we obtain,
∂2Φ(x) = 4piGNa
2 δρ(x) =
3
2
H2(η)ΩM (η)δ(x) , (11.9)
as in (10.3), where
δρ(x, η) =
∫
d3q δρ(z(q, η),x) , δ(x, η) ≡ δρ(x, η)
ρ¯M (η)
. (11.10)
For the particles’ trajectory we recover the expression in (10.2), from∫
d3x
[
d
dη
(
a4(η)ρ¯m(η)δ
3(x− z(q, η))dz
i(q, η)
dη
)
+ a4(η)ρ¯m(η)δ
3(x− z(q, η))∂iΦ
]
= 0 . (11.11)
11.2. Long-Distance Universe
11.2.1. Relativistic Theory
Following part II, the continuum limit of the long-distance effective theory is described by [153] 51
SLEFT = S
DM
L −
∫
a3dη d3q d3x ρL(zL(q, η),x)
{
1
2
z˙µL(q, η)ω
ab
µ (x, η)L
ab(q, η)
−
∑
`=2
(
1
`!
Ii1...i`(q, η)∇i1...i`−2Ei`−1i`(x, η)−
2`
(2`+ 1)!
J i1...i`(q, η)∇i1...i`−2Bi`−1i`(x, η)
)
−
∑
`=0
(
Ci1...i`0 (q, η)∇LR(x, η) + Ci1...i`jv eνj∇i1...i`Rµν(x, η)z˙µL(q, η)
− Ci1...i`v2 (q, η)∇i1...i`Rµν(x, η)z˙µL(q, η)z˙νL(q, η)
)}
, (11.12)
where Lab is the angular momentum, and we introduced
ρL(z(q, η),x) ≡ ρ¯M (η) δ3(x− zL(q, η)) . (11.13)
The terms proportional to curvature (and derivatives thereof) are evaluated with the long-wavelength
metric field, gLµν . Moreover, the (I
L, JL) are the symmetric trace-free multipole moments, while the CL’s
couple to the traces of the curvature tensor. The first term in (11.12) includes the binding mass/energy,
and is given by
SDML = −
∫
a3d3xd3qdη ρE(zL(q, η),x)
√
gLµν(x, η)z˙
µ
L(q, η)z˙
ν
L(q, η) .
51 To avoid confusion with the ‘long-wavelength’ label we opened the L-indices in the multipole moments, see (7.29).
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This is the same expression as in (11.7) with the replacement: z → zL, gµν → gLµν , and
ρE(zL(q, η),x) ≡ ρ¯M (η) [K(q, η) + VS(q,x, η)] δ3(x− zL(q, η)) . (11.14)
Note ρE includes a kinetic term, K(q, η), as well as a potential, VS(q,x, η), which is a function of both
the internal binding potential of a given smoothed object, through the q-level, and the potential induced
by the other (plausibly overlapping) regions, through the x-dependence. The total action also features the
Einstein-Hilbert term.
Since particles interact only gravitationally we do not have multi-particle vertices. Provided there is a
separation of scales with respect to the cutoff of the EFT, we can expand such vertices, and write
SLEFT ⊃
∫
dη
∫
d3q L(∂qjziL∂qjziL, ∂qiqlzjL∂qiqlzjL, . . .) . (11.15)
These interactions describe different UV models, and may be used, for example, to incorporate baryons.
We will not discuss these terms here.
11.2.2. Newtonian Limit
We now take the Newtonian limit of our relativistic theory. This is relevant for the study of structure
formation (up until we reach the Hubble scale in the IR, where relativistic effects may be important).
Hence, we only include the coupling to the long-wavelength potential, ΦL, and ignore velocities and spin.
As a consequence many of the terms in (11.12) combine, and we arrive at
SLEFT '
∫
dηd3xd3q a4(η)
{
− ρE(zL(q, η),x)− δρL(zL(q, η),x) ΦL(x, η) (11.16)
+ ρL(zL(q, η),x)
[
1
2
(
dzL(q, η)
dη
)2
+
∑
`=2
1
`!
Ii1...i`(q, η)∂i1...i`−2E
Φ
i`−1i`(x, η)
+
∑
`=0
Ci1...i`(q, η)∂i1...i`R
Φ(x, η)
]}
+ · · · ,
where we absorbed all contributions from the Ricci tensor into CL(q, η), and introduced
EΦij ≡ −
(
∂i∂j − 1
3
δij∂
2
)
ΦL , R
Φ ≡ −∂2ΦL , (11.17)
δρL(zL(q, η),x) ≡ ρ¯M (η)
[
δ3(x− zL(q, η))− δ3(x− q)
]
.
Note the action is quadratic in the fluctuations, since for the unperturbed background, 〈IL(q, η)〉S = 0,
and the terms proportional to the traces turn into a total derivative.
Since we keep off-shell modes of the metric (ignoring radiation) and couplings to the Ricci tensor, we
may as well write the action in terms of the full multipole moments, including traces [167, 168],
Qi1···in ≡
k=[n/2]∑
k=1
n!(2n− 4k + 1)!!
(n− 2k)!(2n− 2k + 1)!!(2k)!! δ
(i1i2 · · · δi2k−1i2kIi2k+1···in)`1`1···`k`k . (11.18)
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Then, the dynamics which derives from SLEFT and the Einstein-Hilbert action can be equivalently repre-
sented by
d2ziL(q, η)
dη2
+Hdz
i
L(q, η)
dη
= aiS(q, η) (11.19)
−∂i
[
ΦL(x, η) +
∑
`=2
1
`!
Qi1...i`(q, η)∂i1...i`ΦL(x, η)
]
x→zL(q,η)
,
where
aiS ≡ − ∂iVS(q,x, η)
∣∣∣
x→zL(q,η)
, (11.20)
and for the Newtonian potential,
∂2ΦL(x, η) =
3
2
H2ΩMδM,L(x, η) . (11.21)
The mass-density perturbation is given by
δM,L(x, η) = δN,L(x, η) +
∑
`=2
1
`!
∂i1...i`Qi1...i`(x, η) , (11.22)
with δN,L(x, η) ≡
∫
d3q δ3(x− zL(q, η)) the number-density. We also introduced
Qi1...i`(x, η) ≡
∫
d3qQi1...i`(q, η) δ3(x− zL(q, η)) . (11.23)
It is convenient to write these equations in x-Fourier space,
d2
dη2
zL(q1, η) +H d
dη
zL(q1, η) = aS(zL(q1, η)) + (11.24)
+
3
2
H2ΩM
∫
d3q2
∫
k
ik
k2
exp
[
ik · (zL(q1, η)− zL(q2, η))− 1
2
kikj
(
Qijc (q1) +Q
ij
c (q2)
)
+ · · ·
]
,
ΦL(k, η) = −3
2
H2ΩM 1
k2
∫
d3q exp
[
−ik · zL(q, η)− 1
2
kikjQijc (q) + · · ·
]
, (11.25)
where Qi1...i`c stands for the ‘connected’ multipoles, see [153]. The expectation value of the exponential of
a quantity can be performed as the exponential of the connected cumulants of the same quantity, see e.g.
[392]. This exponentiation may be useful to perform resummations, as we discuss briefly in sec. 13.
11.2.3. Field Redefinitions
As we mentioned before, consistency requires we keep the Ricci tensor in the effective action through
the traces of the multipole moments. This is one of the main differences with NRGR, where these terms
can be removed by a field redefinition, up to ‘contact’ interactions. In the continuum limit, however,
these terms survive. Nevertheless, we can still perform field redefinitions, applying the leading order
equations of motion for the long-wavelength fields into the higher derivatives interactions. The traces will
not disappear, and instead they will be smoothed into terms proportional to the density.
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Consequently, the expression in (11.16) transforms into (in the Newtonian limit)
SLEFT '
∫
dηd3xd3q a4(η)
{
− ρE(zL(q, η),x)− δρL(zL(q, η),x) Φ˜L(x, η) (11.26)
+ ρL(zL(q, η),x)
[
1
2
(
dzL(q, η)
dη
)2
+
∑
`=2
1
`!
Ii1...i`(q, η)∂i1...i`−2E
Φ˜
i`−1i`(x, η)
−
∑
`=0
C˜i1...i`(q, η)∂i1...i`δN,L(x, η)
]}
+ · · · ,
with C˜L(q, η) = 32H2ΩM CL(q, η). Notice the action is now a function of a new potential, Φ˜(x, η).
(The full redefinition also reshuffles some other terms which are absorbed into the Wilson coefficients.)
The advantage is that the source of gravity is now only due to the trace-free part of the multipole moments.
The equations of motion become
d2zL(q, η)
dη2
+HdzL(q, η)
dη
= aS(q, η) (11.27)
−∂i
[
Φ˜L(x, η) +
∑
`=0
C˜i1...i`∂i1...i`−2δN,L(x, η) +
∑
`=2
1
`!
Ii1...i`(q, η)∂i1...i`Φ˜L(x, η)
]
x→zL(q,η)
,
together with
∂2Φ˜L(x, η) =
3
2
H2ΩM δ˜M,L(x, η) , (11.28)
δ˜M,L(x, η) = δN,L(x, η) +
∑
`=2
1
`!
∂i1...i`Ii1...i`(x, η) . (11.29)
The new potential is sourced by a mass-density perturbation which only involves the trace-free multipole
moments. (Here the IL(x, η) are defined similarly to (11.23).) As long as we restrict ourselves to ob-
servables quantities in terms of the displacement fields, the effective action in (11.26) is an equally valid
descriptions of the dynamics.
11.3. Smoothing
As we discussed in sec. 6.5, the long-distance action is obtained by integrating out the short-distance
degrees of freedom. The latter may be defined with respect to a smoothing scale, such that we only keep
modes with momentum k . R−10 . As a result we obtain dynamical equations for finite regions of size R0,
centered at zL(q, η), defined as (see Fig. 19)
zL(q, η) ≡
∫
d3q1WR0(q, q1)z(q1, η), (11.30)
where WR0(q, q1) is a window function, obeying∫
d3q1 WR0(q, q1) = 1 . (11.31)
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q⃗1
q⃗2
R0
z⃗L(q⃗1, η)
z⃗L(q⃗2, η)
q1
zL(q1, ⌘)
zL(q2, ⌘)
Lagrange Euler
Figure 19: Left panel: Finite regions of size R0 in Lagrangian space. Right panel: Evolution in Eulerian space. The
vector zL(q, η) describes the motion of the center-of-mass for each Lagrangian region. Notice that, upon evolution,
nearby regions may overlap.
In the Newtonian limit the point-particle effective action in (11.3) may be then written as
SDMpp =
∫
a4dη
∫
d3x
∫
d3qd3q1 WR0(q, q1) × (11.32){
ρ(z(q1, η),x)
[
−1 + 1
2
(
dz(q1, η)
dη
)2]
− δρ(z(q1, η),x)(ΦS(x, η) + ΦL(x, η))
}
,
after decomposing Φ into short- and long-distance contributions relative to the cutoff scale R−10 . We then
split the displacement into motion of the center-of-mass and short-distance displacements,
z(q1, η) = zL(q, η) + δz(q, q1, η) , (11.33)
with ∫
d3q1 WR0(q, q1) δz(q, q1, η) = 0 . (11.34)
The q-label accounts for the given region whereas the q1-label identifies the constituents.
The effective action follows by integrating out the hard modes (ΦS , δz). Let us concentrate first on
the displacements. Then, Taylor expanding the expression for ρ(z(q1, η),x) around zL(q, η), we obtain
(after integrating by parts)
SDMpp ⊃
1
`!
∫
d3x d3q dη a4ρL(zL(q, η),x)
(∫
d3q1 WR0(q, q1)δz
i1(q1, q) . . . δz
i`(q1, q)
)
∂i1...i`ΦL(x, η) .
(11.35)
From here we identify (in the Newtonian limit)
Qi1···inR0 (q, η) =
∫
d3q2 WR0(q, q1) δz
i1(q, q1, η) . . . δz
in(q, q1, η) . (11.36)
For the other terms we find
SDMpp ⊃
∫
dηd3xd3q ρ¯m(η)a
4δ3(x− zL(q, η))
[
1
2
(
dzL(q, η)
dη
)2
+K(q, η)
]
, (11.37)
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for the kinetic piece, with
K(q, η) =
1
2
∫
d3q1WR0(q, q1)δz˙
i(q, q1, η)δz˙
i(q, q1, η) , (11.38)
and from the coupling to the short-distance potential,
SDMpp ⊃
∫
d3xd3q ρ¯M (η) δ
3(x− zL(q, η)) VS(q,x, η) , (11.39)
with
VS(q,k, η) =
∫
d3x e−ik·x VS(q,x, η) ≡
∫
d3q1 WR0(q, q1) ΦS(k, η) e
ik·δz(q,q1,η) . (11.40)
As expected, the main contribution to VS comes from hard modes, with k ∼ (δz)−1.
Notice we could have directly obtained these expressions by using the results in sec. 7.3.3, in the
Newtonian limit. There we found, for instance for the multipole moments, e.g. (7.40),
Qi1...i`R0 (q, η) =
∫
d3x T 00R0 (q,x, η)xi1 · · ·xi` , (11.41)
at leading order in the PN expansion. In our case, the stress-energy tensor of a region of size R0, and
center-of-mass q in Lagrangian space, is dominated by the mass-density,
T 00R0 (q,x, η) = ρ¯M (η)a3(η)
∫
d3q1 δ
3 (x− δz(q, q1, η))WR0(q, q1) . (11.42)
From here we recover the expression in (11.36). 52 The overall factor of ρ¯M is because of our definitions.
In sec. 7.3 we introduced mass multipole moments, whereas in LEFT: [QL] ∼ length L.
11.4. Background, Response and Stochastic Terms
As we discussed in sec. 6.5, we decompose the multipole moments into [153]
Qi...in =
〈
Qi...in
〉
S︸ ︷︷ ︸
background
+
(
Qi...in
)
R︸ ︷︷ ︸
response
+
(
Qi...in
)
S︸ ︷︷ ︸
stochastic
, (11.43)
and similarly for the binding potential, VS . Notice we added an stochastic term. The latter accounts for
the fact that, due to the statistical nature of the initial conditions, in each realization there is a random
departure from the expectation value. While the effective action in LEFT is written in terms of a local
expansion in space and time, the (relatively long) Hubble time scale in the problem introduces an extra
feature which we did not encountered before in NRGR. Namely, the possibility of time non-locality for the
response functions.
The symmetries of the problem constrain the type of terms which may appear in the expansion for
the response, e.g. ∂i∂jΦL, ∂js
i
L, etc., as dictated by rotational invariance and the equivalence principle.
52 Note we did not include the bulk motion in (11.42), since the multipoles are defined in the rest frame of the ‘body.’
This was not an issue in sec. 7.3.3 where we assumed the binary system was at rest.
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For instance, for the quadrupole in (11.23) we may write,
(Qij(zL(q, η), η))R = ∫ dη′[ Gij,lk1 (η; η′) ∂l∂kΦL(zL(q, η′)) (11.44)
+Gij,lk2 (η; η
′) ∂lsL,k(q, η′) + . . .
]
,
where sL = zL−q, and Gij,lka (η; η′) are retarded Green’s function which depend on the dynamics at short
distances. The non-locality in time is inherited by the typical variation of the retarded Green’s functions
compared with the Hubble scale. This complicates the construction of the EFT, which now requires a
more elaborate structure. However, this non-locality first appears at two-loop order and furthermore one
can show it does not produce large effects [355, 377].
At one-loop order, on the other hand, we can proceed as follows. At linear order the displacement
scales as the gradient of the potential, and is given by [334]
s
(1)
L (k, η) = i
k
k2
D(η)δ0(k) . (11.45)
Then, the response of the quadrupole may be written solely in terms of ∂isjL, as
(
Qij(q, η)
)
R =
[∫
dη′ G˜ij,kl1 (η; η
′)
D(η′)
D(η)
]
∂ks
(1)l
L (q, η) + · · · (11.46)
= l2ij,kl(η) ∂
ks
(1)l
L (q, η) + · · · ,
where l2ijkl(η) is defined in terms of the integral in the brackets and has units of length
2. We can decompose
it further into irreducible representations and write (the minus signs are for convenience)
(Qij(q, η))R = −
1
3
l2T (η)δij ∂ksk(q, η)− l2TF (η)
(
1
2
(∂isj(q, η) + ∂jsi(q, η))− 1
3
δij∂ksk(q, η)
)
. (11.47)
As usual, counter-terms for the `-loop divergences are evaluated at (`−1)-loop order. Hence, the expression
in (11.47) is sufficient to one-loop order. In addition, for the background piece we introduce another length
scale,
〈Qij(q, η)〉S ≡ l2S(η)
1
3
δij . (11.48)
Similarly, the dependence on long-wavelength perturbations for the binding potential, VS , induces a re-
sponse function for the acceleration which also has a time-dependent coefficient [153]
aiS(zL(q, η)) =
3
2
H2ΩM l2ΦS (η)∂iq(∂q · sL(q, η)) . (11.49)
Notice that the symmetries precluded a term proportional to ∂2qs
i
L in (11.49). See [355] for an implemen-
tation of this procedure in the Eulearian approach to two-loops.
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12. Renormalization & Composite Operators
12.1. Quadrupole Moment
Let us consider the quadrupole moment of a volume V in Lagrangian space, determined by a set of
smoothed regions, see Fig. 20,
QijV (η) =
1
V
∫
V
d3q (ziL(q, η)− ziV )(zjL(q, η)− zjV ) +QijR0(q, η) . (12.1)
The center-of-mass is defined as,
zV (η) =
1
V
∫
V
d3q zL(q, η) . (12.2)
While the QijR0 depend on a smoothing scale, we expect the Q
ij
V to be a well defined measurable quantity.
That is the case provided we remove the dependence on R0. From (12.1) we obtain
QijV + z
i
V z
j
V =
1
V
∫
V
d3q
[(
siL(q, η)s
j
L(q, η) +Q
ij
R0
(q, η)
)
+ qisjL(q, η) + q
jsiL(q, η) + q
iqj
]
. (12.3)
The left-hand side is cutoff independent and therefore the same must be true for the right-hand side. This
means the expectation value, and correlation with a long-wavelength displacement perturbation, must be
independent of R0.
Let us start by taking the expectation value on the background of the short modes,
〈QijV + ziV zjV 〉S =
1
V
∫
V
d3q
〈
siL(q, η)s
j
L(q, η) +Q
ij
R0
(q, η)
〉
S
+ l2V ij , (12.4)
where l2V ij =
∫
V
d3q qiqj is a geometric factor associated to the Lagrangian volume V . Using (11.48), we
require 〈
siL(q, η)s
j
L(q, η)
〉
S
+ l2S
δij
3
, (12.5)
to be cutoff/smoothing independent. For example, for a scaling universe
〈
siL(q, η)s
j
L(q, η)
〉
S
=
1
3
δijA
∫ Λ
0
dk
4pi2
(2pi)3
kn =
1
3
δij
∫ Λ
0
dk
kn
kn+3NL (η)
=
1
3
δij l
2
Λ(η) , (12.6)
where lΛ is define in (10.17) with Λ = R
−1
0 . Then, splitting lS = lS,ren(η)+ lS,ct(η), we fix the counter-term
l2S,ct(η) = −l2Λ(η) . (12.7)
Furthermore, the response must also be cutoff independent when correlated with the displacement,〈
skL(q, η)
(
QijV (η) + z
i
V (η)z
j
V (η)
)〉
= (12.8)〈
skL(q, η) ×
1
V
∫
V
d3q˜
[
siL(q˜, η)s
j
L(q˜, η) +
(
QijR0(q˜, η)
)
R
]〉
+
1
V
∫
V
d3q˜
[
q˜i
〈
skL(q, η)s
j
L(q˜, η)
〉
+ q˜j
〈
skL(q, η)s
i
L(q˜, η)
〉]
.
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VQijV
z⃗VzV
Lagrange Euler
Figure 20: Left panel: a region of size V in Lagrangian space containing several cells of size R0. Each cell evolves
with its own quadrupole moment QijR0(q, η), as shown in Fig. 19. Right panel: The same region in Eulerian space.
The second line entails the renormalization of the displacement field, which we review in sec. 12.2. The
first line involves the product of the displacement at the same point, or a ‘composite operator’ [153],〈
skL(q, η)
[
siL(q˜, η)s
j
L(q˜, η) +
(
QijR0(q˜, η)
)
R
]〉
. (12.9)
We require this combination to be cutoff independent. From the results in sec. 10 we find〈
sl(k, η)
∫
p
si(p− k, η)sj(−p, η)
〉′
−→
UV ik
2PL(k)
4
35
l2Λ(η)
(
−k
ikjkl
k6
+ 2δij
kl
k4
)
. (12.10)
(We removed the overall delta function, denoted with the prime.) The divergence must be absorbed into
the correlation with the response (11.47),
〈(
QijR0
)
R
(k, η)sl(−k, η)
〉′
= iPL(k)k
2
(
kl
k4
1
3
(l2T (η)− l2TF (η))δij + l2TF (η)
kikjkl
k6
)
, (12.11)
with suitable counter-terms. The following choices remove the cutoff dependence:
l2TF,ct(η) =
4
35
l2Λ(η) , l
2
T,ct(η) = −
4
7
l2Λ(η) . (12.12)
The final (finite) answers still depends on renormalized parameters, lS,T,TF,ren(η). As we discussed
in sec. 6.6 these are obtained via a matching procedure at a given |k| < kNL, either by comparison
with numerical simulations or observations. From the universality of the Wilson coefficients we can thus
predict the value of correlation functions at another scale. After the smoothing/cutoff is removed (R0 → 0)
the matching wavelength, |k|, determines the typical length-scale, i.e. V 1/3 ∼ |k|−1. In this case, in order
to keep the lowest order contributions from the multipoles we must work in the |k|-soft limit. Alterna-
tively we could fix a finite smoothing size, R0 ' V 1/3 & k−1NL, which then serves as the physical matching
scale, and measure directly the quadrupole moment say from numerical simulations. One can then use
renormalization group techniques to study the scale dependence on the smoothing scale toward longer
distances. 53
53 This is equivalent to obtaining the renormalization group equations by studying the (in-)dependence of physical quan-
tities on the cutoff/smoothing scale, see e.g. [156].
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12.2. Displacement
For the displacement field it is useful to introduce a source term, FLEFT(q, η), as [153]
s¨iL(q1, η) +Hs˙iL(q1, η) +
3
2
H2ΩM
∫
k
iki
k2
∫
d3q2 e
ik·(q1−q2) ikj
(
sjL(q2, η)− sjL(q1, η)
)
= F iLEFT(q1, η) ,
(12.13)
which we then use compute the (n)-order displacement in LEFT, i.e.
s
(n)
L (q, η) =
∫
dη′G(η, η′)F (n)LEFT(q, η′) , (12.14)
in terms of the Green’s function associated with the linear theory. The source includes the non-linearities
in (10.2)-(10.3) from LPT, together with the multipole moments and binding potential in LEFT, see
(11.19)-(11.21). The latter are split into pieces, as in (11.43), which are incorporated into the source term,
FLEFT(q, η) = FLPT(q, η) + FS(q, η) + FR(q, η) + FS(q, η) . (12.15)
The displacement is renormalized provided FLEFT(q, η) has a finite expectation value and correlation
function with other displacement fields, order by order in perturbation theory. We discuss the power
counting rules at the end of the section. We start with the renormalization due to the background and
response and later include the stochastic term. For the sake of notation we drop most of the ‘LEFT’ labels
in what follows, as well as the explicit time dependence, unless otherwise noted.
12.2.1. Background and Response Terms
Let us perform an explicit computation to one-loop order. We start by expanding the source [153],
F l(q1) = alS(q1) +
3
2
H2ΩM
∫
k
ikl
k2
∫
d3q2 exp[ik · (q1 − q2)]× (12.16)
×{ 12 (iki)(ikj)[si(q1)sj(q1) +Qij(q1) + si(q2)sj(q2) +Qij(q2)− 2si(q1)sj(q2)]
+
1
6
(iki)(ikj)(ikr) [3sr(q1)(si(q2)sj(q2) +Qij(q2))− 3sr(q2)(si(q1)sj(q1) +Qij(q1))
+ (si(q1)sj(q1) + 3Qij(q1)) sr(q1)− (si(q2)sj(q2) + 3Qij(q2)) sr(q2)]}+ · · · .
We immediately recognize the factors of (si(qa)sj(qa)+Qij(qa)) from sec. 12.1. This combination produces
finite results after the counter-terms are chosen as in (12.7) and (12.12) [153], see fig. 21. There are,
however, remaining terms which are potentially UV sensitive. One such term is in the second line of
(12.17), which after correlating with the displacement reads (in Fourier space)
〈Flsk〉′(k) ⊃ −3
2
H2ΩM
∫
p
ipl
p2
(ipi)(ipj) i Cijk(p,−k,k − p) . (12.17)
Notice that the integral in (12.17) is slightly different from what we found for the quadrupole renormal-
ization. It is easy to show the above term is equivalent to a correlation, in q-space, with
Fl(q) ⊃ Ol(q) ≡ sj(q)∂l∂j∂k
∂2
sk(q) . (12.18)
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Qij
Figure 21: Diagrammatic representation of a quadrupole insertion in LEFT, either response or background. To
one-loop order the counter-terms are evaluated at tree-level.
Then, the divergent part in (12.17) becomes [153]
〈Olsj〉′(k) = 3
2
H2ΩMk2C(11)lj (k,−k)
(
2
7
l2Λ
)
. (12.19)
There is another source of divergences which arises from the cubic terms in the third line of (12.17).
These ‘crossed’ terms, for instance∫
k
ikl
k2
∫
d3q2 exp[ik · (q1 − q2)](iki)(ikj)(ikr)〈sm(q)si(q2)〉〈sr(q1)sj(q2)〉 , (12.20)
are not renormalized by the quadrupole moment, which instead gives
〈sl(q)sk(q1)〉〈si(q2)sj(q2) +Qij(q2)〉 → finite . (12.21)
The divergent contribution becomes
〈Flsj〉′(k) ⊃ 3
2
H2ΩMC(11)ij (k,−k)
∫
p
[
(pl − kl)(pr − kr)(pm − km)(pk − kk)
|p− k|2 −
plpmpkpr
p2
]
C
(11)
kr (p,−p) ,
(12.22)
which, after isolating the UV part, reduces to [153]
〈Flsj〉′(k) ⊃ 3
2
H2ΩMk2C(11)jl (k,−k)
(
13
15
l2Λ
)
. (12.23)
Similarly to what we discussed in sec. 6.4, the above analysis suggests we need a new counter-term. The
latter is due to the acceleration induced by the response of the potential VS on short scales, see (11.49),
〈aiS,Rsj〉(k) = −
3
2
H2ΩM l2ΦS ,ctk2C(11)ij (k,−k) , (12.24)
and we find
l2ΦS ,ct =
(
13
15
+
2
7
)
l2Λ =
121
105
l2Λ . (12.25)
This choice guarantees the displacement is renormalized and remains finite as we remove the cutoff.
Notice we could have started directly with the displacement field, in which case only a combination
of counter-terms are fixed by renormalization. This combination may then be determined by matching
for the displacement alone. The fact that we are demanding our theory to produce finite results also
for the multipole moments, which we can measure/observe, led us to the new counter-term. This was
readily at hand in LEFT, yet an explicit computation forces it upon us as a consistency requirement in
the long-wavelength effective theory.
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12.2.2. Stochastic Term
There is another type of divergence which is not removed by a counter-term from the response. It is due
to the contribution from C
(22)
ij (k,−k), see sec. 10 and Fig. 18. The reason this requires an extra counter-
term is simply because, unlike the response, it is not proportional to PL(k). As we see in diagrammatic
form, it is equivalent to a ‘self-energy’ contribution to the two-point function. By inspection of the integral
in (10.14) it enters as k2Λ2n−1 in the displacement. The renormalization procedure is straightforward. The
equation for the displacement includes already a contribution from FS(q, η), see (12.15). The divergence
in C(22)(k,−k) is then removed by a (contact) counter-term〈
siS,cts
j
S,ct
〉
∝ kikjΛ2n−1 . (12.26)
The stochastic term has zero expectation value, but accounts for departures from the average in the
correlation functions, see e.g. [141, 147, 148]. At the end of the day we find
kikjCSij(k,−k) ∝ k4 , (12.27)
for the mass-density power spectrum (see below). This term can be obtained by matching, either into
numerical simulations or directly by observation, reproducing the above scaling behavior. Notice it may be
neglected in the soft limit k  kNL. However, as we move toward the non-linear scale the stochastic terms
may be important and compete with the contributions from the response, scaling as k2PL(k), e.g. [368].
12.3. Mass-Density
We have succeeded in renormalizing the theory in Lagrangian space, including multipole moments and
displacements. The mass-density field in (11.22), on the other hand, is a derived quantity. It features not
only the number-density, defined through (10.4) for the long-wavelength perturbations, but also contri-
butions from the multipole moments. This means the correlation functions for the mass-density must be
finite, to one-loop order, with the choices of counter-terms already made.
The mass-density correlation function can be written as, see (11.21) and (11.25),
〈δM (k, η1)δM (k, η2)〉′ =
∫
d3q e−ik·q
〈
e−ik·(s(q,η2)−s(0,η1))−
1
2k
ikj(Qijc (q,η2)+Q
ij
c (0,η1))+···
〉
, (12.28)
with q = q2 − q1 and r = |x2 − x1|. By Taylor expanding the exponential and keeping terms which
contribute to one-loop order, we find that the necessary counter-terms combine into [153]
P1`(k) ⊃ −1
3
l2δM ,ctk
2PL(k) , (12.29)
with
l2δM ≡ l2θ + l2S + l2T + 2l2TF . (12.30)
The l2S,T,TF,ct counter-terms precisely cancel the divergences from composite operators which appear in the
Taylor expansion, combining once again into factors of (sisj +Qij). There is another term in (12.30), l2θ ,
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defined as
l2θ ≡
1
6
(
l2T + 2l
2
TF + 2l
2
S + 6l
2
ΦS
)
, (12.31)
which appears from the relationship between density and displacement,
δM (k, η) = −∂iqsi(q, η) ≡ −θ(k, η) + · · · . (12.32)
The equation of motion for θ reads [153]
θ¨(q, η) +Hθ˙(q, η)− 3
2
H2ΩMθ(q, η) = 3
2
H2ΩM l2θ ∂2qθ(q, η) + · · · . (12.33)
Therefore, in order to renormalize the mass-density our previous choices of counter-terms must combine
in l2θ,ct, as in (12.31), to cancel the cutoff dependence we find at one-loop order,
〈θ(1)θ(3)〉′(k) = kikjC(13)ij (k,−k) −→UV
8
63
l2Λk
2PL(k) . (12.34)
To show that is the case we first solve (12.33) using the Green’s function for an EdS universe,
G(a, a′) = −2
5
1
H2a
[
a
a′
−
( a
a′
)−3/2]
. (12.35)
Since the counter-term is evaluated at linear order, lθ,ct(η) ∝ lΛ(η) ∝ D2(η) = a2(η). Hence, using
θ(1) ∝ a(η), we have
θct(q, η) =
1
6
l2θ,ct(η0) a
2(η) ∂2θ(1)(q, η) . (12.36)
From here we obtain
〈θ(1)θct〉′(k) = −1
6
l2θ,ct(η) k
2PL(k) , (12.37)
and using the values for the counter-terms we found before, we arrive at
1
6
l2θ,ct =
1
36
(
−2− 4
7
+
8
35
− 6× 121
105
)
l2Λ =
8
63
l2Λ , (12.38)
which precisely cancels the divergence in (12.34), as advertised.
In summary, we have shown that all the parameters in LEFT can be adjusted to renormalize the theory.
As we notice for the case of the mass-density, or the displacement, the coefficients in LEFT may enter
in different linear combinations. That is the case provided the fields are not connected by a conservation
law. 54 Therefore, as long as we limit ourselves to a subset of possible observables, only partial information
may be needed. Nevertheless, the consistency of the theory imposes also finite results for the multipole
moments, which require an independent set of measurements.
54 In Euler space up to two-loops [355] only one parameter is necessary for the mass-density field, i.e. the ‘sound speed’
[151, 152]. The same parameter also enters in the computation of correlations of the momentum, since the two are connected
by matter conservation. However, if one is interested instead in the velocity, new parameters are required. That is the case
because v ≡ pi/ρ, which is a composite operator [153, 353, 355].
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12.4. Power Counting
After the theory is renormalized the remaining step in order to make predictions is to establish how
many coefficients are necessary to a given order, namely the power counting rules. The first terms in
the derivative expansion in LEFT scale as l2A,renk
2PL (for A = {S, T, TF,ΦS}). For instance, for the
mass-density power spectrum in a scaling universe we find,
∆2lA,ren(k) = γA,ren
(
k
kNL
)n+5
, (12.39)
where γA ≡ k2NLl2A is a dimensionless parameter, and we introduced the notation
∆2(k) ≡ k
3
2pi2
PL(k) =
(
k
kNL
)n+3
. (12.40)
On the other hand, the (renormalized) N -loop order in perturbation theory scales as [352, 354]
∆2(N)(k) ∝
(
k
kNL
)(n+3)(N+1)
→ ∆2(1) ∝
(
k
kNL
)2n+6
, etc. (12.41)
It is then straightforward to show higher order terms in LEFT enter as
∆2Q,aS (k) ∝
(
k
kNL
)(n+3)(N+1)+2p
, (12.42)
to N -loop order in perturbation theory. Here p is related to the number of derivatives involved, either in
the coupling to the multipole moments or through response functions. (Since we have interactions which
are local each additional derivative contributes a factor of (k/kNL)
2p in the power spectrum.) The counting
is complete with the stochastic term, see (12.27), which scales as [151, 152, 352, 355]
∆2S ∝
(
k
kNL
)7
. (12.43)
These rules then determine which terms contribute to the computation of the power spectrum to a given
order, provided k < kNL. Notice that, depending on the value of n, different terms are more important
than others. For instance, when n > −1 the correction from ∆2lA(k) dominates over the one-loop result
and are comparable for n = −1, assuming γA,ren ' O(1).
Since a cutoff introduces a scale, the power counting applies only in terms of renormalized parameters.
That is after counter-terms have been added and cutoff (or smoothing scale) is safely removed. This is an
important point. When a cutoff is used to regularize the loop integrals the (power-law) divergent piece and
counter-term enter at the same order, as it is required to produce finite results. However, this should not
mislead us into thinking that both, the renormalized loop contribution and LEFT parameter(s), wound up
at the same order. In fact, for a scaling universe we could have used dim. reg., as we discussed at length
in part II. In that case power-law divergences are discarded, while incorporating instead the non-analytic
behavior. The power counting rules apply in dim. reg., but the renormalized parameter may not depend
on scale, only when logarithms are present. That is when both contributions become of the same order.
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For example we find a logarithmic divergence at n = −1, when both the one-loop and renormalized
contributions from LEFT are comparable [153]. In that case we have,
∆2(1)(k) = k
3(kikj)Cij(1`)(k,−k) =
k2
k2NL
{
1 +
k2
k2NL
(
finite− 1
6
l2s,ren(µ) k
2
NL −
4
63
log(k/µ)
)}
, (12.44)
after an 1/ pole is removed by a counter-term. The l2s,ren is a (combined) renormalized parameter which
depends on an arbitrary renormalization scale µ (see [153] for more details). The renormalization group
equation in this case is somewhat trivial,
µ
d
dµ
l2s,ren(µ) = −
24
63
k−2NL , (12.45)
but it tells us nonetheless the expected typical size for the renormalized parameter, i.e.
l2s,ren(µ ' kNL) ' k−2NL . (12.46)
On the other hand, when n > −1, at one-loop order we find power-law divergences. If a cutoff is imple-
mented, the highest power of Λ scales as l2Λ ∝ Λn+1, see (10.17). As we discussed, a series of counter-terms
are needed to remove the dependence on l2Λ. Nevertheless, from the previous scaling rules we notice that
–once the divergences are removed– the contribution from l2s,ren dominates over the one-loop result. How-
ever, the l2s,ren coefficient becomes scale independent, due to the missing k
2 log k term for n > −1, unlike
the n = −1 case. In general, logarithmic divergences at one-loop order appear when n = −1 + 2m, with m
a positive integer. (Similarly for the stochastic term when n = 1/2+m, e.g. (12.26) [153, 352].) As we no-
tice from (12.42), these are renormalized into higher multipole moments, and higher powers of derivatives
in response functions. For example, for n = 1, we get a correction scaling as k4PL log k/µ (together with a
1/ pole removed by a counter-term). The renormalized one-loop result would be subleading with respect
to the leading order term(s) in LEFT, scaling as k2PL, but of the same order as the k
4PL contributions.
This discussion suggests that, unlike the cutoff regularization which mixes up different orders in the
k/kNL expansion, using dim. reg. –at least in a scaling universe– neatly isolates the relevant pieces form
the loop diagrams. Unfortunately one cannot simply implement dim. reg. for the case of our universe,
which presents many different relevant scales. Hence, a cutoff remains the chosen regularization scheme.
Therefore, only after counter-terms are judiciously added one obtains the power counting rules described
above. It is possible, nonetheless, to approximate relatively well the real universe –modulo the BAO
oscillations– with a piece-wise power spectrum of the form [355]
PL(k) = (2pi)
3
{
1
k3NL
(
k
kNL
)−2.1
for k > ktr
1
k˜3NL
(
k
k˜NL
)−1.7
for k < ktr ,
(12.47)
in the range k ' 0.1 − 1h Mpc−1, where kNL ' 4.6h Mpc−1, k˜NL ' 1.8h Mpc−1 and ktr ' 0.25h
Mpc−1. This helps understand different contributions at two-loop order in the Eulerian approach. See the
discussion in [355] for more details.
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12.5. A Non-Renormalization Theorem
There has been considerable interest in back-reaction effects from short-distance inhomogeneities in
the evolution of the long-distance universe. In particular, whether the former could be responsible for the
late time cosmic acceleration, see e.g. [393–395] and references therein. In [151] a rather simple argument
for the negative was presented. Let us consider a single virialized region of physical size `vir centered at
x = 0. Let us work in a locally free-falling frame and introduce the quadrupole moment of a smoothed
region,
QijΛ (t) ≡
∫
d3x′WΛ(x′) T 00(x′, t)x′ix′j , (12.48)
with WΛ(x
′) a window function in Euler space obeying Λ−1  `vir. The Ward identity then implies (see
(7.38)) [T ij]
Λ
(t) ≡
∫
d3x WΛ(x
′)T ij(x′, t) = 1
2
d2
dt2
QijΛ (t) , (12.49)
up to corrections of order `virΛ 1. We now average over a Hubble time, and since `vir  vH−1, we find
〈[T ij]
Λ
(t)
〉
=
1
H−1
(
d
dt
QijΛ (H
−1)− d
dt
QijΛ (0)
)
∼ 1
H−1
ρ v `vir ∼ ρv2
(
`vir
vH−1
)
 ρv2 . (12.50)
Therefore, virialized structure ‘decouples,’ since its contribution is suppressed compared to non-virialized
sources, for which pren ∼ ρv2 > 0 [151].
A similar argument can be made in LEFT and, moreover, within full fledged general relativity. Let us
take a region in Lagrangian space of size R0 with center-of-mass zL(q, η), which evolves into a virialized
structure of size `vir in Euler space. Moreover, for an isolated region and momenta |k|−1  `vir, we can
furthermore remove the traces from the effective action in (11.12). Therefore, we obtain
[T jk]
L
(k, η) =
[T jkpp ]L (k, η) + eik·zL(q,η)
[∑
`
(−i)`−2
`!
ki1 . . .ki`−2
d2
dη2
Ijk i1...i`−2(q, η)
]
+ · · · , (12.51)
where the Ii1···i` are the STF mass multipole moments and the ellipsis include similar contributions from
the J i1···i` . The point-particle term, T jkpp , follows from (11.14) and includes a renormalized density and
pressure, with pren ' ρrenv2 > 0, due to the kinetic and potential energy on short scales.
It is clear that, in the limit |k|`vir  1, the expression in (12.51) is dominated by the lowest orders in
the multipole expansion. We are left then with two extra terms incorporating the finite size of the region,
at leading order in derivatives,
[T ij]
L
(k, η) =
[T ijpp]L (k, η) + eikzL(q,η)( d2dη2 Iij(q, η) + 43klikl ddηJjk(q, η)
)
+O(|k|`vir) . (12.52)
The current term, however, is suppressed in the Post-Newtonian limit, v  1. Hence, by taking an average
over a Hubble time we recover the same result as before. There are nonetheless two minor differences.
First of all the STF parts of the multipoles encode tidal effects, and thus are further suppressed since
these are induced by curvature. Secondly, the dependence of Iij(q, η) on moments of T µν(x) is slightly
more complicated than in (12.48), also for J ij(q, η), see sec. 7.3.3. Nevertheless, all these extra terms are
subleading in the PN expansion, and may be neglected in the above analysis.
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These arguments are naturally generalized when more than one region is incorporated, provided they do
not overlap upon evolution. As we discussed in sec. 11.2, when regions overlap we cannot longer remove the
traces. In that case we may use a field redefinition, obtaining a Poisson equation which is sourced only by
the STF multipoles, see (11.28).55 The physics remains unchanged, provided we use observable quantities
to measure/define the expansion of the universe. (If the reader is not satisfied with this argument, it is
straightforward to show the contribution from the traces is highly suppressed for virialized structures.)
A similar decoupling occurs also for correlation functions, such as the power spectrum. First of all, the
new terms from LEFT are clearly suppressed in the soft limit, scaling as l2renk
2PL(k) at leading order [153].
Furthermore, one can show that the renormalized coefficients themselves receive most of their contribution
from modes near the non-linear scale, with small corrections from virialized structures [373].
13. Resummation
In sec. 12.4 we set up power counting rules in LEFT for a scaling universe. We did so in terms of the ratio
k/kNL, which is equivalent to using the linear displacement (or mass-density) power spectrum. However,
this is not satisfactory in our cosmology, mainly due to the various scales involved. While this does not
have major consequences in the way we handle the impact of non-linear scales, identifying the relevant
parameters becomes essential to properly incorporate the imprint of soft(er) modes in the dynamics.
13.1. Expansion Parameters
For a given mode, k, different scales affect the dynamics in different ways. It is then convenient to
split the various contributions to the mass-density power spectrum into three categories:
s>(k) = k
ikj
∫
p
Cij(p,−p, η) θ(|p| − |k|) , (13.1)
s<(k) = k
ikj
∫
p
Cij(p,−p, η) θ(|k| − |p|) ,
δ<(k) =
∫
p
P (p, η) θ(|k| − |p|) .
• s>(k) : Variance of the displacements produced by modes with |p| > |k|.
• s<(k) : Variance of the displacements produced by modes with |p| < |k|.
• δ<(k) : Variance of the density fluctuations produced by modes with |p| < |k|.
There is in principle another parameter, δ>(k), which we could introduce. However, while δ<(k) accounts
for tidal effects through the long-wavelength gravitational potential, the δ>(k) is a fictitious parameters.
That is the case because mass conservation guarantees there is no dependence on such parameter in the
final expressions. For example, in perturbation theory to one-loop order, we find for the mass-density
55The transformation can be applied in full general relativity, using Rµν ∝ Tµν − 12gµνT , to remove the Ricci tensor.
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Figure 22: Parameters quantifying the relevance of modes longer (s<(k)) and shorter (s>(k)) than a given k, and
tidal effects (δ<(k)), plotted for the real universe. (See the text.)
power spectrum
P1`(k) ∝ PL(k) Lδ<(k) ( k`  k ) , (13.2)
P1`(k) ∝ PL(k) Ls>(k) ( k`  k ) ,
where k` is the loop momenta and the 
L-parameters are defined with the linear power spectrum in (13.1).
The s>(k) is clearly responsible for the imprint of the UV modes on the long-distance universe, and
is incorporated into the derivative expansion in LEFT, after renormalization. On the other hand, the
displacements in s<(k) do not enter directly in correlation functions at equal times.
56 (In fact, in Euler
space there is a cancelation between P (22)(k) and P (13)(k).) However, they change the final location for
the short-distance scales. The s<(k) is ultimately responsible for the broadening of the BAO peak.
We plot the -parameters for our cosmology in Fig. 22. Notice, for k > 0.1h Mpc−1, s<(k) becomes
rapidly the largest. Therefore, it must be properly included in order to achieve accurate results.
13.2. Soft Displacements to all Orders
In LEFT we do not expand in s<(k), which is then naturally resummed in the final expressions. This
has two main advantages. Firstly, we do not encounter IR divergences. That is not the case in the Eulerian
approach, where intermediate IR divergences cancel out after all terms are added up, requiring a careful
manipulation of the integrals, see e.g. [354, 396]. Secondly, the resummation of s<(k) incorporates the
shift in the mass-density field, which as we mentioned is behind the smearing of the BAO peak.
The resummation is easier to identify in Euler space. The perturbative solution reads
δ(x) = δ(1)(x) + δ(2)(x) + δ(3)(x) + · · · , (13.3)
56 This is ultimately related to the equivalence principle, see e.g. [347, 354, 373].
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where, for instance to second order,
δ(2)(x) = d
(1)
i (x)∂iδ
(1)(x) +
17
21
(
δ(1)(x)
)2
+
2
7
K
(1)
ij (x)K
(1)
ij (x) , (13.4)
d
(1)
i (x) = −
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
iki
k2
δ(1)(k) eik·x , (13.5)
K
(1)
ij (x) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
(
kikj
k2
− 1
3
δij
)
δ(1)(k) eik·x . (13.6)
Notice there are two types of terms. The fact that the Eulerian perturbative approach expresses all
quantities as a function of δ(1) hides the fact that the last two terms in δ(2) entail two factors of δ(1),
whereas the first has a displacement, d
(1)
i , instead. The latter are contributions which are resummed in a
Lagrangian approach. In other words, if we keep terms from displacements only, we have
δ(x)︸︷︷︸
disp.
= δ(1) + d
(1)
k ∂kδ
(1) +
1
2
d
(1)
k d
(1)
l ∂k∂lδ
(1) + · · · = δ(1)(x+ d) , (13.7)
where d is given in (13.5). (This is also related to the eikonal approximation, e.g. [347].)
In Lagrangian space the resummation can be seen as a coordinate transformation, which is implicit in
the relationship between density and displacement,
1 + δ(x) =
[
det
(
1 + ∂si∂qj
)]−1∣∣∣∣
q=x−s(q)
. (13.8)
There are several terms which are non-linear in the leading order displacement. Either from expanding
the determinant in powers of ∂s
(1)
i /∂qj , or from the (n)-order in LPT, ∂s
(n)
i /∂qj . Finally we have the
coordinate transformation. These are the terms resummed in LEFT,
∂si/∂[qj(x− s)] = ∂si/∂qj + sl∂2si/∂qj∂ql + · · · . (13.9)
The displacement terms may dominate in various situations of interest, for instance, in the presence of a
long-wavelength gravitational potential, ΦL. As a consequence of the equivalence principle such potential
may be removed by a coordinate transformation, up to first order in derivatives. This is the type of
scenarios where the resummation becomes important. 57
As an example, the presence of the BAO peak in the correlation function, ξ(x), makes these terms
relevant. This can be seen by comparing the terms with a displacement, d2L ξ
′′(x), relative to those
containing higher powers of the density, δ2Lξ(x), where δL and dL are produced by the long-wavelength
mode. Because of the sharpness of the BAO feature, x2ξ′′(x)/ξ ∼ 102, the terms with a displacement are
enhanced with respect to the dynamical ones. See appendix C in [153], also e.g. [335–349] for more details
on the treatment of IR modes.
57 The resummation is also relevant for scaling universes with n < −1. There is an IR enhancement, which also makes
the integrals UV finite. As we emphasized this does not mean a renormalization procedure is not required.
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13.3. Exponentiation
The expression in LEFT for the correlation function in the long-wavelength limit reads
1 + ξL(r) =
∫
d3q
∫
k
e−ik·(q−r)KL(q,k) , (13.10)
where, see (12.28),
KL(q,k, η) ≡
〈
eik·(∆s(q,η))−
1
2k
ikj(Qijc (q1,η)+Q
ij
c (q2,η))+···
〉
, (13.11)
and ∆s(q, η) ≡ sL(q, η)− sL(0, η). Retaining up to the third moment, we write
logKL(q,k, η) = −1
2
AijL (q, η)kikj −
i
6
W ijlL (q, η)kikjkl + . . . , (13.12)
with the following correlation functions
AijL (q, η) ≡
〈
∆si(q, η)∆sj(q, η)
〉
c
+ 2
〈
Qijc (q, η)
〉
S
, (13.13)
W ijlL (q, η) ≡
〈
∆si(q, η)∆sj(q, η)∆sl(q, η)
〉
c
+ 3 ∆
〈
s(iQ
jl)
R
〉
(q, η) . (13.14)
The last term is defined as:
∆
〈
siQjkR
〉
(q, η) ≡
〈
si(q, η)QjkR (0, η)
〉
−
〈
si(0, η)QjkR (q, η)
〉
. (13.15)
Formulas such as (13.10) depend on the exponential of connected moments. Keeping terms in the expo-
nential consistently sums all s< effects, and thus provides a more accurate correlation function [153]. This
was incorporated for instance in [346], where a residual oscillatory behavior in the comparison between
the EFT computations in [355] and numerical simulations (due to the BAO features) was addressed.
Notice that, in sec. 12.3, in order to renormalized the theory we expanded the exponential. In this
approximation we ended up with a combined parameter, l2δM,ren.
58 However, had we kept the finite
pieces from the multipole moments upstairs in (13.10), the parameters would not add up in the same
manner. This is nonetheless consistent with our previous observations regarding resummation. The point
of keeping terms in the exponent is to resum the soft displacements in powers of s< , whereas the role of
the renormalized parameters, and counter-terms, is to incorporate short-distance physics encoded in s> .
Therefore we may proceed as follows. First, the UV contribution from LPT and the counter-terms –which
must cancel each other– may be kept in the exponential without lose of accuracy. Afterwards, when the
results are cutoff-independent, we may bring downstairs the terms which involve the renormalized (finite)
contributions from the displacement and multipoles. At this point the renormalized coefficients combine
into one, l2δM ,ren, which integrates the physical effects from the UV modes. The remaining terms are
kept in the exponent, thus incorporating IR effects [153, 346]. Hence, the advantage of LEFT versus the
Eulerian counter-part is not on the regularization/renormalization procedure (which, nonetheless, it is
perhaps more intuitively implemented in LEFT), but in the way the soft physics is naturally incorporated.
58 The combined parameter then becomes analogous to the (dimensionless) sound-speed term, c2s, in the Eulerian approach,
e.g. [152, 355]. For example in the notation of [355]: l2δM
= 2pi c2s/k
2
NL.
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14. Summary of Part III
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The (L)EFT approach to Large Scale Structures.
Cosmological large scale structures may be described in terms of the continuum limit of an effective
theory for extended objects in Lagrangian space: LEFT. There is a separation of scales in space (shown
above) which allows for the implementation of a multipole expansion, similar to what we discussed for the
binary case. While the effective action is local in space and time, the response functions for the multipoles
may display time non-locality. The would-be divergences for the displacement and composite operators in
LPT are renormalized by counter-terms, including background, response and stochastic terms.
At a given k the perturbative contributions are organized in terms of three parameters. The stan-
dard expansion parameter describing tidal effects (δ<), the imprint of hard modes through renormalized
coefficients (s>), and the effects of soft displacements (s<). The latter are resummed to all orders in
Lagrangian space. LEFT is thus uniquely suited to incorporate the resummation of long-wavelength dis-
placements and the impact of short-distance physics on long-distance observables, paving the way to more
accurate constraints on dark matter, dark energy, and primordial physics. As a fully relativistic theory,
LEFT can also be applied to analyze data from surveys approaching the Hubble volume, testing gravity
in the deep infrared.
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Concluding Remarks & Outlook
‘I will, therefore, take occasion to assert that the higher powers of the reflective intellect are more decidedly
and more usefully tasked by the unostentatious game of draughts than by all the elaborate frivolity of chess.
In the latter, where the pieces have different and bizarre motions, with various and variable values, what
is only complex is mistaken (a not unusual error) for what is profound.’ – Edgar A. Poe
‘The murders in the rue Morgue,’ Graham’s Magazine (1841).
Throughout this review we have shown how EFT methods can be successfully applied across different
length-scales: from black holes to cosmological structures. In all the cases the main element is the exis-
tence of a separation of scales in the problem which allows for a perturbative treatment. For instance, in
the binary inspiral problem with comparable masses, most of the analytic computations have been per-
formed within the realm of the PN expansion. In this context, NRGR provides a systematic framework,
with textbook regularization and renormalization techniques, and a set of Feynman rules which can be
automatized entirely using Mathematica code. The EFT approach has thus proven to be very powerful,
having a major impact in the modeling of spinning binary compact objects, and providing key ingredients
to construct accurate GW templates in the forthcoming era of multi-messenger astronomy [36, 47].
While NRGR has led to remarkable achievements, recent developments in gravity suggest that the
Feynman technology –which features prominently in the calculations– may be somewhat less efficient, and
other type of (on-shell) methods may be more suitable to compute certain observables, e.g. [288–297].
The main reason is that Feynman diagrams derive from an action where locality and global symmetries
are manifest, e.g. Lorentz invariance, at the expenses of introducing redundancies such as local gauge
invariance. For example, the photon has two on-shell helicity states, however the action for electrody-
namics requires a four-vector potential Aµ(x). The existence of redundancies increases the complexity
of the calculations, with a number of diagrams needed to enforce the gauge invariance of the results, i.e.
the Ward identity. The same gauge invariance is also responsible for the equivalence we found between
different computations of the total radiated power. Namely, either directly in terms of the square of the
amplitude; from the conservation of the pseudo stress-energy tensor in the radiation zone; or through the
study of radiation-reaction effects. Even though in principle on-shell methods may not seem to be directly
applicable to the calculation of the binding potential, a naturally off-shell quantity, we may nonetheless
wonder whether a more efficient computational approach, or more ambitiously non-perturbative methods,
may be incorporated into the EFT framework. Initial momentum in this direction appeared in [102, 287].
Another question, arising from the study of finite size effects, is the nature of the black hole state.
In particular, the origin of the results we encountered for the response functions to long-wavelength per-
turbations, and the vanishing of the electric- and magnetic-type Love numbers for black holes in four
dimensions. As we argue, this is a fine tuning in the EFT which demands an explanation. However, such
an understanding can only be found in the short-distance theory. In view of the recent discussions on
the ‘black hole information paradox’ and the ‘black hole firewall,’ e.g. [397–402], it is thus tantalizing
to ponder whether properties of black holes on long-distance scales may teach us something about the
quantum theory of gravity, and ultimately the degrees of freedom responsible for many peculiar features.
We conclude this review by adding a few remarks and pointing out some future directions.
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Figure 23: Various approaches to the two-body problem, depending on the strength of the gravitational interaction
and mass ratio.
Beyond Perturbation Theory: A Deeper Structure
We have concentrated on binary systems in the inspiral phase, with separation r/rs ∼ 1/v2  1.
In such case, the PN expansion applies for any value of the mass ratio qm ≡ m2/m1. There are, however,
other methods available when qm  1, for example black hole perturbation theory (BH-PT) and the
gravitational self-force program. Altogether these approaches complement numerical techniques to cover
all of the parameter space, see Fig. 23. For more details on standard methods and a complete set of
references see e.g. [49, 60, 115]. For a review of the self-force problem on the EFT side see [117].
An attempt at describing –analytically– the entire number of cycles during the inspiral, merger and
ringdown phases, has been originally put forward in [403] and dubbed the Effective One Body (EOB)
approach. As it is suggested by the name-tag, the main idea is to map the gravitational two-body
problem into the dynamics of a single body with an effective mass and evolving in an effective geometry.
For non-rotating objects, the latter is obtained as a deformation of Schwarzschild’s metric in powers of
the (symmetric) mass ratio. A somewhat related approach is the (semi-analytic) gravitational self-force
program for extreme-mass-ratio inspirals, e.g. [117, 404]. In both cases the symmetric mass ratio, νm,
plays a crucial role [49, 60, 115].
Originally the EOB approach was inspired by work in electrodynamics [405], which is essentially the
eikonal approximation discussed in sec. 2.7. For a linear theory the effective action can be computed to
all orders in the PN expansion by summing the series shown in Fig. 1, and simply corresponds to the
one-graviton exchange. The resulting Hamiltonian may be reduced to a one-body problem by going to the
center-of-mass frame. To the extent that electromagnetism is described by a linear theory, this does not
provide much of a hint about how to incorporate a one-body approach in gravity. On the contrary, as we
see in NRGR the relevant diagrams involve higher n-point functions, see Fig 7 [119], which are not easily
mapped into motion in an effective metric. Moreover, it is not clear either how this effective metric is
carried over to the non-perturbative regime. For instance, it does not solve Einstein’s equation in vacuum,
and instead requires a non-trivial (and plausibly non-local) stress-energy tensor.
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Despite these shortcomings the EOB approach has attracted significant attention in the last years,
see [49] and references therein. In particular because of its ability to model remarkably well the binary’s
dynamics, after a ‘calibration’ procedure, when compared against numerical simulations and perturbative
solutions. Therefore, even at a phenomenological level, the success of the EOB may be a hint of a deeper
structure in gravity. This is further supported by equally impressive results from semi-analytic self-force
computations at leading order in the mass ratio. For instance, the comparison/prediction of high PN
order coefficients in the expansion of the binding energy, including logarithmic terms associated with tail
(of-tails) effects up to 7.5PN [406, 407]. (Half-integer contributions may enter in the conservative sector
through hereditary effects [407], see sec. 7.5.)
The self-force computation involves a non-trivial comparison. In the PN regime we write the binding
energy as an expansion in the small PN parameter x,
epn(x, νm) =
(
1 +
∑
n
(
n∑
i
e(n,i)pn ν
i
m
)
xn
)
+ δepn(log x) , (14.1)
where e(x, νm) ≡ E(x, νm)/E0 and E0 = −µmx/2. From self-force calculations we have instead
egsf(νm, x) =
(
1 +
∑
k
e
(k)
gsf (x)ν
k
m
)
, (14.2)
as an expansion in the mass ratio. For instance, for the analytic terms this expression can be expanded
for small x,
e
(k)
gsf (x) '
∑
n
e
(k,n)
gsf x
n , (14.3)
and then used to compare both results. One finds an outstanding agreement between the two at leading
order in νm,
e
(1,n)
gsf ' e(n,1)pn (14.4)
to high nPN order, and similarly for the logarithmic corrections. For example, see e.g. [236, 408],
e
(1,4)
gsf ' 153.8803 , (14.5)
e(4,1)pn =
9037
1536
pi2 +
1792
15
log 2 +
896
15
γE − 123671
5760
' 153.8838 . (14.6)
Conversely, one can use the numerical self-force results for e
(1)
gsf(x) to predict the value of the PN coefficients
at leading order in νm. Not surprisingly, since in the self-force problem one does not expand in a small
velocity parameter [404], this program has been extended to (very-)high PN order (21.5PN) in [409, 410],
including logarithmic corrections (13PN). These have not yet been reproduced in the PN framework. 59
What is remarkable about these manipulations is the following. While the comparison for certain
gauge invariant observables, e.g. [413], can be safely made in the extreme-mass-ratio regime, qm  1,
59 The second-order self-force is known [411, 412], however a similar program has not been yet developed to O(ν2m). In
[125] a different expansion (the large-N limit) was introduced, and used to calculate the self-force to high accuracy in the
ultra-relativistic regime, γ  1. This may be useful to perform similar comparisons with numerical methods, e.g. [54–56].
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the self-force computations are used to predict PN coefficients at leading order in νm, for all mass ratios,
which is somewhat puzzling. If eGR(νm, x) denotes the exact result in general relativity, then we have the
approximations
egsf(νm, x) ' eGR(νm  1, x) , epn(x, νm) ' eGR(νm, x 1) . (14.7)
Hence, in the upper-right corner of Fig. 23, egsf ' epn. However, in principle this cannot be extrapolated
to the upper-left, and let alone the lower-left, corner. And yet agreement is found at linear order in νm.
In the self-force program one originally computes egsf(qm, x) as an expansion in qm  1. The ex-
trapolation in qm for comparable masses, however, produces incorrect results. This is not surprising, the
qm parameter is not invariant under 1 ↔ 2, since there is a clear asymmetry in the extreme-mass-ratio
case. On the other hand, by construction, the PN expansion is symmetric. The trick is, before extrapo-
lating, to write the self-force result in a manifestly symmetric manner, using qm = νm +O(ν2m), such that
egsf(νm, x) ' egsf(qm ' νm, x) at leading order in the mass ratio. However, for comparable masses we have
νm ' 1/4, which is not a particularly small expansion parameter. This is even more puzzling if one extends
the self-force computations into the numerical regime, where one also finds remarkable agreement [115].
There are a few (heuristic) comments one can insert here. For example, if we look at the terms in the
PN series expansion of (14.1), we notice that the O(ν2m) correction starts also at O(x2), and moreover it
is further suppressed by a factor of 1/24, e.g. [60]. 60 While this argument suggests we may be able to
extrapolate to the PN regime, we do not expect the PN expansion to converge toward merger. Therefore,
this does not explain the agreement with numerical relativity. On the other hand, the EOB program
appears to push the PN framework beyond the inspiral phase, which may then lead us to speculate that
perhaps all these features are somewhat connected to a deeper non-perturbative structure. This, in turn,
may be manifest also in the cancelations observed in on-shell methods for scattering amplitudes, and
invalidate the intuition one may get about the PN expansion from staring at the diagrams in Fig. 7.
Amusingly, a source of inspiration behind the EOB approach is also the work of [22, 415, 416], which is in
spirit similar to the implementation of on-shell methods in [102, 287]. The idea is based on the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation [417], relating the (on-shell) scattering amplitude with the (off-shell) binding potential.
The main difference is that in the work of [102, 287] one does not resort to Feynman’s technology, and
instead the gravitational scattering amplitude (for spin-0 scalar particles) is obtained in a bootstrap manner,
see e.g. [288–297]. This approach still relies somewhat on a loop expansion, however, it surpasses the need
of complicated n-graviton vertices. More recently an intriguing duality has been discovered between Yang-
Mills and gravity [290–292, 296]. This duality was used in [418, 419] to relate stationary and maximally
symmetric spacetimes, to solutions in a non-abelian gauge theory. Unfortunately, while the results in [290–
292, 296, 418, 419] are promising, in its current incarnation the duality discussed in [418] relies on having
found the gravitational solution first, prior to implementing the transformation. Perhaps similar techniques
may be uncovered one day for the binary system, shedding light on the aforementioned properties and
turning the two-body problem analytically solvable.
60 This appears to be a generic property of the PN expansion. Namely, at O(xn) the coefficients of the νnm terms are highly
suppressed. Amusingly, up to n = 6, one finds the pre-factors
(
1
12
, 1
24
, 35
5184
, 77
31104
, 1
512
, 2717
6718464
)
respectively, e.g. [414].
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The Black Hole (Quantum) State
In sec. 7.2.4 we mentioned that –for black holes in four dimensions– the real part of the response
function goes to zero as ω → 0. This led to the vanishing of the (renormalized) CE(B) coefficients. In
fact, this turns out to be the case for all the electric- and magnetic-type `-pole moments [196, 197, 219].
As we alluded before this is somewhat puzzling, in particular since in sec. 7.8 we discovered non-trivial
absorptive properties for black holes. It is then plausible this feature may be ultimately linked to the
–rather peculiar– nature of the black hole (quantum) state. 61
Let us look at the quadrupole term. The retarded Green’s function in (6.55) may be written as,
2GN
r5s
fbh(ω) = f0(µ) + β0 logω
2/µ2 + i
1
45
(ωrs) + (ωrs)
2
(
f2(µ) + β2 logω
2/µ2
)
+ · · · , (14.8)
where we included the contribution from (7.149) to the imaginary part (with the correct boundary con-
dition). Here the f0,2(µ) renormalize the coefficients of the EµνE
µν and E˙µνE˙
µν terms in the effective
action, respectively (see (6.59)). The µ-independence leads to a renormalization group trajectory.
Following sec. 6.6, an explicit matching calculation yields (f0, β0)bh = 0 and (f2(r
−1
s ), β2)bh 6= 0, after
removing a logarithmic divergence in dim. reg. [204]. 62 The vanishing of f0 in (14.8), plus the lack of
logarithmic contribution at order ω0, implies CrenE (µ) = 0 for black holes, at all scales. Although this is
not inconsistent, it clashes against some basic expectations. While the logarithms may not be present,
we could still have power-law divergences requiring a counter-term, CctE (Λ). These are set to zero in dim.
reg. mainly because all possible terms are already present in the effective action. Furthermore, we expect
the coefficients to be determined by the short-distance scale, rs, as in e.g. (6.69). (Similarly to the CES2
coefficient in sec. 8.1.4.) Since there is no apparent enhanced symmetry when CE = 0, nothing prevents
it from receiving (plausible large) corrections. Hence, the fact that all of the C
(`−2)
E(B) coefficients vanish
–unprotected by symmetries– implies a ‘fine tuning’ from the EFT point of view. 63 This unusual property
constrains the black hole (quantum) state. For instance, for the spectral decomposition of the retarded
Green’s function, one finds [121, 427]
Re fbh(ω0 → 0) = PV
∑
n
∣∣〈bh∣∣Qˆij∣∣n〉∣∣2(
Ebh − En
) → 0 . (14.9)
Here Qˆij is the quadrupole operator, and |bh〉 the black hole’s state, with 〈bh|Hˆ|bh〉 = Ebh, and |n〉 the
eigenvectors with En eigenvalues. Then, provided Qˆ
ij |E0〉 6= 0, we would conclude a black hole cannot be
61 Incidentally, unexpected cancelations (computed through the fluid/gravity correspondency) have also been found in
[420], albeit for dissipative coefficients at higher order in the derivative expansion. In light of the ‘membrane paradigm’ [421]
this may be more than just a coincidence.
62 The retarded Green’s function is analytic in the upper-half plane. Therefore, its real part cannot be zero for all
frequencies (below the cutoff of the EFT) while having a non-zero imaginary part. Hence, the non-trivial absorptive properties
unavoidably imply new terms –beyond minimal coupling– in the point-particle effective action.
63 Likewise for the hierarchy problem in particle physics, e.g. [155]. Since power-law divergences may be set to zero in dim.
reg., one may claim there is no issue. However, one still cannot explain why mHiggs is much lighter than a UV scale which in
principle could be as high as the Planck mass (supported thus far by the LHC). The problem worsens for the cosmological
constant, e.g. [422, 423]. (For an attempt to ameliorate the hierarchy for the latter see e.g. [424–426].)
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simply described in terms of a (pure) vacuum state, with Ebh = E0.
64 Inspired by Bekenstein-Hawking
we may then think instead of a thermal state, in which case we would have [427]
∑
n,m
e−Em/Tbh
∣∣〈m∣∣Qˆij∣∣n〉∣∣2(
Em − En
) → 0 . (14.10)
Furthermore, since all the C
(`−2)
E(B) vanish, this would have to apply for all multipole moments, imposing a
rather non-trivial set of conditions.
At this point, and following this line of argument, one may wonder whether one can write down a
dispersion relation involving the CE(B) coefficients. Let us consider the retarded Green’s function,
iGretij,kl(t− t′,k − k′) ≡ i
〈[T ij(t,k), T kl(t′,k′)]〉 θ(t− t′) , (14.11)
in terms of the stress-energy tensor of the ‘source,’ in this case an isolated black hole. Let us also introduce
gbh(ω,p), as in (6.55), by factoring out the tensor structure. In the low frequency limit, the absorption
cross section is thus given by
σbhabs(ω) ∝
1
ω
Im gbh(ω,p) , (14.12)
after expanding in powers of (ω,p) and evaluating at forward scattering, with |p| = ω. For example, at
lowest order in ω we have T ij(ω, 0) ' 12ω2QijE (ω), therefore
gbh(ω → 0,p→ 0) ' ω4fbh(ω → 0) + · · · . (14.13)
Causality implies that gbh(ω,p) is analytic in the upper-half ω-plane, e.g. [429], hence it obeys a dispersion
relation. Following the scaling in (14.13) let us assume the UV behavior of the retarded Green’s function
is such that,
Re g
(4)
bh (ω0 → 0,p→ 0) ∝ PV
∫ +∞
0
dω
pi
Im gbh(ω,p)
ω5
, (14.14)
for the fourth-order derivative, thus isolating CE on the left-hand side. This expression may be naively
justified as follows. As it is known, the cross section approaches a geometric value at high frequencies,
σabs(ω → ∞) ∝ r2s [430–432]. Therefore, if a relationship like (14.12) were to hold in the UV, the
expression in (14.14) would be valid. However, the positivity condition of the imaginary part, e.g. [429],
implies the right-hand side cannot vanish, whereas the left-hand side is zero for black holes in d = 4. Hence,
we conclude (14.14) cannot be true. (It may still be valid for neutron stars, and black holes in d > 4,
imposing a lower bound on the Love number.) In turn, this means gbh(ω,p) does not have the claimed
UV properties, and subtractions are needed. 65 Therefore, while the absorption cross section approaches
a constant value, the retarded Green’s function in (14.11) continues to grow.
64Notice similar arguments could have been used in electrodynamics for the JµAµ coupling. However, in such case the
real part vanishes because of a U(1) symmetry, which implies the associated charge annihilates the vacuum, thus preventing
a mass for the photon, yet allowing a non-zero imaginary part. (A photon mass also leads to a discontinuity in the number
of degrees of freedom [428].) A non-zero mass is generated in the broken phase, as we conclude from (14.9).
65 Something similar occurs in the study of dissipative effects within an EFT approach to fluid dynamics [141, 143, 144].
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Even though this is not necessarily an issue, after all the EFT expansion modifies the UV behavior
above the cutoff scale, it is nonetheless somewhat peculiar and signals the imprint of non-analytic behavior,
e.g. [433, 434]. To press on this issue let us then consider the gravitational scattering amplitude off of
a black hole, Abh(ω, θ). Assuming Abh(ω, θ) is polynomially bounded, we can write down a dispersion
relation in the forward limit, involving the n-th order derivative at zero frequency on the left-hand side,
and an integral over the imaginary part on the right-hand side. As it is well known, the amplitude presents
a series of so called ‘quasi-normal’ modes [433], which manifest themselves as resonances and branch cuts
in the complex ω-plane, e.g. [434]. Therefore, the exact form of the dispersion relation requires a careful
study of the analytic properties of the scattering amplitude. At low frequencies, however, the latter may
be computed within the EFT framework. This entails contributions from the mass term as well as the
CE(B) coefficients. The t-channel exchange and seagull-type diagrams only contribute low powers of ω,
and therefore they cancel out for n ≥ 4. (The singularity in the forward direction is thus avoided by acting
with the derivatives prior to sending θ → 0.) As we discussed in sec. 6.6, taking n = 4 we then isolate the
contribution from CE(B), in the ω → 0 limit. This leads to a relationship between the Wilson coefficients
and an integral of the imaginary part(s) (related to the total cross section), plausibly also contributions
from isolated poles. This is often referred as a sum rule, e.g. [317, 435]. The right-hand side must vanish
for black holes, because the left-hand side does, but it remains finite for neutron stars. Hence, for the
latter it is also a specific representation for the Love numbers. We leave this open for further exploration.
All these results hint at a non-trivial black hole state. In particular the apparent lack of hair, even in
gravitational backgrounds such as the one induced by a companion [436]. This resulted in the vanishing of
all the electric- and magnetic-type Love numbers in four dimensions [196, 197, 219, 260, 261]. At the same
time, black holes deform when rotation is present, e.g. [437], and furthermore also allow for polarizability,
e.g. [438], as well as absorptive properties, e.g. [239]. It would be then interesting to contrast all of
these features against putative theories that aim at incorporating short-distance gravitational degrees of
freedom. 66 For instance, the Kerr/CFT correspondency [443–448] and more generally the role of conformal
symmetry [400], (non-violent) non-locality [449–452], or the ‘corpuscular’ framework [453–456]. Moreover,
the recent results associated with the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (or BMS) group may not be unrelated, e.g.
[402, 456, 457], due to the –conjectured– presence of ‘soft hair’, e.g. [458, 459]. In light of all of these
developments, it is not unthinkable we may be on the brink of discovering a deeper structure in gravity,
which may be probed with a new generation of gravitational wave detectors, e.g. [460]. Hopefully this will
be reviewed before the 2× 102 anniversary of general relativity.
Through direct implementation, or parameterizing its own demise, the EFT framework offers a remark-
able set of tools to systematically study a familiar –though complex– structure, or to unravel unexpected
behavior. Concluding this review we hope the reader will consider incorporating the EFT formalism to
the toolbox of skills to be mastered by a modern theoretical physicist. 67
66 One way the black hole state may be probed is through high energy gravitational scattering [162, 163, 439]. An EFT
approach [125, 440] could also be useful at large impact parameters, to study the onset of black hole formation, perhaps
shedding light on the analytic properties of the gravitational S-matrix [162, 163]. Another interesting regime to explore the
manifestation of all these properties is the large-D limit of general relativity [441, 442].
67 http://www.ictp-saifr.org/?page_id=9163
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Appendix
A. Field Redefinitions
Let us go back to the contribution from the CR(V ) coefficients to the effective action in (6.49),
CR
∫
d4x δ4(xα − xα(τ)) R(x) dτ + CV
∫
d4x δ4(xα − xα(τ))Rµν(x)vµ(τ)vν(τ)dτ . (A.1)
According to Einstein’s equations the Ricci tensor, Rµν(x) ∝ δ4(xα − xα(τ)), vanishes everywhere except
when it is evaluated on the worldline of the particles, where instead blows up. This means that, on-shell,
these terms are either zero or infinity. We show next they can be consistently set to zero everywhere by
means of a field redefinition.
In general we are not allowed to use the equations of motion in the action. (For example, the action
for a free scalar field vanishes on-shell.) However, we are allowed to make a change of field-coordinates in
the path integral. To illustrate the procedure let us study an instructive example involving a single real
scalar field in five dimensions. The action is [461]
S = M35
∫
d4xdy∂Aφ(x, y)∂
Aφ(x, y) +M2Pl
∫
d4xdyδ(y)∂µφ(x, y)∂
µφ(x, y) , (A.2)
with M5 a mass scale. Here A = 0 · · · 4 and the metric is diag(+,−,−,−,−). In addition to the Einstein-
Hilbert action, we have an extra term which is localized in a d = 4 ‘brane.’ This is a simplified version
of the so called ‘DGP model’ [461]. Notice it resembles our case, where we have fields localized on the
worldline of a point-particle. The Green’s function obeys [461]
(M35∂A∂
A + δ(y)M2Pl∂µ∂
µ)G(x, y, 0, 0) = δ4(x)δ(y), (A.3)
whose solution, with retarded boundary condition GR(x, y, 0, 0) = 0 for x
0 < 0, reads
GR(p, y) =
1
M2Plp
2 + 2M35 p
e−p|y| , (A.4)
in mixed Euclidean Fourier space (where (p, y) ≡ (p1, p2, p3, p4, y) and p ≡
√
p21 + p
2
2 + p
2
3 + p
2
4).
Let us perform now the following field redefinition in the action of (A.2),
φ(x, y)→ φ(x, y)− M
2
Pl
M35
δ(y)φ(x, y) . (A.5)
It is straightforward to show that the variation of the bulk term cancels the one on the brane, and the
new action becomes
S˜ = M35
∫
d4xdy∂Aφ(x, y)∂
Aφ(x, y) +M2Pl
∫
d4xdy δ(y)φ(x, y)∂2yφ(x, y)
−M4Pl
M35
δ(0)
∫
d4xdy δ(y)∂µφ(x, y)∂
µφ(x, y). (A.6)
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Notice, however, the term on the brane is ‘regenerated,’ up to an overall factor of δ(0), together with a
term proportional to ∂2y , also localized.
We can easily show the new action in (A.6) encodes the same physics as the original one in (A.2). The
equation for the Green’s function, G˜(p, y), is given by(
M35 (p
2 − ∂2y) +M2Plδ(y)∂2y − δ(0)δ(y)
M4Pl
M35
p2
)
G˜R(p, y) = δ(y) . (A.7)
After some manipulations we conclude that the retarded Green’s functions, G˜R and GR, are related by:
G˜R =
GR(
1 +
M2Pl
M35
δ(0)
) ≡ Z−1 GR . (A.8)
As expected, we recover our original expression up to an overall normalization factor, and the physics
remains unaltered. The Z factor precisely accounts for the divergences that we encounter dealing with
these localized terms. (Moreover, using dim. reg. we would set δ(0)→ 0, and Zdim. reg. → 1.)
In our case, we can follow these manipulations to remove the terms in (A.1). We perform a field
redefinition of the metric,
δgµν(x) = c
(
1
2M2Pl
∫
dτ
δ4(xα − xα(τ))√
g(x)
)
gµν(x), (A.9)
with c an arbitrary coefficient. Hence, up to surface terms which do not alter the conclusions,
δSEH = −2M2Pl
∫
d4x Gµν(x)δg
µν(x) = c
∫
Rαβ(x
α(τ))gαβ(xα(τ))dτ , (A.10)
with Gµν − Rµν − 12gµνR, Einstein’s tensor. This shows that the coefficient of terms proportional to the
Ricci scalar are arbitrary. Hence, choosing c = −CR we may remove it from the effective action altogether.
All coordinate invariant observables are then independent of CR. A similar procedure eliminates CV [3].
Let us make a final remark regarding these manipulations. After applying (A.9) there is actually a
left-over piece, proportional to δ3(x1(τ) − x2(τ)), in the effective action. For the two-body system this
delta-like potential is similar to the so called ‘Darwin term,’ which accounts for the interaction between
the wave-functions of the electron and positron, and contributes to the fine structure of the energy levels of
the Hydrogen atom. Therefore, in a quantum mechanical world, we cannot simply set this –distributional–
term to zero, because wave-functions may not vanish at r = 0. (The expectation value of the Darwin term
is non-zero for ` = 0 states.) On the other hand, in the classical theory, this term always vanishes except
when the constituents of the binary overlap. In such case we find a pure divergence, which can be removed
as we just explained. This is not possible, however, in the continuum limit –and the evolution of large
scale structures– as we discussed in part III. For the latter the Ricci-type contributions may be replaced
by terms proportional to the (smooth) mass-density, and derivatives thereof. As we showed, these terms
end up playing an important role in the consistency of the theory.
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B. Toolkit
Gravitational Couplings
The relevant couplings that are needed to compute all spin effects to NLO order are summarized here:
Lmh = − m
2MPl
h00 , (B.1)
Lmhv = − m
MPl
h0iv
i , (B.2)
Lmhv2 = − m
2MPl
(
hijv
ivj +
1
2
h00v
2
)
, (B.3)
Lmhv3 = − m
2MPl
h0iv
iv2 , (B.4)
Lmh2 =
m
8M2Pl
h00h00 , (B.5)
Lmh2v =
m
2M2Pl
h00h0iv
i , (B.6)
LSh =
1
2MPl
hi0,kS
ik , (B.7)
LShv =
1
2MPl
(
hij,kS
ikvj + h00,kS
0k
)
, (B.8)
LShv2 =
1
2MPl
(
h0j,kS
0kvj + hi0,0S
i0
)
, (B.9)
LShv3 =
1
2MPl
hik,0S
k0vi , (B.10)
LSh2 =
1
4M2Pl
Sij
(
hµjh0µ,i + hkjh0i,k
)
(B.11)
LSh2v =
1
4M2Pl
[
Sijhlj (hkl,i − hki,l) vk − Sijh0jh0i,0 + Si0
(
h00h00,i + h
l
ih00,l
) ]
(B.12)
LhS2 = − CES
2
4mMPl
h00,ijS
ikSjk , (B.13)
LhS2v = − CES
2
2mMPl
h0l,ijv
lSikSjk , (B.14)
LhS2v2 =
CES2
2mMPl
[1
2
h00,ijS
i0Sj0 + S0kSjkh00,ljv
l + (B.15)
SikSjk
(
hil,0jv
l − 1
2
hlr,ijv
rvl + hli,jrv
lvr − v
2
4
h00,ij
)]
,
Lh2S2 =
CES2
8mM2Pl
SikSjk
[
h00,ih00,j + h0i,lh0l,j − h0l,jh0l,i + h00,l(hij,l − hil,j − hjl,i) (B.16)
+h0l,ih0j,l − hi0,lhj0,l + h00h00,ij − 2hlih00,lj
]
.
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Integrals
The integrals we find throughout our calculations in the PN framework are regularized in dim. reg.
by analytic continuation in d, the number of spacetime dimensions. The most common master integral we
find is given by ∫
dd−1k
(2pi)d−1
eik·r
(k2)α
=
1
(4pi)
d−1
2
Γ
(
d−1
2 − α
)
Γ(α)
(
r2
4
)α− d−12
, (B.17)
which allows us to transform expressions in momentum space, from the Feynman diagrams, into coordinate
space. By taking derivatives with respect to ri we can construct tensor integrals, for example,
∫
dd−1k
(2pi)d−1
kikjklkmeik·r
(k2)α
=
1
(4pi)
d−1
2
Γ
(
d−1
2 − α
)
Γ(α)
(
r2
4
)α− d−12 −2(1
4
(
δilδjm + δimδjl + δijδlm
)
+
(
2α− d− 5
4
)(
δij rˆlrˆm + δilrˆj rˆm + δimrˆj rˆl + δjlrˆirˆm + δjmrˆirˆl + δlmrˆirˆj
)
+
(
α− d− 1
2
− 2
)(
α− d− 1
2
− 3
)
rˆirˆj rˆlrˆm
)
, (B.18)
and so on and so forth.
In general, in the conservative sector, at n-order in the PN expansion we expect 3-momentum integrals,
equivalent to n-loop diagrams in quantum field theory. In many instances integrals can be computed as
nested `-loop integrations, with ` < n. Often, using several tricks, e.g. [462], these reduce to products
with ` = 1. In such case, a useful master (one-loop) integral is the following
∫
dd−1k
(2pi)d−1
1
(k2)
α
((k + p)2)
β
=
1
(4pi)
d−1
2
Γ(α+ β − d−12 )
Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(d−12 − α)Γ(d−12 − β)
Γ(d− 1− α− β)
(
p2
) d−1
2 −α−β , (B.19)
which enters for example in the tail effect (see appendix A of [28]). These manipulations simplify the
number of loop integrals required, leaving a handful of irreducible ones at a given order. See [119] for a
more detailed discussion.
In the radiation theory we also encounter similar integrals after multipole expanding the potential-
radiation vertices. However, as we notice diagrammatically, for instance in Fig. 8, the higher order source
multipoles are obtained in terms of lower order loop integrals with potential modes. This is the case
because in the computation of the gravitational amplitude (and pseudo stress-energy tensor) we remove a
propagator from the worldline and put it on-shell (and soft). This means, to compute the total radiated
power to nPN order we require at most (n− 1)-loop integrals from the conservative sector.
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